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ABSTRACT

This report descnbes a practicum which was designed to increase knowledge of
issues related to prostitution and work-related violence agahst women working as street
prostitutes, as weil as to increase howledge and skills in doing feminist research. In order
to do this, a research project was conducted to investigate the issue of work-related
violence aga% women workhg as street prostitutes.
The foiiowing activities were wmpleted: 1) a review of the literature on
prostitution and violence against women working as prostitutes; 2) a review of the
Literature on the ferninist alternative-end paradigm research approaches as weii as an

examination of the sirnilarities and dïerences between research conducted at merent
points on the paradigm continuum between the dominant end and the alternative end, and

the evaluation of the appropriateness of a feminist aiternative-end research approach to
research in the area of work-related violence against wornen working as street prostitutes;
3) involvement in al1 aspects of the research project itseE fkom research design, selection

o f methoas, preparation of the- cross-secrionai swey, conduaing cross-secrional
interviews, semi-stnictured audio-taped

interviews, analysis of the results and

recommendations; 4) use of a diary throughout the research process to increase the
likelihood that the acquisition and integration of knowledge and skilis in feminist research

was done more consciously.

In this practicum, the goal of increasing the researcher's knowledge and s k .in the
area of f e d s t research was met. This praaicum dso makes a valuable contniution to
the existing fiterature on the barriers which can &se

for femliist researchers or

researchers in generaI, and new researchers in partidar. The praaicum points to

potentially usefiil new areas of research on more conscious and systematic examination of
the process by which Ïndividuals Iearn to do research. Dohg so would aiiow researchers

to more objdvely examine why problerns &se in the course of the research and to plan
future research projects so it is less likely the same problems will &se. FinaUy, the
information obtained nom the research project itseif fus a gap in the literahire on work-

related violence and prostitution, by examining the issue within the context of a feminist
alternative-end paradigm research appmach.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report descnies a practicum which was designed to increase my
knowledge of issues related to prostitution and work-related violence against women
working as street prostitutes, and to increase my knowledge and skills in doing feminist
research. In order to do this a research project was conducted to investigate the issue of
wo rk-related violence against women working as street prostitutes in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. The practicum was cornpleted over a period of five years, fiom June 1992 to
June 1997. Primary periods of activity on the practicum were fiom 1992 to 1994, when
the cross-sectional surveys and audio-taped i n t e ~ e w were
s
conducted, and 1996 to 1997,
when the results were analysed and interpreted, the action plan formulatecl and the &ai

practicum report written. The activities associated with the research project done in order
to gain skills and howledge in ferninia research was done within the context of Campbell
and HeiMch Research Asociares ( C m ) , a private research and consulting fhn which

has had extensive experience in the research field. It was ais0 completed in collaboration
with Prostitutes and Other Women for Equd Rights (POWER) and the women using

POWER's services,
The foifowing activities were completed:
1)

A review of the fiterature on prostitution and violence against women working as
prostitutes.

2)

a review of the literature on the feminist alternative-end paradigm research
approaches as weli as an examination of the similarities and diaerences between

research conducted at different points on the paradigm continuum between the

dominant end and the alternative end, and the evaluation of the appropnateness of

a feminst alternative-end research approach to research in the area of work-related
violence against women working as street prostitutes.
3)

Involvement in ail aspects of the research project itse& 60m research design,
selection of methods preparation of the cross-sectional survey, conducting crosssectional interviews, semi-stmctured audio-taped i n t e ~ e w qd y s i s of the results
and recommendations.

4)

Use of a diary throughout the research process to ensure the acquisition and
integration of knowledge and skills in feminist research was done more
consciously.
The practicum report is outlined in detail in the next four sections. After these

introductory comments, the second section contains the literahire reviews on ferninist
alternative-end paradigm research-and-dominam. m d alternative-end p û r a d i p researchapproaches, as weli as on prostitution and violence, and an o v e ~ e wof the reasons why
feminist alternative-end paradigm research is appropriate for research on this topic and

with this cornmunity. The application of the femullst alternative-end paradigm research
approach is surnrnarized in the third section. It is divideci into two sub-sections, a
description of the practicum context and the practicum activities. The final and fourth
section provides an oveniew of the pradcum evaluation and conclusions, including the
evaluation of the learning expexience and student performance.

2.1

FEM7NIST ALTERNATIVE-END AND DOMINANT-END PARADIGM

RESEARCH

2.1.1 Introduction

This section of the practicum report defùies and examines dominant and alternative
paradigms, or world views, as they relate to the research process and how they dXer

(Code, 1991; Collins, 1989, 1991; Fee, 1986; Harding, 1986; Lather, 1986, 1991;
Magger, 1987; Ristock & P e n d , 1996). The primary ditferences between the two
paradigms are outhed, based on three primary aspects of their ways of viewing
knowledge and the world: a) preservation of the status quo versus revolutionary change;
b) commonaiity and consiaencyversus divers& and contradictions; and, cf things as rhey

are versus things as they could be. How research is conducted differently, dependmg on
where the researcher is Iocated on the continuum between the dominant and the
alternative paradigms is also provided. This issue is examineci by reviewuig three

fundamental diierences between the foms of research: a) objeaivity, rationality and
researcher distance versus subjectivity, emotion and researcher COU aboration; b)

universality and generalizability versus merence and uniqueness: methodologicai
implications and c) researcher neutrality and social control versus political solidarity and
social action. Finally, an oveniew of issues related to feminist alternative paradigm
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research is provided. This o v e ~ e w
examines the different epistemological stances held by
tëminists researchers. It also provides a discussion of how feminist research is different
fkom other alternative paradigm research, and has been demonstrated to be more suitable
for research completed in areas relevant to women, such as prostitution and violence.

2.1-2 Feminist Alternative-End Paradigm Research

The social change movement known as feminism arose in response to the
historicdy unequal distribution of power in society, based on whether a person was bom

a man or a woman. Ferninism critiques the socio-political and historical structures which
have instituted and enforceci structural inequities based on sex, and seeks to document,
understand and change them (Code, Ford, Martindale, Sherwin & Shogan, 199 1). It also
focuses on areas of social life which have been ignored and undervalued by both maledominated society and the research done within it. Topics addressed include, for example,
violence against women (Bass & Davis, 1988; Herman, 1992; Russell, 1986; Yllo &
Bograd, 1988), housework (Berheide, 1984) and notions of family (Ferree, 1990; Glenn,
1987). How feminists intended to change the situation of women in society depended on

where they were situated on the continuum between the dominant and alternative
paradigms.

This section of the practicum report outlines the three primary feminist
epistemologies, or world views, and provides a brief o v e ~ e wof the pros and cons of
each based on the aspects of the dominant and alternative paradigms they have within
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them and how this a i s research done by their advocates. This review reflects, in a
minor way, the debate within the femlliist research cornmunity as to what kind of research
is tmly 'feminist' , a debate which has touched upon epistemological issues

(AUen &

Baber, 1992; Code, 1991; Harding, 1987% 1987b;Hartsoclg 1987; Hawkesworth, 1989;
Lather, 1991; Ristock & Penne4 1996; Stanley & Wise, 1990), methodology (Cancian,
1992, Mies, 1991; Peplau & Conrad, 1989; Ristock & Pennell, 1996; Stanley & Wise,
1983) and methods (Cancian; Harding, 1987b, 1987~;Jayaratne & Stewart, 1991; Peplau
& Conrad, 1989; Reinharq 1983, 1992, 1993; Ristock & Pemell, 1996).

Epistemologicai Issues and Research
Feminists place great importance on ensuring that their theory and practice be
consistent with their basic p~ciples,or ethical standards. These principles arise fkom
epistemologies, which detennine one's understanding of the nature of tmth and
knowledge, and which are situated on the continuum between the dominant and
alternative paradigms (Men & Baber, 1992; Ristock & Pemell, 1996). These
epistemologies can be grouped into three categories: feminist empincism, feminist
standpoint theory and ferninist postrnodenllsm, which constitute the three dominant
epistemologies of feminism (Allen & Baber, 1992; Harding, 1986, 198%; Hawkesworth,
1989; Ristock & Penneii, 1996).

Feminist Empiricim

This epistemology was describeci by Stanley and Wise (1990) as "the main ferninist
response to the biases and problems of traditional disciplines" (p. 26). As such, it supports
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the beiief that researchers cm maintain objectivity, in order to discover a h t h ' which
exists independent of the knower (Allen & Baber, 1992; Hawkesworth, 1989). Where it
difEers fiom non-feminist dominant paradigm approaches is in its challenge of the
traditional androcentrism of research and its emphasis on the importance of
acknowledging the context within which research occurs in at least a limited fashion.
Theonsts in this tradition argue that ferninist researchers produce research that is less
androcentric, and therefore more objective, tban non-feminist research. It also considers
qualities related to the researcher as being capable of biasing the research, while an
approach closer to the dominant end of the research continuum would not (Allen & Baber,
1992; Ristock & Pemell, 1996)
While this approach does mark a move away ftom claims of detached, value-ftee
standards of 'good' research, it also paradoxically reinforces the idea that an objective
reaIity, independent of the knower, does exist. The diierence is that advocates of this
mode1 consider their approach to be more able to provide objective knowledge than nonfemlliist dominant-end paradigm research approaches (Code, 1991; Ristock & Pemeii,
1996). It tends to be less revolutionary in its understanding of social change, and does not
tend to see empowement as a goal, as befits a world view more on the dominant end of
the paradigm continuum (Code, 1991; Ristock & PemeU, 1996). It does not focus itself as
explicitly on empowerment as a goal. This mns counter to Westkott s (1979) statement
that feminist research should do more than simply document women's lives, experiences
and perceptions, but should assist them in their struggle to overcome political barriers in
society.

Ferninid Simu@int nieos,
This approach is rooted in the Marxian notion that your social position (e-g. race,
class, gender) determines your consciousness or understanding of truth and reality
(Hartsock, 1987; Hawkesworth, 1989). The more oppressed a group, the more potentiaily
complete, real, or ethical this understanding will be, as a result of this oppression
(Hartsock, 1984; Ristock & PenneU, 1996). This occurs because members of oppressed
groups not only have come to understand their own reality, but that of their oppressors, in
order to survive (Hartsock, 1987; Westkott, 1979). This would mean that women have the
potential to generate a more comprehensive and ethical understanding of reality than do
men, due to their expenence of oppression based on their sex (Hartsock, 1987; Swigonski,
1993). This would be tme even if the research done by men had emancipatory goals
(Ristock & Pemell, 1996). Note however, that this is ody a potentidy fùiler
understanding-for it to actuaiiy be achieved requires intellectual and political analysis and
stmggle against the oppressive force. Examples include gender inequality (Harding,
1987b) and race (Collins, 1989). As Ristock

and Pemell (1996) noted, standpoint

approaches, however, locate themselves in a manner which is more consistent with the
idea of empowerment and social change than do feminist empiricist approaches. This is
reflected '?n their concems for praxis (joining theory with practice), reflexivity (awareness
of what one is doing and why), and critique (examining power relations within a gender
analysis)" (Ristock & Penneîi, 1996, 5-6). In their opinion, the drawback of this
epistemology is that it still incorporates the more dominant-end idea that there exists a
single truth, or reality, which exists extemai to the knower and can be discovered. The
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difference in this modei is that it may be a political activist who discovers it, rather than
the non-activist scientist of ferninist empiricism (Ristock & Penneil, 1996).
Hawkesworth (1989) considered the risk in this approach to be the uncritical
acceptance of understandings of reality which arose within the context of hiaorical
oppression. Quaiities and understandmg which have more to do with reactions to the
oppression expenenced by the group may be championed without sdficient analysis (Allen
& Baber, 1992). Feminist postmodemist theonsts have critiqued this model for appearing

to assume that aii women's experiences can be reduced to a singie standpoint. They note
that diversity exists within the women s cornmunity based on other aspects of their identity
(e .g. disability, sexuality, race) and experience (e.g. immigration, abuse, parenting stahis).

In their opinion, these differences can not and should not be subsumed within the single
category of sex (Code, 1991; hooks, 1989; Ristock & PenneIl, 1996).This was referred to

by Ristock and Penneil (1996) as a "homogenizing of ernpowerment" (p. 3) approach,
wiUch creares "a k e d caregory rhat specines the essential propenies.orcharacreri~~ics
of

al1 women" @.3).The problem with such an essentialkt approach is that it reduces the
realities of the women for whom sorne aspect of their person or identity does not fit with
this category to nothing more than a deviation fiom the 'nom', and as such d e h e them as

irrelevant. The possibility of developing a single standpoint capable of incorporating the
experiences of all women seems remote. There dso exists a risk in this model that ail
standpoints will be seen as equally valid, resulting in chaos, or that there wiIi be a
competition between which standpoint is the result of a more oppressive experience, and is
therefore more 'true'.

Feminist Po~nnodernisnt

This approach goes a step beyond standpoint theory to

questionhg the very

existence of a single standpoint, human consciousness or truth (Hawkesworth, 1989).
Rather, it commits itseif to examining the plurality of merences which exist in wornen's

lives and the ways these structure their understandings of r d t y in a way which has not
dways occurred, either within the femlliist movement itself or the theones generated
within it (Allen & Baber, 1989, Ristock & PenneU, 1996). This cornmitment to plurality,
rather than focusing exclusively or prirnarily on gender as the determinant of women's
reality, helps prevent the concealment of ciifferences among women such as race, ciass,
sexuality, disability, age and Life experience (Men & Baber, 1992). The expression of
oppression is a complex dialeçtic, not a hierarchy. Each individual in our society has
multiple sources of oppression and piiviege, based on their membership in dïerent
communities based on, for example class, se? race, ethnicity, immigration status,
àisability, age, sexuaiity, or educauonai level. These work togerher in-a cornpiex dialectic,
just as these same factors make up the complex diaiectic of power relations in our society
today (Ristock & Pemell, 1996).
Saying that sex is a more important category to address than are other differences
is a serious error which excludes and silences whole communities of women, or
encourages them to consider the forms of oppression they experience as being more
important to address than those experienced by others (Acker, Barry & Esseveld, 1983;

Ristock & Penneil, 1996). I g n o ~ gthe importance of difference within the category of

'woman' has resulted in many divisions and conflicts based on these dierences, for
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example: race (e-g. Brewer, 1993; hooks, 1989, 1990; Lugones & Spelrnan, 1983; Pence,
1982; Watt & Cook, 1991)' sexuality (eg. Zimmerma 1984) and disability (e.g. Roeher

Institute, 1990; Status of Disabled Persons Secretariat, 1988). The result of this
essentialist approach is that the dierent experiences of oppression and privilege
experienced by women are dnven underground and a different form of oppression emerges
(Allen & Baber, 1992; hooks 1989, 1990; Riaock & Pemell, 1996; Scott, 1990). This
coliudes with colonization and increases isolation and violence (hooks, 1989, 1990; Lorde,
1984).

This can occur in many ways: for exampie, Ristock and P e m d (1996) observed

that Native Canadian wornen lost their entitlement to their ancestrd lands because of their
membership in the category of 'woman' (Bear with Tobique Women's Group, 1991).

The goal of postmodem feminism is to deconstmct what is commody accepted as
'normal', or 'naturai', including feminists conceptions of commonality based on sex, in
order to expose the underlying structures and inequities which lie beneath them (Hare-

MusrLi--& ,Marace!q 1988; Latheq- 1991; Rinock & Penneil, !996; SCOR.
1990). For
example, some feminist postmodern theonsts have deconstmcted the more dominant
paradigm view of the f d y (Ferree, 1990; Glenn, 1987). Glenn (1987) noted that
deconstruction of the idea of farnily involves the analysis of 'truths' about the family such
as roles or notions of family harmony, so as to examine the experiences of women in
families apart fiom the accepted notion of ' M y ' itself This, in twn, allows the
reconstruction of the concept of family &om the expenence of women. The important

point is that here the idea of f d y is broken dom and reconstnicted within the r d t y of
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women; male-centrai ideas of f d y are not just modiïed to be more inclusive of the
experiences of women (Glenn, 1987).
In this model, reality is ever-shiftiig and changing as individuais create their
realities through their interaction with one another and their social world (Men & Baber,
1992). AU knowledge, as well as power and social structures, are created through these

interactions (Flax, 1987; Hire-Mu&

& Maracek, 1988). This approach attempts to

respond to critiques of feminism as being dominated by middle class white, iiberal
heterosexual bias (Men & Baber, 1992).
The risk in this approach is of focushg on dierences between women to the

exclusion of acknowledging the commonality of experience for women as women. When
taken to the extreme, postmodernism would have each women's expenence forming its
own episternology (Men & Baber, 1992). The challenge is to balance the emphasis on
diversity with commonality, with neither taking over (Allen & Baber, 1992; Bordo, 1990).
Lather (1991) surnmarized the arguments of some post-modem theorists, who, whiie they
did not support the permanent replacement of androcentric with gynocentnc
epistemologies, did feel it was necessary to do so in the short term in order to successfully
deconstnict the hierarchical structure of dominant paradigm laiowledge building (Denida,
cited in Lather, 1991; Meese, cited in Lather, 1991). The ultirnate "goal is dserence
without opposition...(a) d e c e n t ~ of
g fundamental categories" (Lather, 1991, p. 84). Code
(199 1) disagrees, advocating the imrnediate adoption of what is viewed by Lather (1991)

as an endpoint. She argues that whiie feminist should be wncemed with actualiy analysing
dominant epistemologies, they should do so for the purpose of entering into dialogue
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about merence with one another. Ethis does not happen, she wnsiders it a risk that they
will only create another objective reaüty, albeit one dierent fiom those in other
paradigrns, which would stili require assumptions to be made about the nature of both
women and knowledge that would parallel those made in other epistemologies. This
would produce a knowledge base which, by aiming at universality, runs the risk of
ignoring ciifferences amongst women and be exclusive rather than inclusive (Code, 1991).
Code (1991) advocates taking a middle ground f?om which to see interconnections
and patterns within and between seerningly unrelateci approaches. This would involve what

Stenstad (1988) referred to as "questioning, w o r b g and playing with ambiguities, being
alert for the presence of the strange within the f d a r , and dowing for concealment or
unclanty in the midst of discourse" (p. 88). The aim would be to develop an "explanatorydiagnostic analysis of women's (epistemic) oppression across history, cultures and
societies" (Benhabib, cited in Code, 1991, p. 323). From this middle ground, researchers
would create their own approach for establishg and validating knowledge, which could
draw on or be difFerent f?om dominant and alternative and feminist epistemological
approaches. Informeci by dialogue, fexninists and those who debate with them would be
challenged to enter into an ongoing self-sustaining process of critically exarnining,
deconstnicting and revising theory nom di of the available paradigms, epistemologies,
methodologies and methods and within the various anti-oppression struggles. This seems
more consistent with the concem Reinhan (1992) had with over-emphasizing fixed
definitions. She stated that "such definitions mask diversity and downplay the fact that
feminist researchers deal with dilemmas that have no absolute solutions...Rather than there
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being a "woman's way of knowing" or a "ferninist way of doing research" there are
women's wqys of knowingn (pp. 3-4). Lorde (1986) stated:
Advocating the mere tolerance of dierence between women is...a total
denial of the creative firnction of difference in Our lives. DifKerence must
not be merely tolerated, but seen as a fund of necessary polarhies between
which our creativity can spark Like a dialectic. Only then does the necessity
for

interdependency

become

unthreatening.

Only

within

that

interdependency of different strengths, acknowledged and equal, can the
power to seek new ways of being in the world generate, as well as the
courage and sustenance to act where there are no charters (p. 111).
This fits with the approach taken by Ristock and Penneil (1996) who advocated a
move toward an understanding of empowennent and power which acknowledged
differences in power both between men and wornen as weii as those between women
themselves. In their opinion., such an approach would allow women to connect across
difference without suppressing or silencing their sources of dinerence. This perspective
moves us away fiom theories that universalire and generalize towards an anaiysis of the
shifhg power relations in any social context. Relations are not k e d as either 'power
over' and 'power 6th'; rather, they form and re-form in various combinations (Ristock &
Pemell, 1996, p. 4).

So it is clear there are as many forms of feminist research as there are types of
feminism. A wide variety of research projects have been done which define themselves as
being fexninist, but are situated at various points dong the continuum between dominant
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and altemative paradigm research approaches (Ebrding, 1%Tb; Peplau & Conrad, 1989).

Those feminist research projects which operate on the alternative end of the continuum
between paradigms may look very iike Freirean popular educationai workers, the oniy
merence is where Freire addressed issues of classism through literacy education feminism
addresses sexism (Freire, 1990). Kirby and McKenna (1989) noted that both challenge the
monopoly elite groups hold over knowiedge production. In facf they define research as a form of literacy. Where Freire's popular education does not challenge the context within
which it is provided, it wiii oniy reintorce societal inequities and keep individuals passive
within the system, rather than empowering them to change the status quo. In the same
way, "research that does not reflect on and analyse the social context fiom which it
springs serves only the status quo and does not enable us to interact with and change
society" @%y & Maenna, p. 16).

The paradigm or world view hetd by someone affects eveqthing they do, includuig
how they do research Paradigms provide a h e w o r k , or a way to make sense of the
world, to make the cornplex and seemingly chaotic into something more understandable
('Maguire, 1987). Kuhn (1970) defined a paradigm as the "entire constellation of beliefs,

values, techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given cornmunity" (p. 175).
Maguire (1987) stated that the paradigm held by someone determines their understanding
of why the world is the way it is, what the best way is to understand or change if and how
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it would be best to evaiuate this change. AU of the paradigms (including the feminist
paradigms examined in Section 2.1.1) which exist in Our society f d on some point on a
continuum between two extremes, which have been refemed to as dominant and
alternative (Maguire, 1987). For the sake of better underlining the differences between
these two ends ofthe continuum, researchers such as Maguire (1987) and Chesler (1991)
chose to discuss the fùll range of paradigms as though they fell into two discrete
categories, dominant or alternative, so as to better underline the dzerences between them,

d somewhere between the two
while acknowledghg that in reality, actual world views f
extremes, as does the research done within them. 1 have chosen not to take the same
approach. Instead I have chosen to discuss paradigms, and the research done within them,
as being located on a continuum, so as to avoid falling into a more dualist approach. In
this section of the practicum, 1 examine the assumptions and pnorities of paradigms that
are dominant-end (nearer the dominant end of the paradigm continuum) versus those that
are more altemative-end (nearer the alternative end of the paradigm continuum). The next
section of the practicum report examines how research is understood and conducted,
based on where the researcher is located on the paradigrn continuum.
The following are the primary assurnptions and priorities of paradigms. What
beliefs are held depends on where the paradigm is located on the paradigm continuum:

Preservation of the Status QUOversus Revolutionary Change
Paradigms that are more dorninant-end tend to be interested in preserving
unquestioned Society's structures and power relations. Change is likely to be considered
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only when it would make existing societai structures more efficient at what they are
already doing-not

when it would fûndamentdy change the structures themselves

(Maguire, 1987). Paradigms that are more altemative-end focus on analyshg society's
structures and power relations, so as to create more equitable systems to replace them
(Lather, 1986, 1991; Maguire, 1987).

Commondity and Consistency versus Diversity and Contradictions
Dominant-end paradigms seek integration and harmony between social groups
through seeking consensus or solidarity (Maguire, 1987). This focus reflects the
dominant-end paradigm belief that there are 'natural laws of behaviour' for individuals
and social groups which will make them act in consistent ways in similar situations, and
that these can be discovered and predicted. What is dEerent fiom the dominant group is
considered deviant, and may constitute a threat to harmony. This has led to social policy
'solutions' such as assimilatim, which aim at elirninating daerence, or at lest at
pretending it does not or should not exist (Collins, 1991). Moving down the continuum to
the alternative end, there is an increasing focus on the contradictions between stated social
ideals of 'soiidarity' and 'harmony' and the reality of structural inequities and
discrimination based on aspects of difFerence (CoUins, 1991; Maguire, 1987). As you find
paradigms located closer and closer to the alternative end of the continuum, you are more
and more likely to see emancipation being sou@ through the dismantling of systems of
domination and the creation of societai structures more able to incorporate a diversity of
realities and tniths (Lather, 1986, 1991; Maguire; 1987; Ristock & Penneli, 1996).

Things As They Are versus As niings as They Could Be

Dominant-end paradigm advocates beiieve the goals of both indMduals and
societd groups can be met within existing soaetal structures, and as a resulf tend to focus
on things as they currently are. This fits with the higher emphasis, at the dominant end of
the paradigm continuum, on the preservation of the stahis quo and enforcing societai

'harmony' (Maguue, 1987). Maguire (1987) noted that dominant-end paradigm values are
so entrenched in our society that many people are unaware that they hold a 'paradigm', or
world view, at ail. This is because this way of seeing the world is considered to be so
niuch of a reflecbion of nature, of what is right, that it becornes diincult to even conceive
of an alternative way of understanding reality. Many never question the assumptions of the
dominant-end paradigms, particularly if they are memben of one or more of the dominant
groups in society, as dominant-end paradigms generaily enforce the 'rightness' and
'naniratness' of theirprivilegedsocietaLpositi011~~This
absolves them of any responsibili.~

to either feel concemed at benefiting nom this reality or to feel obligated to change it
(Maguire, 1987).
Advocates of paradigms located dong the paradigm continuum in positions closer
to the alternative tend more and more to not beiieve the current system can meet all

human needs an4 as we have seen by theû more social change orientation, challenge the
notion that societal power inequities reflect a natural order. These paradigms are more
questionhg and open ended paradigms, wherein reality is more fiuid. Advocates of the

paradigms focus on how to deconstruct and rebuild societd structures so they wiU serve
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the needs of ail groups, rather than focusing prirnariIy on the needs of societdy-dominant
groups (Lather, 1986, 1991; Maguire, 1987). As such, they are more focused on what
could be than on preserving what is (Lather, 1986, 1991;Maguire, 1987).
Paradigms located closer to the dominant end of the continuum have held more
influence in Western society for many years. Ritzer (1975) noted that they have been

dominant for as long as they bas because they serve the needs of groups currently holding

more power in society (e.g. people who are white, male, rniddle to upper class,
heterosexual, non-disabled) by maintaining social and power structures as they currently
exist. Chomslq (1981) and MacLean (1981) have documented the fact that power is often

not taken or kept by force in these paradigms; rather it is done by controllhg the fiow of
information in society through controhg the media, so as to determine which groups will
be ailowed to express their ideas and world views and which will not. The same is true of
other institutions besides the media, for ewmple, religious and educationd institutions,as
well as within disciplines such as medicine; psychology and sociology. -4sa result, the
values and world views expressed by these institutions, as being the 'nom', or what is
'right' tend to aiso largely refiect world views more on the dominant than the alternative

end of the paradigm continuum (Maguire, 1987).

The world view expressed through these institutions nomakes existing power
imbalances in society by p resenting the unequal treatment and opportunities available to
nondominant groups as having arisen not through choice by certain groups but as a result
of natural inferiority on the part of the non-dominant groups (Collins, 1991; Taylor,
1992). This nomalizes the unequal distniution of power and pnvilege in our society
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which results in structurai anti-Semitisrn, racism, heterosexism, sexism, ableism, classism,
ethnocentrism and other 'isms'. In this modei, such phenomena are not biases to be
relearned or social inequities to be changed, but are refiections of a naturai order, or status
quo, that is better lefi as it is-in this modei, it only reflects the diifference between what is
nosmai and therefore supenor (dominant group mernbers) and what is deviant and
therefore uiferior (non-dominant group memben) (Collins, 1991).

2.1.4 A Cornparison of Dominant-End and Alternative-End Paradigm Research

For the researcher, the location of the paradigm they hold on the continuum

between dominant and alternative will Skct how problems are defined, rnethods are

chosen and use& data is interpreted and whether research will be considered to be
successful (Lather, 1986, 199 1;Popkewitz; cited in Maguire, 1987). It is possible to judge

fiom the choices made in the research itseif where the researcher-who conducted it is
situated on the w ntinuum between dominant-end and alternative-end paradigms (Chesler,
1991; Maguire, 1987).

Paradigm researchers dong the continuum also operate within a broad range of
political hmeworks which also af3ect their research. These fhneworks often reflect the

form of societal inequity they the consider most important to address. Some more
alternative-end researchers have had a particular focus on race (e.g- Collins, 1991), class
(e-g. Freire, 1WO), disability (e-g. Roeher Institute, 1990; Status of Disabled Persons

Secretariat) and sex (e.g. DuBois, 1983; She*

1987). Each type of research has
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emancipatory potential for their participants, due to their more alternative-end goal of
transfomiing oppressive sonetal structures. Fee (1986) and Harding (1986) have both
commented that critiques of dominant-end paradigms within these dierent bodies of
research are remarkably similar, despite the faa they have operated primarüy in isolation

from one another. As a result, this section of the practinim report uses citations and
examples fkom different bodies of work done within the alternative paradigm, but with a
particular focus on feminist alternative-end research, the mode1 chosen for use in this
practicum. Again, 1 wül be looking at the dEerences in research done at dserent points

on the continuum between the more dominant and more alternative end paradigms in
t e m s of how the strength of the values associateci with these paradigms affect d aspects

of the research process.

Objectivity, Rationality and Researcher Distance versus Subjectivity, Emotion and

Researcher Collaboration As the research being done is located more toward the dominant end of the

paradigm continuum, it wi.U place more and more value on 'objectivity', the beiief that
truth, and resulting universal laws of behaviour, exists extemal to its knowers, and
therefore can be accessed through observational methods (Acker, Barry & Esseveld, 1991;

Patton, 1980; Maguire, 1987). The key is for researchers to rernain 'objective'

- that is,

detached, rational and impersonal. In these modeis, doing so would ensure that individual
'subjectivity', or values and biases, would not affect the research resufts. To be personaily
involved with the research topic, or to develop relationships with those they are
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researching, would cause the knowledge obtained to be less objective, or pure, and
therefore less tme and less 'scientific (Lather. 1986, 1991; Maguire, 1987; Unger, 1983).
Altematively, as research is conducted fùrther toward the alternative end paradigm of the
paradigm continuum, reality is considered to be a social construction which arises within
the wntext of the world as it currently exists at that time (Maguire, 1987). Altemative-end
paradigm researchers tend to critique more dominant-end paradigm research for having
what they refer to as a 'fact-value dichotomy', which denies that observation is inevitably
infiuenced by theory, and theory by the values of the observer (Lather, 1986, 1991). For
these researchers, reality is interpreted, and cannot be 'objectively' assessed by anyone
(Chesler, 1991; Hughes, 1980; Lather, 1986, 1991; Maguire, 1987; Ristock & Penneli,
1996). They emphasize the importance of subjectivity in accessing truth, and are therefore
more interested in discovering knowledge by having researchers coUaborate with those
being researched than are researchers located closer to the dominant end of the paradigm
,
continuum (Freire, 1990, Lather, 1986, 1991; Maguire, 1987; Ristock & P e ~ e I l 1996).

One femuiist altemative-end paradigm researcher considered it both impossible and
unethical for researchers to try to be completely unemotional and objective when they are
asking research participants to disclose personal experiences and are often being asked by
these participants to do the same (Oakley, 1981). Such a research stance can result in the
dienation of research participants, who have reported feeling personaliy evaluated by
researchers and as a result provided less accurate and complete uiforrnation (ShenS 1987).
This demonstrates that more dominant-end paradigm approaches that over-emphasize
objectivity can impose a hierarctiid and controüing relationship between the researcher
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and the researched which can affect both the experience of research participants and the
quaiity and vaiidity of the howledge gained (Arditti, 1980; Keller, 1978; Kirby &
McKenna, 1989).
Attempts to be completely objective can aiso be detrimental to researchers
themselves. YUo and Bograd (1988) found that regardiess of whether or not researchers

want to be objective about their research topic, this may not always be possible. In their

research on wife abuse researchers were confionted both with the reaiity of oppressive
societal structures and with their own past expenences of relationship abuse, which
resulted in a varÏety of personal responses and emotions. Code (1991), an alternative-end

feminist theorist, argued that, in such a situation, rather than dismisshg emotion and
subjectivity as being uncontroilable and unprediaable, and therefore better kept out of the
research process, as more dominant-end researchers tend to do, an other approach would
better. ki it, the researcher c m acknowledge emotion as an ofien rational response, and

perhaps to even examine it in the research itseif; not to attempt to deny or suppress it.

Doing so ody nins the nsk that it will stU affect the research itseK compromising the
validity of the results and potentiaiiy adversely affecting research participants and the
researcher as weii. The pressure on researchen to be objective, rational and impersonal

has been described as a process of dehumanization and alienation, both f?om themselves
and from the possibility of obtaining a more conscious understandimg of how theû

personal values may relate to and with the research (Irigaray, 1987; Lather, 1986, 1991).

The ultimate result of this could be to force researchers to deny the impact the research
has on them, which could compromise both the vaidity of research findiigs and the weil-

being of research participants (Acker7Barry & Esseveld, 1991;Yiio & Bograd, 1988). By
embracing subjecfivity, motion and researcher collaboration with the researched, a richer
truth can emerge, as biases are deait with by researchers opedy and honestly as part of the

research process, rather than being suppressed or ignoreci, only to emerge in various ways

to affect the researchers, research participants and the research results themselves.

Universality and Generalizability versus Difference and Uniqueness: Methodological
Implications

As we have seen, research approaches located more at the dominant end of the
paradigm continuum use 'objectivity' to access tnith. In this model, the more generalizable

a tnith, or research finding is, across such merences as race, sex and culture, the closer it
is to being a reflection of a universai law of human behaviour (Patton, 1980). The problern

is that the focus on generalizabiiïty in more dominant-end paradigm approaches has led to
a view wherein members of dominant groups in society have been considered the 'nom'
by which ail other groups are measured. This has resulted in some researchers assuming

that they only need to include members of dominant groups as participants in their studies

to be able to access truth (Tavris, 1992). In such a model, includiig 'abnormal' (non-

dominant) groups is not considered necessary if universal laws can be accessed through
'normal' (dominant) groups and then the knowledge gained generalized to other groups
(Peplau & Conrad, 1989).
One example of this phenornenon can be observed in the fact that many dominant-

end paradigm research projects have oniy used men as subjects (Holines & lorgensen,
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1971;Lorber. citedinMillmanBtKanter, 1987;Lykes& Stewart, 1986). Women have
not been included in clinical trials of dnigs and treatments, despite the fact that they have
been demonstrated to experience such conditions as rheumatoid arthritis (latmacg 1983).
depression (McGrath et. aly 1990) and heart disease (Gurwitz, Nananda & Avom, 1992)

differently than men do. One study on breast cancer used ody male subjects (Tavris,
1992)! Researchers have justified their decision to not include women by citing concems
related to potentiai fetd damage (and correspondhg litigation) and the differences found

on behavioural and biologicd tests as a result of theu menstrual cycies (Eichier, Reisman
& Borins, 1992; Oberman, 1994; Smith, 1992). This defies logîc, since the v e r - fàct

women have diEerent hormonal cycles suggests that drugs and treatments will work
differentiy in their systems, and these differences should be assesseci before they are
approved for use with them (Obeman., 1994).
When wornen are included, those selected often dont reflect true levels of diversity

wirhin their comUNfy (e.g race; disability, sexuality, age), regardless of whether the
-

research is clinicd trials (AchiUes, 1987;Gumitz, Nananda and Avom, 1992; Society for
the Advancement of Women's HeaIth Research, 1991) or psychological research ('Fime,

1985; bfaema & Kessler, 1977;Parlee, 1981). Until women are included, in d theu

diversity, in wel-constnicted clinical triais, physicians WU know the least about the group
they work with and prescribe for most often

- women (Achilles, 1987; Hamilton & Parry,

1983; Tavris, 1992). A related problem is that women and men are recruited Werently
dependhg on the research topic; for example, men are more Iücely to be recniited for

aggression resesrch and women for social inauence research, demonstrating the impact of
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sex role stereotypes on research processes (McHugh, Koeske & Frieze, 1986; Grady,
1989; McKenna & Kessler, 1977).

In contrast, as research is conducted firther dong the continuum toward the
aiternative end, researchers focus more and more on the value of dflerence and
uniqueness as a variable for inclusion in research and in the construction of theories of
knowledge. What is b e ' in these approaches is a collective social construction arising
fiom a specific socio-histoncal context and structure of power relations @lame, 1987).

As such, researchers in these paradigms tend to be suspicious of the dominant paradigrns
daim to be able to access universal laws of behaviour and fiom that d e h e what is
'normal' and what is 'deviant'. Ignoring the importance of difference has resulted in biased
knowledge being used to generate biased theories, with each stage excluding the
contribution which could have been gained had members of non-dominant groups been
included in the process (Collins, 1991). Lather (1986, 1991), a postmodem feminist
altemative-end theonst stated that in order for theory and knowledge to be truly based in
the actual experiences of the participants, there must be a reciprocal relationship both
between the researcher and the researched and between the data and theory. The
construction of meaning is as mutual as possible and power relations kept as equal and
conscious as possible.
The resulting 'knowledge' in alternative-end paradigm approaches which are also
postmodem is a tiision of that held by both the researcher and the researched, and is
greater than that held by either alone, pnor to achieving critical consciousness (Lather,
1986, 1991; Ristock & Pennell, 1996). hvolving research participants in the construction
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of meaning helps avoid faise consciousness, or the inabiiity to see how our accustomed
way of understanding the world is full of meanings that are disempowering (Lather, 1991).

What is considered 'nomid' is questioned and events placed in their socio-historical
conte% to help uncover inherent contradictions in assurnptions about the world held by
both the researcher and the research participants. Focusing on these contradictions, rather

than ignoring them as more often the case in dominant paradigm research, makes it more

likely that the research wiii discover where theory as it currently exists c a ~ oaccount
t
for
the realities of the research participants (Lather, 1986, 1991; Ristock & Penne& 1996).
The resuiting process of proposing and rejecting a series of tentative theories might result
in the construction of a theory which better explalis r d t y f?om their perspective. Idedy
participants feel f?ee to reject theories proposed by other participants or the researcher,

making it less likely researchers wiu impose theories on the process that are inappropriate
to the realities of research participanu (Lather, 1991). The focus is on merence, not as
an indication of deviame-requiring assimilation, but a s a unique.indicator of a.potentially
different interpretation of reality which should therefore be included in any research

( C o h s , 1991).

It is possible to see how 'validity' is viewed differently based on where researchers
are located on the paradigm continuum. Traditionally, and therefore in the viewpoint of

researchers located more on the dominant end, vaidity is understood in tenns of its
relationship to methodology. It represents the extent to which the research being done is
getting resdts which provide an accurate portraya1 of reality Worawski, 1994). Doing so
allows it to be generaüzed to persons not included in the original research, because it has
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accessed universal laws of behaviour (Patton, 1990). More altemative-end paradigm
researchers are either unconcemed about whether or not they can generalize their fïndings
to other groups (Mies, 1983) or add to this conception of validity another way of
understanding it which reflects the alternative-end focus on the value of ciifference and
uniqueness and how this Werence taps into dif5erent 'realities'. As a result, there is a
need for the results of the research to refiect the reality of the people who participated in
the research in order to be considered valid. As such, Ristock and Pennell(1996) defined
validity as foilows: "the integrity and value of research; achieved through accountability

both to the participants and to those who wiil be af5ected by the outcorne" (p. 50).
Lather (199 1) defined three types of validity:

Consfnict validity is the awareness and analysis of the theoretical tradition within
which the research operates, and the wilhgness of researchers to challenge and change
them in their research. This requires them to be flexible in their approach to research
designs so that it can be adapted throughout the research as becomes necessary based on
knowledge gained either fiom the data, research participants or the researchers' reflections
on the process (Lather, 1991; Ristock & Penneil, 1996).

Face validty refers to whether or not your work makes sense to others reading it.

It can be obtallied through carefiil attention to double-checking aii analyses, descriptions
and conclusions made by researchers with at least some of the research participants to
ensure it reflects their reality accurately (Lather, 1991; Ristock & PemeU, 1996).

Cutarly validity has been achieved when research participants and thosc in the
community who are afFécted by the research are in some way changed or empowered by
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their research. This reflects the value of the research in changing old ways of viewing or
doing reality (Lather, 1991;Ristock & Pemell, 1996).
Based on their dïerent understanding of how best to access truth, as well as how
to define it, it is possible to idente both the kinds of knowledge more dominant-end and
more alternative-end paradigm researchers wdi prefer and the forms of inquky and
methodologies they will be more &eiy to use to access these f o m of knowledge. There

are three main types of laiowledge sought by researchers, each arising out of a dïerent
fonn of inquiry. These were summarized by Maguire (1987):

Techicul knowledge is made up of laws or theories of social behaviour which are

designed to assist in its prediction and control. It is obtained through empiricai-analytic
inquiry, and is associated with objectivity and positivism. Positivism "assumes that the
social world exists as a system of distinct, observable variables, independent of the

knower" (Maguire, p. 13). This form of inqujr tends to use experimental and quantitative

methods. Researchers more on-the dominant end of the-paradigm continuum tend to see technical knowledge as the most valuable fonn of knowledge, and focus on using empiric-

analyticai inqujr (or quantitative) methds. This reflects their distrust of any knowledge
that is likely to be affected by emotion (Code, 1991) and their wish to use the most
objective methods available. Knowledge based on these methods is also considered the

most generalizable to the rest of society, because it is based on universal tniths about
human behaviour. This focus on generaiïzability reflects the dominant paradigm emphasis
on sameness and the suppression or assimilation of diierence (Collins, 1991).
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Interpretiw knuwledge represents the meaning given to the social wodd by those
within it; how this results in social laws and how these affect behaviour. It arises out of
hermeneutic inquiry and aims to produce useful knowledge and an increased level of
understanding and consensus between social groups. DomLiant-end paradigm researchen

may use hermeneutic inquiry methods to obtain interpretive howledge, but rarely for
emancipatory purposes, and the knowledge obtained tends to be considered l e s legitimaîe
than technical howledge (Code, 1991; Maguire, 1987).
Crifimlhoudedge is a combination of self-and social anaIysis, which is grounded

in a histoncal and political analysis of oppressive structures. Produced by emancipatory
inqujr, it has as t s goal the exposure of societal contradictions and tensions and, through

a combination of self reflection, analysis and action, the production of critical knowledge
and collective action to challenge and restructure unequd social circumstances. Qualitative

methodologies associated with this form of inquis, incorporate a specific focus on nonlierarchicai methods of research to achieve: critical consciouuiess m

y &McKenaa,

1989; Lather, 1986, 1991; Ristock & PenneIl 1996).
Alternative-end paradigm researchers, includmg some ferninists, have cntiqued the
use of experimental methods on the grounds that they study behaviours out of their social
context, which in their opinion means they will not access a full understanding of the
behaviour, since so much of meanuig arïses f?om the socio-histoncal context of the
behaviour (Parlee, 1979). For example, Unger (1981) demonstrated that some sex
diierences were easier to observe in nahird settings than in the laboratory, so fhat purely
experimental approaches would not detect them. Experimentd methods have aiso been
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critiqued for s e t h g up a hierarchical relationship between the researcher and the
researched, wherein the omniscient researcher is an expert, aikpowerfùl observer of the
passive research participant (Peplau & Comd, 1989). Some more radical alternative-end
paradigrn researchers, such as Mies (1983). a femliist, went so far as to recommend that

experimentai methods never be used.
Other feminist alternativeend p d i g r n researchers disagree, arguing that the use
of experimental methods can be completely consistent with emancipatory goals, dependig
on the intentions of the research project itseK and are as legitimate for use by alternativeend paradigm researchers as are non-experimental methods (DuBois, 1983; Fine, 1985;
Unger, 198 1). In the same way that use of non-experimental methods does not ensure the
research will refiect the emancipatory goals of more alternative-end paradigms, there is no
guarantee either that it will automaticaliy meet the feminist goal of dismantling sexist
societal structures (Harding, 1987b, 1987c; Nielsen, 1990; Peplau & Conrad, 1989).
A similar debate has occurred in relation to the use of quantitative versus

qualitative data-gathering methods. Quantitative research has been more associated with
statistics (and objective approaches) and qualitative with more subjective methodologies
(Peplau & Conrad, 1989). Methodologies which provide quantitative data are more
inflexible, with narrow pre-set categories which were identified as being important
variables to be assessed at the begiming of the research process, and which stay the same
throughout it (Jayaratne, 1983). The tendency is to focus on overt behaviours rather than
the meanings placed by individuals on those behaviours, leaving the meanings attached to
those behaviours unassessed. As a result, quantitative methods are less likely to be able to
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encompass the various subjective meaNngs attached to the variables behg measured than

qualitative methods, and are therefore less a e l y to acairately portray 'reai-We'
expenence. This is because they are not as iikely to be sensitive to, and flexible enough to
incorporate and record the multiple reaiities and perceptions o c the research participants

in relation to the research topic (Fischer, 1984; Peplau & Conrad, 1989).

As a result, the same suspicion of quantitative methods as had arisen about
experimental methods arose for rnany more alternative-end paradigm researchers. Some
considered qualitative methods to provide knowledge that wis of more value than
quantitative methods (McHugh, Koeske & Frieze, 1986; Wdston, 198 l), whiie others felt
quantitative methods should never be used (Mies, 1983). Peplau & Conrad (1989)
cautioned against abandonhg quantitative methods entirely, or labelling them a s
autornaticdy incorporating more dominant-end paradigm values (or autornaticdy being
non-ferninist) and being incapable of achieving emancipatory goais. Siefert and Martin
(1988) used quantitative methods to document that matemal death rates in Chicago were
not only higher for black women than for white women, they were higher than those for
black women in rnany third world countries. Based on this study, govemment
organizations responded with programs specifically designed to address barriers
preventing black women from accessing prenatal care (Wolinsky, 1986; Wolinsky &
Franchine, 1986). Similady, there is nothing about qualitative methods that renders them
intrinsidy fiee nom influence by researcher bias. Peplau & Conrad (1989) noted that
s a s easily as
vdues can and do affect interpretations of observations and i n t e ~ e w just
they can skew statistical methods which produce quantitative data.
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Some more alternative-end theorists argue that the choice of method should be
dependent on the issue being researched (Peplau & Conrad, 1989; Waiiston, 1981). For
example, early stages of research in a particular area, or in an area where previous
research done is potentiaily skewed by bias, is more likely to require the use of qualitative
data-gathering rnethodologies. These are more able to generate the in-depth, complex
information about the issue that WU be requued to begin generating theones about the
research issue. As this process continues, and enough infornation is gathered to deveIop a
number of hypotheses, it becomes more relevant to begin using quantitative rnethods, as
the research begins to test these hypotheses. Some researchers use multiple methods also
known as 'trkngulation', to access different types of uiforrnation arrund the same issue

(DuBois, 1993; Peplau & Conrad, 1989; Ristock & PenneII, 1996). Ristock and Penneli
(1996)provided this definition of triangulation:

using multiple methods in order to attain more though coverage of a subject by
viewing it fiom dEerent angles. This can be achieved in two ways: by using
different methods for different questions about the same topic, or by using
different rnethods to explore the same set of questions (p. 5 1).
Using tnangulation can increase the validity of the knowledge accessed, given that when
the same howledge is accessed by diierent rnethodologies it tends to be richer, and it is
more likely to reliably refiect reality as it is experienced by the research participants, rather

than being a methodologicai artifkct (Lather, 1986, 1991; Parlett & Hamilton, 1977;
Ristock & PenneIl, 1996; White & Farmer, 1992). Using both qualitative and quantitative
methods in the sarne research dso ensures you access more than one fom of knowledge,
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as what one method may not be as able to detect may be more deîeaable by another
(White & Farmer, 1992). Jayaratne and Steward (1991) and Maguire (1987) were of the
opinion that researchen on the more alternative end of the paradigm continuum were
more Iikely to use d three forms of inquiry to access knowledge, addressing both
subjective and objective elements, and were less iïkely to view either interpretive or critical
knowledge a s less valuable than technicai howledge.

Researcher Neutraiity and Social Control venus P o l i t i d Solidarity nnd Social
Action
Conducting research is about more than what kind of knowledge the researcher is

looking for, or the type of inquiry they use to access this knowledge. It is about why they

seek knowledge in the first place. Dominant-end paradigm research, as has already been
discussed. tends to focus on the preservation of the social world as it already is or, at
rnost, irnplementing smaü, incrernental changes which will not radicdy affect the social
distribution of power (Maguire, 1987). It can be used by policy makers and politicians

(who, dong with many researchers, tend to be primarily members of dominant societal

groups) to justify their decisions and directions. The idea that this research is value-neutrai
is important politicdy to them as a group because it means they are not required to either
apologize for or attempt to change inequities in the system. These inequities exist, in this
model, because they reflect 'natural' differences (Collins, 1991; Maguire, 1987).
Economic, political and social structures are cunsidered unrelated 'givens', an approach

which takes people and their iives out of context and makes it impossible to interpret the
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meaning of the^ words and deeds accurately (Sampson, 1978). More alternative-end

paradigm researchers critique this understanding for not requiruig researchers to &ce the
reality that inequity e i s t s because it is in the best interests of those holding power in

society.

Feminist researchen more on the alternative end of the paradigm do not attempt to
be neutrd

- instead they seek to deveiop critical knowledge, which has as its goai the

exposure and direct challenge of oppressive societal structures, and those who would
pretend this oppression is not there (Lather, 1986, 1991; Maguire, 1987; Ristock &
Pennell, 1996). So where researchen more on the dominant end of the paradigm

continuum beiieve there is only one "tth', more on the alternative end of the continuum,
particularly posmiodern feminists, believe there are multiple 'tniths , or 'realities ,
dependhg on the standpoint and context of the hower. Tmth is not thought to be simple,
or easily categorized, or problems easily deked, and as a result solutions are ofken more
complex rather than simple (Code, 1991;Kirby & McKenna, 1989; Laîher, 1991;Ristock
& Pemell, 1996).

In order to account for the intersection of these multiple realities, and to track how
they may influence or suppress one another, research located nearer the alternative end of

the paradigm continuum tends to be designed to explicitly equalize and make conscious
power digerentials, fiom problem identification, theory development, methodologid
choices to analysis and kiterpretation of results. Attention is more often paid to making the

research a collaboratNe process with the participants, with power throughout this process

becorning explicitly part of what is researched (Kirby & b i s e n n a , 1989; Lather, 1991;
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Ristock & Penne& 1996). The intent of this is to make it l e s likeiy that the power held by
the researcher and other dominant groups in society wili skew the process or r d t s of the
research; when their influence is being felt this can be used to increase critical
consciousness on the part of both the researcher and participants, and be incorporated înto
theory and methodology as appropnate (Kirby & McKma, 1989; Lather, 1991; Ristock
& Penneil, 1996). What tends to be more unconscious in dominant-end paradigm research

becornes more conscious in altemative-end paradigm research-

Maguire (1987), Lather (1991), Kirby and McKema (1989) and Code (1991) are
only a few of the many feminist aitemative-end theorists who have critiqued the emphasis

in more dominant-end research on the importance of researchers remaining poiiticaily
neutrai in relation to the research issue and participants. Doing so makes it less likely the

researcher WUseek any kind of social change or action as a result of the research. Whyte
(1986) stated that dorninant-end paradip "social scientists have refhhed fkom linking

research directiy with action. We have been afraid that our involvement in action will
contaminate the scientific basis of our research" (p. 566). This reflects the beiief of
researchers on the dominant end of the paradigm continuum that to aiiow oneself to
become subjective in relation to the research topic, or to d o w that subjectivity to be
expressed, is to lose the ability to access 'truth'. Namenwirth (cited in Lather, 1986)
cornrnented that dominant paradigm researchers " W y believe that as long as they are not
consciars of any bias or political agenda, thq. are neutrai and objective, when in fact they

are only unconsciousH(p. 437). This also aiiows researchen to absolve thernselves of
responsibility for what biased 'tmths' their research rnay be used to reidorce. They can teli
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themselves they are only impartial observers of objective rrality, not agents of change.
Reason and Rowan (1981) disagreed with this, insisting that 'Xesearch can never be
neutral. It is aiways supporting or questionhg social forces, both by its content and by its

method. It has effects and side-effects, and these benefit or h a m people" (p. 489). So to
become an alternative-end paradigm researcher is to adopt the approach taken by Maguire
(1987), who believed "there is a political nature to dl we do; ail of Our work has
implications for the distribution ofpower in society" (p. 3 1).

The approach of alternative-end paradigm researchers is to expose power
relationships, fkvouring participatory methods which work to place power in the hands of
the researched throughout, from problern identification to interpretation of the results. An
important part of this process is for researchers to be willing to abandon the illusory sdew

of hpartiality and objectivity, so as to examine and challenge their own values and
interests and how they affect the power relations of the research by making them an

explicit part of the research process, so they wili not hterfere with the larger goal of social
change (Lather, 1986, 1991; Maguire, 1987; Reason and Rowan, 1981; Ristock &
P e ~ e l l ,1996). To achieve this requires 'transparency' (Klein, cited in Ristock & Penneli,
1996; Stanley, 1993) and 'reflexivity' on the part of researchers (Fonow & Cook 1991;

Gouldner, 1971; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983; Ristock & Penneli, 1996; Stanley, 1990).
Transparency occurs when researchers reveal who they are and how this affects the
research they are doing (Klein, cited in Ristock & Pennell, 1996). Reflexivity is when
researchers include themselves in the research as part of what is being researched so as to
establish a non-exploitive relationship with research participants (Hammersley & Atkinson,
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1983; Reinhan, 1992; Ristock & Penneil, 1996). Implementing these two things as part of

a research project allows researcher to assess how both they and those participating in the
research are afFecting the dynarnics of power (Ristock & Penne& 1996). This requires
researchers to maintain a relationship throughout the research process with those being
researched, so that research participants can have the power to act as a 'reality check' on
both the process and product of research, so that it respects and better incorporates and

reflects their reality (Ristock & Penne4 1996). Incorporating reflexivity makes it more
likely that areas of tension between the researcher and research participants will be
addressed opedy rather than being ignored in the research process. If lefi unexamined,
these tensions can disrupt the research in a variety of ways. For example, RockhiU (1987)
discussed how she discovered, in reviewing transcrïpts ffom a Literacy project she did with

immigrant Hispanic wornen, that she had downplayed her research results in terms of the
levels of violence the women were expenencing. She realized she did thÏs both because she
did not consider the violence relevant to the issue of literacy and because she did not want
to contribute to already-existing stereotypes about violence in the Hispanic cornmunity.

This, as was pointed out by Ristock and Penneii (1996), points to the power of the
researcher, even in participatory projects, to control what is important enough to get
reported fuiiy in the results of the research. A more reflexive process, which would be
closer to the alternative end of the paradigm continuum, could make it less lücely that such

a situation would occur, as the researcher would become both the knower and the
discoverer (Gouldner, 1971; Ristock & Penne& 1996). Postrnodeniist altemative-end
approaches to reflexivity, as noted by Wasserfall (1993), for researchers, "implies a
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distance and unity at once, and because of that, can make one aware of oneself as subject

and object as weii as of the process that creates the consciousness of both "@. 27). In
more alternative-end research, then, knowledge is more iikely to be discovered in
collaboration with research participants, with critical consciousness (also h o w n as
conscientization or praxis) being developed on the part of both the researcher and the
research participants (Freire, 1990; Lather, 1986; 1991). The ultimate goal is h d h g ways
to disrnantie societal structures which teach members of oppressed groups they are iderior
and of less value, based on some aspect of them that is different fiom that of the dominant
groups in society, and to create a more just social order-and to do so via means identified
by those having less power (Lather, 1986, 1991; Maguire, 1987; Reason & Rowan, 1981).
The fact that, in a more alternative paradigm approach, the means by which change
will be made are determined by those aEected most by the research topic, the participants,

who become agents of change rather than 'objects of research', as is more likely within
research wnducted by a project more on the dominant end of the paradigm continuum
(Lather, 1991). They become active decision-makers in their own lives, rather than
remaining passive within their circurnstances. In collaboration with the researcher, they
change their lives, rather than passively providing Uiformation to researchers so they may
be controlled and 'fixeci' by extemai forces (Lather, 1991; Maguire, 1987; Ristock &
Penneil, 1996).
Collins' (1991) critique of dominant paradigm research focused on the way it reflects
and is used to further entrench existing conceptions of 'natural' power inequities and
therefore the unequal treatment of non-dominant groups in society. She noted tliat
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research has been constmcted in ways designed to reinforce the idea that non-dominant

groups should be assimilated, wherever possiile, into dominant groups. Those that can or

wili not be assimilated are labelled as deviant.
Many ferninia alternative-end researchen have demonstrated the power of research to
reinforce existing sex biases in society. For example, research has been used to reinforce
sexist myths about women's mathematid abüity, with one research project redting in

national headlines in the USA media which announced the 'naturai'infenority of females at
math (Benbow & Stanley, 1980, 1983). Later reports ofproblems with this research were

not as wefl reported. Jacobs and Eccles (1985), in a review of the impact of this media
coverage, demonstrated how research, even when it is later proven to be biased, cm result

in changes in societal beliefs about what is 'normal'. They noted that where pnor to the
media reporting males and females were considered by parents to be equally talented at
math, d e r it there was a level of social acceptability assocîated with their believing or

stating that fernales were 'naturdy' worse at math than males were. This, in tu-

can

become a self-fiifilling process, as young women and men leam to base their selfexpectations on those communicated to them. Such examples of sexism in research result

in ferninist theonsts such as Rich (1979) concluding that in our maledominated world,
objeaMty is nothing more than male subjectivity made tnith.
Millman (cited in Millman & Kanter, 1987) examined how some dominant-end

paradigm research on 'deviance' and social control has focused only on isolated incidents
occuning between those labeiled 'deviant' and officiai agents of social control. This
reflects the dominant paradigm focus on preserving and increasing the efficiency of the
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status quo through decreasing 'deviance', or dserence. Alternative paradigm research
would be more ükely to examine the equdy relevant issue of how people adjust and react
to being labelleci dwiant and relate to others in their iives besides official agents of social
control such as family or fiends, as weli as how these isolateci incidents of 'deviance'
against social control agents w d d reflect underlying problems with the way the curent
system is working. There is more o f a likelihood within an alternative paradigm to analyse
the system itseK and recomrnend a more equitable structure to replace it (Lather, 1986,
1991; Maguire, 1987).

Cnticism has, however, been levelled against some researchers located on the
alternative end of the paradigm continuum by others located in the same end, for focusing
on one aspect of difference or source of oppression to the exclusion of others. This can
result in the 'knowledge' they generate being incomplete or biased (Men & Baber, 1989;
Collins, 1991). Maguire (1987) noted that not ail research done within the alternative
paradigm has incorporated an awareness of the impact of sex bias on the researcher and
therefore on the research process. She cited nurnerous participatory research projects
which were sensitive to class issues but missed the influence of such variables as gender,
subsuming women into generic categories such as 'the people' or 'the oppressed . Similady,
feminism, and the research done within it, despite the focus on the empowerment and
emancipation of women, had not always accounted for, or incorporated the reaiity of the
multiple ditferences within the diversity of women in the world (Collins, 1996; Ristock &

P e ~ e l l 1996;
,
Yuval-Davis, 1994).
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This demonstrates that the goals of more altemativeend paradigm research are
diflicult to attain, partidarly given the reaiity that rnany researchers have not only been
raised in Western society, they have been trained to do research, and to view the world,
through more dominant-end paradigm vaiues, and have to re-leam these values in order to
use those of more aitemative-end paradip approaches. This becomes even more difncult
when researchers are also memben of dominant groups in society, as their expenence of
privilege makes it Iess likely they wiii have noticed societal inequities in the same way as
members of non-dominant groups have (Hartsock, 1987; Westkott, 1979).
It is possible for researchers, in tems of their overt politics and theories, to support a .
alternative-end paradigm, while Ui terms of their practice be working within dominant-end
paradigm assumptions or values without being consciously aware they are doing so. This
speaks to the pervasively 'normal' nature of dominant-end paradigm values in Western
society. One anthropological researcher described her move nom a dominant-end
paradigm to an alternative-end, feminist approach as reflecting her graduai realïization that
what was required was a more critical research approach which incorporated a sense of
social responsibiiity and an awareness of the political nature of research. She noted that
this was a painfil process for her, given that she had to acknowledge that for sorne tirne
her dominant-end paradigm values and assumptions had made her part of the probleq
rather than part of the solution, for her research participants @ l e , 1991).
Reason and Rowan (1981) described their experience of complethg the editing of
their collection of new (alternative-end) paradigm research only to have pohted out to
them the androcentnc bias of their work. They used male pronouns throughout and only
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devoted one of forty chapters to femulist research, despite making reference throughout
the book tu the idea that new paradigm research was a more 'fernale' approach to inqujr
and dominant research was a more 'male'approach. They describeci this as an example of

how easily ostensibly altemative-end paradigm researchers can fall back into dominant-end
paradigm thinlang, with the result being that their work ends up preseMng or refiedng
the status quo of power relations. They stated That is what concems us: we just didn't

think about it...we just didn't look hard enough" (p. xxii).
There are many factors which can make it diEcult to attain 'ideal' altemative-end
paradigm research. All of these are important for researchers to keep in mind when they

set out to do an alternative paradigm research project. Fust, oppression does not arise
ovemight, and it is not possible to change it in a hurry. AU sources of oppression (e-g.

racism, classism, sexism, heterosexism, ableism, anti-Semitism) are ingrained in the very
structures of society and in the minds of persons living in society (hooks, 1989).
Altemative-end paradigms, and research perforrned within them, tend to be about valuing
and examining the interlocking nature of difference, in order to understand how it relates
to ourselves, both as individuals and as researchers, rather than discoverhg individual

tniths or laws (Code, 1991; Maguire, 1989). Rich (1979) put it well when she said "truth
is not one thing, or even a system. It is an increasing complexity" (p. 187). For alternative-

end researchers, the goal is to accurately portray this wmplexity, fkom the perspective OS
and in collaboration with, participants in theu research projects.

A ferninist research project located at the dternative end of the paradigm continuurx~,
such as postmcdem approach, wodd focus on empowement and social change,
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encouraging criticai reflection and increased understanding for research participants, while
contniuting to knowledge in a more theoretical sense. In the process, voices which may
not nomally or otherwise be heard in larger society are given a chance to be heard and
participants may become more aware of the complexity of their own situations, as wiü
researchers (Lather, 1991; Ristock & Penneil, 1996).
The research approach in this practicum was postmodem, feminist and alternative-end.

It focused on emancipation and social change, goals of l three traditions. This approach

had the potential to remain sensitive and open to competing realities based on race, class,
culture and other differences which might arise in a research project in this area and on
this topic. Ristock and Pemeii (1996) demonstrated the utility of such an approach in the
area of violence against women and chiidren, because of the need in such research to
analyse power dynamics in ways that take into account not just issues related to the topic
of violence itself but the research process itseK In this practicum, power issues related to
both violence and prostitution were considered, in addition to those intrinsic to the
research process. The intent was to appreciate the 'links and interruptions' of research; the
links openhg the research to input fiom many sources, the interruptions preventing
rigidity in the researcher's thhkhg (Ristock & Pennell, 1996). Phelan (1993), stated:
we have to stand where we are, acknowledging the Links and contradictions
between ourselves and other citizens of the world, resisting the temptations to
cloak crucial differences with the cloak of universality and to deny generalities
for fear of essentialism. Only in this way wiii we be fiee fiom the domination
that lives both within and around us (p. 786).

2.1.5 Summary

This section of the practicum report examlied feminist research and the paradigms that
have arisen within this ideological approach and how research is done diierentiy within

them The reality that how research is conduaed is uitimately determined by where the
researcher's paradigm, or world view, fds on the continuum between aitemative and
dominant paradigm approaches, was desmieci. Close attention was paid to delineating the
differences between dominant- and altemativeend research approaches. Findy, the

appropriateness of a feminist alternative-end research approach to doing research in the
area ofwork-related violence against women working as street prostitutes was discuued.

2.2

PROSTXTUTION AND VIOLENCE

2.2.1 Introduction

Simply to be a woman in Canada is to be a target of violence, which crosses social,
economic and racial boundaries. 1t is not an exaggeration to suggest that there are few
wornen Living in Canada today who have not, in one form or another, been touched by the
issue of violence, either toward themselves or someone they know. It was this reality that
was comrnented on by the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women (cited in

Greene, June 199 l), who stated:

Violence against women is a multifaceted problem which encompasses

physical, psychological and economic violations of women which is integrally

iinked to the sociai/econornic/political structures, values and policies that
silence women in our society, support gender-based discrimination and
maintain women's inequality.
Specific groups of women may be at greater nsk than the general fernale population of

experiencing violence in their everyday iives. V~olenceis a serious occupational hazard for
women w o r h g as street prostitutes. Sources of violence include clients, pimps or other
street-involved people, the general public and police. Violence may be semal, financiai,

physical or emotional; episodic or ongoing. For women working as street prostitutes in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, dealing with violence, and its threat, is an i n t ~ s i cpart of
their w o r k (Fraser Committee, 1985; Social Planning Council of Wuinipeg, November,
1991).

This section of the practicum wiü address how, and why, this reaiity evolved-for
women working as street prostitutes in Winnipeg. It will look at the breadth and origin of

this violence, and how society, its institutions, and women working as prostitutes respond
to it. Finally, it will examine gaps in the relevant literature, why they are there, and

strategies to address them in fùtuie research project.

To understand why violence has become a serious occupational hazard for women
working as street prostitutes fust requires a rndti-level, historicalIy contextualized,
understanding of prostitution. This paper will examine how through history, societal
understandings of, and causal models for entry into, prostitution, and the values underlying
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these ideologies, resulted in changes in legislation which have increasingiy crunuialired
activities related to it, despite the fact that prostitution has never been illegai in Canada
Legislation in the area is. as a result, intrinsically wntradictory, essentidy punishing
persons for p d s i n g a Iegd profession (Püon & Robertson,November, 199 1). It has dso

been discriminatory in its writing, with some sections targeting women prostitutes while
ignoring men, others only criminalizing those working as prostitutes, not those buying
their seMces (Fraser, 1985; Lowman, 1990;Pilon & Robertson, November, 1991).

Even when laws were written sanctioning the purchase of services, charges against
clients nwer equded those against women (Lowman, 1990). In the Iate 1800s what
sanctions existed against prostitution were not intended to eradicate if but to regdate it.
During this time they were accepted parts of the working class, and enjoyed fiendly,
collaborative relationships with social institutions such as police, municipal governments

and much of the citirenry. Police reguiarly assisted women experiencing violence during
their work and in return women helped them locate wanted cnminals (Gray, 1971).
Over tirne, the influence of the causal models of prostitution held by Christian
reformers and some w l y feminists Ied to a push for both active enforcement of existing

prostiîution related laws and more sanctions in the area. Christian refomers tended to
adopt a mode1 viewing these women as personaüy pathological, and therefore susceptible

to immoral iduences. Once prostitutes. they were a danger to society and needed to be
controlled through Iaw (Gray, 1971; Pilon & Robertson, November, 1991). Eady
feminists saw women working as prostitutes as the innocent, helpless victims of

uncontroiiable male sexuality. Laws against prostitution were required to save these
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women nom their unimaginable fates (DuBois & Gordon, 1985; Vance, 1985). Over the,
these ideologies Hected how prostitution, and those engaged in it, were viewed.
Enforcement of prostitution laws punishw women working as prostitutes more o h and

more severely than their clients (Lowman, 1990). The relationship of police and other
societal institutions with women working in the field deteriorated. Barriers of stigma and
crimindization were placed in the way of women wishuig to leave the profession, because
they were divorced from the rest of the working class and had been labelled as persondy

deviant' members of a criminal class @orninefi, 1986; Highcrest, June, 1992; Larsen,
1992).

The Fraser Committee (1985) noted there has dways been a double standard evident
in the attitudes of society toward prostitution, which consider it acceptable, or even
image-enhancing for men to buy sex, but deviant for wornen to sell it. As women working

as prosthtes became more identifieci as deviant, or 'other', they came to be considered of

less value than 'good girls', or women not employed as prostitutes. More laws were
required to protect society f?om the Uinuence of their deviance. Where men were only
acting on their natures, women working as prostitutes were acting pathologicdy. This
af5ected social attitudes so that these women became considered more acceptable targets

for violence than are 'normal' women, either because they were thought to feel the impact
of this violence l e s than other women, or because their feelings were of l e s value than
those of their attackers (Dominel& 1986). This myth was reinforced by the reality that
violence against prostitutes is less likely to result in consequences for attackers (Lowrnan,
1990). Society and its institutions dont consider it as a serious issue, their reactions
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ranging fiom indifference, i g n o ~ gthe violence, blaming women for it, or pitying them.
As a result, women are extrernely unlikely to report the violence anywhere, and are re-

victimired by systems which should be helping them. This is a denial of their civii and

human rights under the law (DomineUi., 1986; Highcresf June, 1992; Larsen, 1992).

2.2-2 Causal Models of Prostitution

What legislative response is taken to prostitution to a large extent is dependent on the
understanding held about why it occurs. There are a number of theories in existence as to

why women enter prostitution

Susceptibility and Exposure Mode1

This model is the oldest causal model in existence, and has wielded considerabIe
innuenceover society and its lawmakers. It has proved a powerfbl S u e n c e on both mord
reforrn approaches to prostitution and tends to result in support for either criminalkation

or highly controlling f o m of regdation. In it, women who enter prostitution are
susceptible due to feelings of low seKesteem and worthlessness, aiienation, a need for
'self-abasement', or a history of sema1 assauh or abuse or physical abuse (Baizerman,
Thompson & StafEord-White, 1979; Bess & Janus, 1976; Brown, 1979; Bdough, 1965;

Canadian Advisory Couneil on the Staîus of Women, 1984; James, 1976; James, Boyer,
Withers & Haft, 1980; Silbert & Pines, 1981, 1983; Vitdano, James & Boyer, 1981).

Exposure consists of contact with persons familiar with prostitution, involving both a
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receptiveness by the individuai to someone w o h g as a prostitute and an effective
inducernent nom these people for them to work Entering into prostitution is these
women's extemal demonstration of their internai pathology. Essentiaily, pathological,
deviant women become prostitutes, 'normal' women don%(Bryan, 1965; Davis, 1971;
Hirschi, 1972).

Ultimately, this model is too simplistic to account for women's entry into prostitutionA pathology-based model, it looks for the causes of prostitution withh women

themselves, ignoring extenial factors. Studies including non-prostitute control groups

generally dont support this rnodel (Badgeley, 1984; Brannigan & Fleischrnan, 1989;
Exner, Wylie, Leura & ParriIl, 1977; Fraser Commission, 1985; Gray, 1973; Polonsk

1974; Potterat, Phillips, Rothenberg & Darrow, 1985). For example, both the Fraser
Commission and Badgeley (1984) Reports found that the number of wornen working as
prostitutes who were sexually abused as children was consistent with rates of abuse in the
general population. Mathews (1988) commented that ifwe supported the ideathat sexual
abuse inevitably leads to prostitution we would have hundreds of thousands of women
working as prostitutes in Canada

This pathological explanation for prostitution, and the punitive laws it lads to, have
only fbrther pathologized women and increased the barriers they face in trying to comect

with the rest of society. By locathg the source of the problem in personal pathology,
workers respond in simplistic or rigid ways which don't take into account the societal and
econornic contexî within which women choose to become prostitutes. It is not surprising
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that neither criminal sanctions and social seMces arising fkom this mode1 have had no

impact on numbers of women working (Mathews, 1988).

Feminist Modeis
Historicdy, the wornen's movement has a contradictory track record in its dealings

with, and understanding oc women working in the sex trade. To fully understand why that
is, it is necessary to look at the ways feminisrn has understood and responded to women's
sexual situation through history. Femùiist theorists have disagreed since the 1800s on how

to better women's sexual situation, what women want sexualIy and what is 'appropriate'
sexuai behaviour. Some theorists focused on the need for women to be protected from the

danger of 'natuml' male aggression and Iust, viewing wornen's sexuality as being either less
aggressive or powertiil than men's, or unable to become so until they are s d e nom men. In
the late 1800s, this opposition to sexual oppression was primarily expresseci in demanding

the prohibition of prostitution. Prostitutes were always considered helpless innocents
exploited by men. To these women, resisting prostitution meant opposing what was for
them the ultimate male sexual danger of the the. UItimately this led to the notion of the
good girl and bad girl. Regarciiess of whether or not this division is blamed on men, it is a
dangerous one to make, and has class implications as weL There w=re some problems
with how feminists understood prostitution. Fir* they considered aU women who had sex

outside rnarriage prostitutes, even if they weren't paid. Second, wornen were always
considered to have been forced into prostitution by men. They could not account for

women who chose prostitution as a career. It was considered so degrading this was
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inconceivable. Once a prostiîute, women lost aii respectability, and became fair game for
ail men's lust. UnfomtnateIy, because this ideology was s h e d by moral reformers of the
time, they found themselves both arguing for the same goals. Similar patterns occurred in
the area of pomography and censorship. Yet by only being able to see a woman who was
sexud @e it through prostitution or casual sex) as anythuig but a v i c h , femuiists of the

time missed on an oppominity to avoid dividing women into good and bad based on their

sexual choices (Califia, 1994; DuBois & Gordon, 1985; Strossen, 1995; Vance, 1985).
Other theorists, sometimes referred to as 'pro-sex' feminists, considered women to
have the same potential as men for aggression and lu* but th* whether or not they acted

on this potential was dependent on their socio-economic freedom and autonomy to do so
with the least possible retaliation fiom men wth its focus on increased s e d autonomy
and expression for women, this approach is made more complex by the reality that women

feel understandably wlnerable to reprisais kom men for thek semai actions. Women have

been trained within the est., dominant mode1 to consider male aggression an
uncontrollable biologicai impulse which is triggered by women's autonomous sexual
activity, or by being bad girls. Anything outside the r e a h of good girl advity (sex within
mamage) invites and justifies violation, including lesbianism, promiscuity, non-traditional

heterosexuality, pornography, SM and prostitution. (Calina, 1994; DuBois & Gordon,
1985; Strossen, 1995; Vance, 1985).

This oppositional positionhg of pleasure and danger, is such a powerful and insidious

ideology that even women who strongly believe in autonomous sexud expression can f%d
themselves weighing the costs and benefits of their actions. %ey may understand all too
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well that thek actions WUbe used by men and society to excuse men's behaviour. When
society in general, and its institutions, support male semai violence, whether or not men
really lose wntrol because of women's actions or only think that they do is in the end
something of a moot point (Vance, 1985).
The danger of focusing on the protection of women from uncontr011able male lust is
that the foais remains on expressions of male sexuality, not female sexuaiity. There was
no discussion of the foms women's sexuality takes, of individual diierences in, and
possible expressions oc women's sexuality. This ideology brings wornen to understand sex
as always being potentidy shamefûi, out of control or dangerous. Most intimidatingly,
pro-sex women were met with censure Eom other wornen, and were told they had been
'brainwashed' by patriarchy. Many of these women found it hard to feel empowered and
unashamed of their semal impulses in the way more pro-sex feminists were, and
impossible to understand where they were wming fiom and why. Women who enjoyed
working in prostitution or pomography were silenced within the feminist community.
Feminist theory about fernale sexuality becarne divorceci nom reality, because women in

the mainstream ferninist wmmunity soon leamed to not talk to one another about sex. So
was that, in contradiction of the original intentions of feminism, in the arena of sex and
sexuality the personal expenence of pro-sex f e d s t s was not aliowed to be political, to
be part of mainstream feminist theory (Califia, 1994; Strossen, 1995; Vance, 1985).

This process was descn'bed by Echols (1985) as a gradua change from wanting
women to be d e fiom exploitation to 'prescriptivism', wherein broad general principles
are turned into rigid standards. 'Good' feminists were expected to conform to these
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standards. This type of good girVbad girl (read virgidwhore) dichotomipng has occurred
in the f e d s t movement in other areas related to sex and sexuality: Lesbians have been
silenced by heterosexual f e d s t s , butchlfemme and Sado-Masochist (SM) lesbians
silenced by mallistream lesbians, bisexuals silenced by both heterosexuals and lesbians, and
prostitutes silenced by non-prostitutes (Califia, 1994; Stein, 1993; Strossen, 1995).
Ferninism is gwlty of that which it most criticized traditional male scholarship for - doing
their analysis fiom a narrow view and falling into dichotomous thùiking. 'Normal' became
white, middle-hpper-class, non-disabled, heterosexuai and moderately youthful. This
substitutes one part of women's experience for the whole, ignoring the rich pattern of
experience and diversity within and between women. The only way to understand this
diversity is to create a dialogue where we iisten to and leam fkom one another (Califîa,
1994; Collins, 1991; hooks, 1989, 1990; Vance, 1985).

This is particularly dangerous when it allies the feminist movement with sonetal
conservative forces which also decry lesbians, bisexuals, SM practitioners or sex trade
workers. This is what occurred when the ferninist opposition to prostitution inadvertently
helped fuel the Christian moral reform movement in the past (Pivar, cited in Musheno &
Seeley, 1986; Rosen, 1982). It can aiso be seen in how ferninist anti-pomography
crusaders of this century have retmed to a foais on women as helpless victims of male
sexual danger, and have assisted in the development of laws which support censorship
(Dworkin, 1987, 1988; MacKinnon, 1987, 1993). The power of their theory was evident
in 1992, when the Canadian govemrnent adopted the definition of pomography generated

by such pro-censorship femlliists as MacKinnon (1987, 1993) and Dworkin (1987, 1988)
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in Butler v. the Queen, 1 S.CR 452 (1992) Canada Authorities have used this m h g to
suppress many lesbian and gay publications and wnsistently stop publications destined for
lesbian, gay and women's bookstores (Strossen, 1995). Some feminists have gone so far

as to state sex trade work is a fonn of slavery within male supremacy, a profession which

can no more be fieeiy chosen than c m sexual assault (Cole, 1987; Dworkin, 1987, 1988;
MacKinnon, 1987, 1993; Overall, 1992; Wynter, 1987). Women in these approaches

continue to be passive victims of unwntroUable male lust, and in need of protection. There
are also dangers, however, with the pro-sex ideology as weii, when it is taken to an
extreme. It mns the nsk of f a h g into the same prescnptivism as those it reacts to - only
decrying women who are not sexuaily aggressive and experimental enough (Stein, 1993).
Such divisions within the feminist movement around issues related to sexuality are an
example of a movement being so busy arguing among thernselves they dont address the
red enemy, patriarchy (Strossen, 1995; Overd, 1992).
Amngton (1987) noted that there are as many dEerent opinions about prostitution
within the sex trade as there are about feminism in the Womenfs Liberation Movement.
Some prostitutes agree with the idea of prostitute as victim (e.g. the organization

WHISPER). Yet whether or not women like the work or wish to continue doing if this
type of analysis judges the work they do, and insults their intelligence for having chosen to
do it (Mathews, 1987). Many women are sick of the common assumption that they are
victims. They defend their nght and ability to fieely choose their profession, arguing there

exists value, dignity and Liberty in sex work. The Second World Whore's Congress (1986),
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for example, "reject(s) support that requires thern to leave prostitution; they object to

being treated as symbols of oppression and demand recognition as workers" (p. 307).
Many sex trade workers appear to be feminist in ail ways except their identification as
such (a situation not that dissllnilar fiom that of many women in our society who uphold
feminist ideas and values but do not like to cali themselves fexninists). The Second World
Whore's Congress (cited in Overall, 1992) stated that :
Due to feminist hesitation or refùsal to accept prostitution as legitimate work

and to accept prostitutes as working women, the rnajority of prostitutes have
not identified as feminists; nonetheless, many prostitutes iden*

with feminist

values such as independence, financial autonomy, sexual self-determination,
personal strength and fernaie bonding (p. 707).

Social Effects Mode1
The Susceptibility and Exposure mode1 was too narrow and causal in nature for use in
this practicum, as it didn't examine the fidl range of social factors which enter Uito

womens' choice to work as prostitutes. Pro-censorship feminists tended to see women sex
trade workers as helpless, exploited victims, while pro-sex feminists viewed them as
empowered, liberated, assertive women engaging in free sexual choice and expression. In
reality, just as there are numerous reasons why women begin working, there are many
different kinds of women working as prostitutes, each with their own individual personal
and contextual characteristics which led them to this work. There has always existed a
strong and consistent market for sexual seMces in our society. This provides a tempting
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alternative to women Li grave need of money, particularly when they have few
alternatives. What is rnissing nom these models is an analysis of the other factors which
affect entry into, and continued work in, the field of prostitution.

The Social Affects Model, which is more of a 'systerns' model meets this need by
c o n s i d e ~ gentrance to prostitution dong four dimensions: employment needs, materid
needs, persona1 resources and sociai power issues. As cm be seen in Figure One, this
model examines the elements afFecting entrance into prostitution dong five categories

within these four dimensions: needs, skilis, values, models and subculture. It takes the
decision to work as a prostitute out of the reah of personal pathology and into the one of

sociai effects on career choices. Social effects in this model are dehed as societai factors
infiuencing an individual's process of entrance into, and continuance in, the work of
prostitution This could include the need to make enough money to survive, the
assessrnent of personal skills on the job market versus where there exists a demand for
workers, cultural and media images of prostitution and sexualiw the ineffecfivness of
laws Iimiting prostitution-related behaviour and the image of money as proof of a
successful We. This would also include more negative aspects of the work, which arise as
a result of the judgement of workers by society. This would include isolation fiom

supports, loss of networks Ieading to more traditional foms of upward mobility, Iack of
skilis or education to do other forms of work, loss of the right to protection &om violence

. .

and harassment due to the ilIegal nature of the work, cnmuialization due to charges and
loss of sesestem due to societal censure.

Insert Figure One here
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There is extensive support for the proposai that one of the primary reasons women
begin working is economic (Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women; 1984;
Overali, 1992). Women are disadvantaged in our labour market, being more likely than
men to be unemployed, underemployed and underpaid. The feminization of poverty is on
the nse, particularly for single mothers. Wealth, power and privilege are unequally

distributed, and becoming more so (Greene, June, 1991). hadequate government
programs or initiatives exist to address this, and may in fact worsen it (Boyle & Noonan.,
1987).

Women trapped in this cycle of poverty and discrimination may consider becorning a
prostitute an act of resistance or, &en the socio-economic context of theû Lives, a
solution to their problems (Mathews, 1987; McLeod, 1982). The vast majority of women
who choose to do this work see it a temporary solution to econornic dEcdties (Elizabeth

Fry Society, 1985). In the words of one prostitute, "they are ail out there because they
need the money. It is a matter of econornics, it is not giamour. And it is not fast, e q
money like sorne people try to say" (pp. 495-496, Shaver, 1985). A 1991 Winnipeg study
found that 40% of women working as prostitutes had no more than grade 8 education, no
job skills, and had never been employed (Donovan, 1992). A Winnipeg shidy found many

worked 70 or 80 hours a week, with the average thne for part- and full-time workers

being 50 hours a week (Elizabeth Fry Society).
Another important factor is the reality that most women start working as prostitutes at
an earfy age. Badgeley (1984) found that three quarten of ninaway youth bewme

prostitutes. Of these youth, haif were fkom broken homes, two thirds had less than one
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year ofhigh school and most no work experience. Theu socio-economic background was
consistent with the rest of the population. One quarter were fiequent to heavy drinkers7

one third heavy dmg users, one third receNed no routine medical attention and most had
at least one sexuaily transmitted disease (STD). Half had done their first trick at age 15 or
younger because they needed the money. A 1991 Winnipeg study found that the average

age of entry into prostitution was 14 years (Donovan, 1992). Michaud (September, 1989)
found that 34% of ninaway Winnipeg youth had engaged in prostitution and 20% had
exchanged sex for a place to sleep.
To a teen on the run, prostitution is ofien the only alternative for suMvaL That it is
'attractive' to them, or that they 'choose' if needs to be placed into the context of reali~,

where the demands of life for a runaway on the street, with no job skilIs. a feu of being
returned home, and a distmst o f authorities (Michaud, September, 1989). Life on the

street demands they adopt a moment-to-moment ' s u ~ v a lmentaiity', where they
experience desperation, hyper-vigilance and a liking for immediate short-term gratification.
Forty percent of proaitutes surveyed in a 1991 Winnipeg study were horneless (Donovan,
1992). Pimps and prostitution may provide what social services seem unable to
security, food, employment and a peer group, seemHigiy with

- money,

no strings attached (Fraser

CoIfirnittee7 1985; Mathews, 1986, 1987). Yet as Jane Runner, a PO-

stafT member

put it, 'lit shoulddt (have to) be an option for women and kids to go out into the street and

basicalIy spread their legs in order to get money to feed themselves and survive"
(Donovan, p. 6).

Conciusion

The Social EE-

Model offers a comprehensive ovemiew of many of the social and

econoMc factors which women's entry into, and continuance in, work as prostitutes. it
points out that women chooshg this line of work do so for as wide a variety of rûasons a s

any of us choose the work we do. This suggests that, despite the great attention in the
literaîure to why women choose to worlg perhaps a better topic of discussion is what the
conditions and reaities of the work are. Women are doing this work now, often in bleak
and dangerous conditions. There are relatively few articles in the Literature about either the

levels of violence women experience on the job or on what the impact of working under
such conditions is on them. The Feminist Model is extremely usefil as well, in tems of its
analysis of the sexual potitics related to the issue of women working as prostitutes, as weli
as violence against wornen. Care must be taken, however, not to f
d into dichotomous
thinking about the issue of prostitution, as has occurred in the larger movement, as seen by

the development of the opposing pro-sex and pro-censorship factions. Ultimately, taking a
position at either extreme inevitably means that your model will be unable to incorporate
the reaiities of all women who are working in the prostitution indu*.

Women prostitutes

are no more always helpless victims being exploited than they are always empowered and
liberated by it. By maintainhg a more flexible, balanced understanding of the issue of
prostitution, and incorporating it with the sound economic and social analysis of the Social

Eff-

Model, it is possible to generate a more holistic model, particularly when the

researcher also incorporates more of an d y s i s of the politics of race in the area of
prostitution work.

2.2.3 History of Prostitution in W i p e g

In 1874, Winnipeg was incorporated as the est Prairie city, with 2000 residents and a
long history of police and public acceptance of brothel-based prostitution. Months passed
between arrests?which g e n e d y oniy occurred if women were involved in other ïilegal
activities, and generdy ody redted in fines. Police had a good relationship with the

women, who provided them with information in retum for assistance with harassrnent
nom custorners or pimps. Gray (1971) noted that there existed a "nearly universal
acceptance by constituted authority that prostitution was sornething that had to be
tolerated because it could not be eradicatedn(p. 17).

This began to change with the arriva1 of many Christian settlers, who began placing
pressure on police to address prostitution. As we saw earlier, pressure dso came fiom

some sectors of the ferninia movement. This did result in an Uicrease in token police raids
and fies, but women viewed them as the equivalent of licensing fees and sirnply pled
guilty, paid their fines, and went about their business. Police didn't want to raise fines for

fear women would plead not guilty, requiring them to find both evidence for conviction
and jail space (neither one an easy task). Continueci pressure, however, eventually caused

some of the brothels to be moved twice, once to the outskirts and then later outside city
limits, despite the fact there was little evidence the generd population cared much where
they were Iocated. Brothel popularity, in facf was high due to an explosion in the
population of Wumipeg

- which by 1890 was 42,000 (Gray, 1971).
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In 1892, Section 175(l)(c) of the

C&

defked a prostitute seeking a

customer as a femde vagmnt, who: "being a common prostitute or nightwalker is found in

essentidy sexîst nahzre of this section is evident in its unabashed discrimination against
women-under if only wornen could be prostitutes, and no mention is made of customers.
Women were addressed based on their

status,

rather than their overt actions (more

generaliy the basis of criminal iiability). It also required wornen to give a good account of
themselves, despite that fact this conflicted with both their nght noi to inmminate
themselves and with the later ÇPaâdian Bill of

in 1960. Despite this, the 'vag ci

section remained unchanged until 1972 - a significant comment on the lack of concem in
the Iaw for these women's human rights (Lowrnan, 1990; Pilon & Robertson, November,
1991). It is aiso noteworthy that it doesn't sanction brothels, which employed most women

working at the tirne (Gray, 1971).

In 1903, moral reformers and established authonties clashed again over the brothelq
which now feu within city Limits. With the population Uicreasing by 1000 people per
month, and an explosion in other crimes, police considered brothels the least of their
womes. They thought closure would only destroy their relationship wîth the wornen and

make it more difncult for them to keep mck of who was working and where, by
scattering women throughout the city to work wherever they chose. They, dong with the

Mayor, city councillors, and many citizens, continued to support their historicai policy of
regulated prostitution, and favoured establishg a red light district. The issue became so
explosive in t hat year's civic eleaion the Mayor withdrew fiom the race and City Hall was
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taken over by moral reformers. Police were ordered to close down the brothels, while
protesters lined up ten deep around the police station. The good relationship between
police and the women was evident in their posting of guards in brothels to prevent lootuig.
Despite this, the women felt understandably betrayed and, as predicted, many began
working on downtown streets. They stopped pleadiig guiity to charges, requiring police
to establish a fiind to tempt customers to testifil againsr them, and cornplaints about their
presence on the street, as a 'public nuisance', increased (Gray, 1971).

By 1909, the failure of the brothel closures to eradicate prostitution was evident, and
police were dowed to designate the Iegal red light district they originally wanted. The

resulting explosion in the number of brothels, public drunkenness and noise in the area
resulted in an outcry by area residents. Not long d e r , poIice were told to repeai their
permission for brothels to operate. Regulations were instituted requiring bi-weekly
medical exams, production of medical certincates on demand, and no walking or shopping
without pnor notification of police and obtaining of a police escort. As in the p s t , tighter
intervention by police did nothing to lessen the amount of prostitution occurring, but did

infuriate brothel owners, who had paid exorbitant amounts for their houses on the
understanding they would operate without interference (Gray, 197 1).
A 1910 Royal Commission found no evidence of police corruption, and recommended

they focus on reducing public nuisance aspects of prostitution, and as police focused their

energies in this area, not on stopping prostitution fkom occuming8When police did just
that (which was in fact their preference) the number of brothels decreased and stabilized.
Business continued without incident until the Depression of the 1930s sparked a deciine
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which culminated in the cloaire ofbrothels during the Second Worid War, independent of
state sanctions. The end of the war saw business increase, but the former good
relationship with police was now destroyed and women never again worked so openiy.
What the business of prostitution looked üke during the 1950s is difncult to say, as little
information is available on record (Gray, 1971). The 1960s and 1970s saw prostiîutes
begin forming international. national and local organizations to speak out on the ever-

increasing rights violations and repression they were experiencing f?om the state. Some
advocated the decrimlliaiization of prostitution, with the support of many feminists.

In 1972, pressure related to the inherently sexist and discriminatory nature of the 'vag

..

c' statute of the Cnminal Codp resulted in its r e p d and replacement by Section 195.1,

which stated that "every penon who solicits any person in a public place for the purpose

of prostitution is guilty of an offense punishable by summary conviction." The new
'soliciting law' could be applied to prostitutes of either sex, no longer required they
account for their actions, and still addressed the 'public nuisance' aspect of prostitution.
There remained, however, a nurnber of problems with it.
solicitation (which only occurred with the

Its wording didn't de&e

decision of the Supreme Court of Canada).

This left the interpretation of the law to police and the courts. There was considerable
inter-provincial variation on whether or not clients were charged with solicitation, or were
convicted if charged. Overali, however, the vast majority of those charged continued to
be women prostitutes. Where conviaions of women working as prostitutes added to or
started their criminal records, clients of prostitutes tended to be given judgements which
would not result in a record (Lowman, 1990). This reflects the societal bias that men
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seeking sexuai seMces are acting on theû natural biological impulses, where women
seiling them are deviant and deserve to be punished (DomineIli, 1986). Additionally,
despite the gender-neutrai wording of the statue, it was interpreted to primarily apply to

women. The latter problem was addressed by a 1983 amendment so prostitute referred to
someone of either sex engaged in prostitution (Fraser, 1985; Lowman, 1990; Pilon &
Robertson, November, 1991). Critics noted that this law oniy moved the location of
prostitution to more dangerous areas of the city. It ignored off-street prostitution (the
majority of prostitution) contradicting the supposed moral concern for the weii-being of
women in the MieeThe women targeted by this section were those already most vulnerable

to abuse and harasment, because of their visibility on the street (Highmest, June, 1992;

Larsen, 1992; Shaver, 1985).
Section 210 sanctioned owning, keeping, living in, being found in, or dowing the use
of one's home for the purposes of "a common bawdy house". Section 197 firther dehed
a bawdy house as "a place kept or occupied or resorted to by one or more persons for the
purpose of acts of prostitution or indecency." This section has been interpreted by the
courts to require that the house be habitually and regdarly used for prostitution, and can

include a woman's own apartment. Simply participating in the activities of a bawdy house
did not result in convictions uniess there was a degree of control over the management of
the premises. Section 211 makes it iUegal to "take, transport or direct", or offer to do so,
anybody to a bawdy house (Filon & Robertson, November, 1991).

Critics had two primary concems with sanctions on bawdy houses. First, they forced
women to work on the street, or in dent's homes or hotels rather than in their homes,
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because pedties for keeping a bawdy bouse were far more severe than for solicitation.

This meant the law forced women into dangerous situations, as women working on the
street are at greater risk of violence, and in more need of pimps for protection. They have
less tirne on the street than in their homes to assess and screen tricks before closing a deal.

The illegality of street solicitation exacerbates this situation, requiring women to close
deals quickly, so as to not draw police attention. Yet it is the time during which women

first make contact with a potential date, and negotiate prices, that is cruciai for women
assessing potential client violence. Second, more women on the street me-

an increases

in the very kind of prostitution most objected to by the general public (Barnard, 1993;

Highcrest, June, 1992; Larsen, 1992).
Section 212(1) outlaws advities related to procuring, pimphg and living on the avds
of prostitution, while Section 212(3) States that someone who "liveswith or is h a ù i t d y

in the Company of a prostitute or Lives in a comrnon bawdy house" is likely to be living on
the avails of prostitutioq "in the absence of evidence to the contrary". Critics have
commented that this section negatively affects women in a variety of ways. First, it makes
it dEcuIt for women to have supportive, loving relationships when their partners could be
charged with living on the avails. Even if women's partners are abusive, and force them to
work, this section is inconsistent with the reaiity that abusive partnen of women employed
in other fields are not charged with living on the avails when they are dependent on her
money. Essentially, this law punishes persons for fallllig in love with someone working as

a prostitute. Second, critics deny the notion that removing this section would constitute
condoning violent pimps. In theù opinion, if legal authorities treated women with respect
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when they reported violence by theu pimps, more women would be reporting. There is no
need for additional laws

- laws already exist related to semai and physical assauif the&

extortion, forable confinement and attempted murder. Third, by making it Uegal for
women to cooperate with one another (e.g. referrhg clients), it discourages supportive
comecthg and mentoring, thus depriving wornen new to the work valuable on the job

training and increasing the risk of violence. Fhaiiy, it rnakes it hard for women to have
ffiends who are not street-involved, as associating with a prostitute could constitute proof
of living on the avails. This plays into the myth that women who work as prostitutes are

wicked, sifil, and only associate with criminais. It is also inconsistent with the law in
other areas

- why

is nobody charged with living on the avds for associating with

murderen or thieves? Overall, these laws only firther stigmatize women, criminahes their
relationships and fiiendships and makes it al1 the more difncult for them to Iead normal
iives (Highcrest, June, 1992; Larsen, 1992).

The flua decision increased pressure on the government to expand the definition of
soliciting for the purpose of prostitution. As in the past, pressure for change came &om
Christian moral reformers, economic concems, and the belief prostitution attracts other
fonns of criminai activity. Municipal governments across Canada enacted a varie@ of civil
bylaws addressing these concems, with the usual amount of regional inconsistency. A law

that was upheld by one provincial Supreme Court would be struck down by another.
Others were found invalid by the Supreme Court of Canada (Pilon & Robertson,
November, 1991). Pimping decreased after the Hutt decision, when many women turneci
violent pimps in.
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Badgeley (1984) investigated sexual offenses against youth in Canada, including
juvenile prostitution and pornography. The repos recornrnended that juvenile prostitution
be made a summary conviction, so when children were charged they could be placed in
appropriate support progmms. It also proposed the

..

Codg be amended to prevent

vicks fiom defendimg the purchase of sex nom juveniles based on a beliefthey were of
age. Some felt Badgeley (1984) had such a narrow mandate in doing research for his
report that he was unable to mess the fùll range of opinion on prostitution in Canada,

thereby limiting his recommendations (Pilon & Robertson, November, 1991).

The Fraser Cornmittee (1985) examined both pornography and prostitution by
conducting public hearings across Canada to assess public opinion. Prostitution was
widespread, particulariy in cities, and economic distress was considered the primary

motivation for women to do this work During this period, anywhere f?om 300 to 500
women were working fÙU-tirne as prostitutes in Wuuiipeg. About haif of them worked the
streets, although this would be a far higher number if part-time worken were included as
weii (Elizabeth Fry Society, 1985; Fraser Cornmittee, 1985). Street prostitutes tended to
have pimps, though the Cornmittee found no evidence of organized crime. They tended to

work in downtown business areas, near bars and hotels. The number of Aboriginal women
working was dispropodonately high (about 40% of ail women) compareci to the overd
population of Abonginal people living in Winnipeg, and may reflect higher Ievels of

poverty in that community (Brannigan, Knda & Levy, 1987; Campbell & Heinrich
Research Associates, 1992; Elizabeth Fry Society, 1985). A study done through
Prostitutes and Other Women for Equal Rights (POWER) found most (65%) women were
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18 to 27 years 014 though a sipifïcant rninority (22%) were minon (Campbell & Heinrich

Research Associates, 1992). The Fraser Cornmittee (1985) found that the only time the
comrnunity became concerned about prostitution was when crackdowns forced women
into residentiai areas, decreasing property values and increasing public nuisance factors.

The Fraser Cornmittee (1985) considered econornic and social reform a necessary part
of any e f f d v e response to the problem of prostitution. Govemments needed a stronger
moral and financial cornmitment to the removal of socid inequality between women and
men, to create supportive social services, and fund groups serving curent and former
prostitutes. Laws sanctionhg prostitution-reiated activity were descnbed as impossibie to
enforce, narrowly mordistic and unsupported by public opinion As the prirnary source of
public nuisance, street prostitution was the ody area where tougher sanctions were

recomrnended, through the proposai of a new offense for interfering or attempting to
interfere, more than once, with pedestrianlvehicular traflic for the purpose of selling or

buying sex. The offer or acceptance was not the offense

- rather that the behaviour

constituted a dimirbance of some sort (Fraser Cornmittee, 1985). Sanctions on bawdy
houses would be revised to only prevent more than two persons using the same place for

prostitution. This would decrease street prostitution by allowing women to use their
residences for worlg therefore reducing public nuisance factors. PIaces of prostitution
would be licensed through regdations no different f?om those for other businesses.

Fmaiiy, procuring and living on the avails of prostitution statutes were to be replaced by
sections prohibithg them only when they were accornpanied by force, threats or coercion.

Unlike Badgeley's (1984) report, making juvenile prostitution a surnrnary offense was not
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recornrnended, on the grounds this would further cnminaiize these youth. They did
recommend juveniles be subject to the same laws as adults and that the child welfare
system be used to place them in appropriate social service programs. Like Badgeley
(1984), they recornmended that it become an offense for clients to use rnistaken age as a
defence for the purchase of sexuai seMces fiom juveniles (Fraser Cornmittee, 1985).

Bill C 4 9 (Section 19% l), the 'communication law', made it illegai to, in a public place,
or one open to public view (e.g a vehicle); and for the purposes of selling or buying sw
a) stops or attempts to stop any motor vehicle,
b) impedes the free flow of pedespian or vehicdar M

c or ingress to or egress firom

premises adjacent to that place, or
c) Stops or attempts to stop any penon or in any manner cornmunicates or attempts to
communkate with any personFor the first t h e , both prostitutes and clients were explicitly included in the law, with the
stated intention behg to address them a s equaiiy responsible for the 'problem' of
prostitution. Uniike the 'solicitation law' it replaced, there was no room for interpretation
by police and courts as to whether the law applied to clients or not. Controversy ensued
over both the content of the law and the legal crackdown on street prostitution it
triggered. Some wnsidered it a worthy piece of Iegislation (residentid groups, civic
govemments, police) (Lowman, 1990; Pilon & Robertson, November, 1991). Others
argued this fiirther crimination of prostitutioii, and the resulting legd crackdown, as
had occurred in the past, placed women working as Street prostitutes at more risk of

violence by giving authorities too much power. Women were forced to move to more
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dangerous areas to work Their ability to choose dEerent ways to make contact with, and
the tirne adable to assess d e t y with potential clients became even more limited In

Larsen's (1992) opinion, the communication law contributed to an increase in the murder
and assadt of women working as prostitutes. They were forced to depend more on pimps,

both for protection and to arrange bail and child Gare when their arrests increased.

Charging clients decreased their numbers, forcing women in need of money to take clients
they would previously have rejected out of safety concems. Those clients who continueci

to corne despite their increased nsk of arrest potentidy iiad fewer concems about
breaking the law, increasing the iikelihood they wodd be violent with the women. As
Highcrest (June, 1992) noted, "the more you criminalize an activity, the more you make
the aaMty the exclusive realm of the criminal" (p. 4).
In 1987 provincial courts disagreed whether or not the comrnunicating law was
constitutionai. In 1990 the Suprerne Court decided (with two fernale justices dissenting)
that while the section did W g e on the nght to fteedom of expression, this was a
reasonable limit on a protected right (Pilon and Robertson, November 1991). Brannigan,
Knafla & Levy's (1989) report concluded that while this statute did affect to some extent
where prostitution took place, it had no effect on the amount of street prostitution which
occurred.
Pilon & Robertson, November, 1991), described the response to a 1990 report which
recomrnended that the govemment fund community-based p r o v s accessible to
prostitutes wishing to stop working, that legislation be amended to allow fhgerprinting

and photographing of prostitutes and clients, and judges be aiiowed to ban wnvicted
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clients f?om drivïng vehicles for up to three months. AU three recomrnendations were
rejected, the f
h
tbecause it only a d c i r d those wishing to lave street worjS and not
those continuing to work or jwenile prostitutes, whiie consultation with other levels of
government, agencies and prostitutes themselves was deemed necessary before services
codd be provided. The second was rejected because increased penalties increase
cnminalizarion and economic hardship, which are inconsistent with the objective of
assisting prostitutes to leave street work The third was rejected both because a vebicle is

not required for Street solicithg and because such measures are already available to judges
via conditions of probation (Pilon & Robertson, November, 1991).

2.2.4 Options for Addressing Prostitution

Society's responses to prostitution have fden into three categories: crirninali;ration,
legalization or regulation and decrunirihtion. Criminaikation has been the approach of
choice in Canada, its findamental assumption being that tougher sanctions wiii evoke fear
and prevent cominued work in prostitution, while deterring potential workers fiom

entenng the trade. It assumes women became involved in prostitution in the past because
tough enough sanctions did not exist This irnplies prostitution is a legal issue, which can
be adequately addressed by a legal response. None of the laws, or their enforcement, have

resulted in any signincant changes in the number of women working. Most women
consider being charged a s the cost of working the street (Donovan, 1992; Larsen, 1992;
Mathews, 1987; Shaver, 1985). From 1985 to 1990, the number of prostitution-telated
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charges and convictions in Toronto increased 34 times, and the amount of prostitution
ocairring was unafiFécted (Highcrest, November, 1991).
Despite the inabillty of criminalization to eradicate prostitution, many authonties want
more laws, not les. In the past, sanctions have only sewed to segregate wgmen working
as prostmites fiom the rest of the working class cornmunity, faciltatins the transformation
of prostitution as a trade fkom a femaie to a male-controiled activity, characterized by

more violence directed toward women working in the field. It aiso resulted in the
development of an extensive bureaucracy to enforce laws and 'rehabilitate' the women,

costing society a great deal of money in the process. Society was reinforced for
condemning and abusing women working as prostitutes, and services were structureci in

ways which are inaccessible to them. Once-Wendly relations with authorities deteriorated
to becorne full of distnist and fear. Women are Ieft on their own to protect themselves
fiom assault, robbery and breach of contract, often by getting a pimp. Their fear of the
police deprives them of their constitutional nght to protection by, and recourse through,

the legal system. With increased crimuialization, these things would only continue and
worsen (Badgeley, 1983; Donovan, 1992; Fraser, nad.; Gray, 1971; Mathews, 1987;
Rosen, 1982; Scambler, Peswani, Renton & Scambler, 1990; Shaver, 1985; Symanski,
1981; Walkowitz, 1980). Maggie's (August, 1992), a Toronto prostitutes' rights

organization, noted that the fact that al1 prostitution related activities are Uegal creates a
context which implicitly condones and promotes "Whore-bashing", or "hate related

violence...an act of extreme prejudice fueled by social stigma'" (p. 1). Domine% (1986)

observai that the deviance label attached to prostitution, due to criminalization, Ieads to
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women working as prostitutes being perceived by soàety as l e s than human, and anything
done to them, therefore, as being Iess offensive and more pedssible than somethllig done
to a non-prostitute.
There exists a fundamental contradiction in m a h g illegal ail things related to a le@
activity, essentidy making it illegai to pradce a legai occupation. If the goal of
c m t i o n is to eradicate prostitution, why is prostitution still legai? In fa* though
I

.

Canada's official policy has been criminalization, with the goal of eradicating prostitution,
their unolficial policy, in terms of how the law has been enforced, and what its effêct has

been, has been a form of regulation

- all it has affected is where, and how prostitution

ocnirs, not whether it occun (Larsen, 1992).
Regdation, or iegaiization, approaches dont aim to eraadicate prostitution, but to
regulate where and how it will occur. Laws related to prostitution are taken off the books.

The most cornmon argument in favour of legalitation is that it wiU decrease the public
nuisance factor of prostitution by moving it indoors, whüe providing wornen with a d e
and legai working environment (Peat Manvick & Partners, October 22, 1984).
Implementation varies a great deal in ternis of the control exercised over the
profession and the women working within it, which can be seen as operating dong a
continuum. On one end of the continuum, many restrictions are placed on the hows and
wheres of prostitution, so that despite its 'legaliw, it is set apart f?om other businesses.
Unfortunately for women working in the field, when legaikation approaches have been
adopted around the world, they have been of this sort. Women have been confined to red

light districts, been given little input into working conditions and been prohibited fkom
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providing certain services or hakg phps. They have been requked to get ficenses, often
from police, had their movements restricted, and been forced to undergo mandatory STD
testing. Licenses have been denied to hown prostitutes, to ensure a new supply of 'fksh
faces'. Ln Nevada, women have been refused social assistance because they refused to take
available jobs in brothels (Barry, 1979; Fraser, ad.; Scambler, Peswani, Renton &
Scambler, 1990; Syrnanski, 1981). Eros Centers' in West Germany are weli-known for
oppressive and degrading conditions, resultïng in increased marginalkation of the women
working in them (Jaget, cited in Shaver, 1985; Sion, cited in Shaver, 1985; West, 1987;
Yandog 1979). Litemationdy, restrictions on women have been even greater. b l y is

this approach accompanied by strategies to address the root causes of prostitution, and the
social stigma attached to it. For example, while juveniles may be denied licemes, the
problem of how street kids will obtain money to survive goes unaddresseci. As a result,
juvenile prostitutes are fiirther crtninalKed and dnven underground, making it diflicult for
seMces to reach them and for them to lave the profession. The Canadian Organization

for the Rights of Prostitut es (CORP)described legalized prostitution as slavery (CORP,
cited in Shaver, 1984). In this fom of regulation the state becomes a pirnp and women
continue to be marginalized, stigmatized and at risk of violence.
At the other end of the regulation continuum, prostitution is subject to the sarne
licensing, health and safety codes and labour legislation as are other srnail seMce business
(e.g. word processïng, pet grooming, massage), and becomes Whially indistinguishable

nom decrimlliaIization (Fraser, n-d.; Shaver, 1985).
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Decriminakation wodd remove prostitution-related laws îÎom the C n m a l Codp. As
these laws largely targeted women (and to a lesser extent their male clients, in the
application of the law if not in the law itself) this would restore to them the ftll rights
accordai to them a s citizens of Canada Uniïke legalization/regdation, no new laws would
be made to control women's movements. Women working as prostitutes would be subject
to those laws relevant to anyone operating a business. When this approach is accompanied
by the non-sexist enforcement of existing criminai law and adaptation of standard business

codes, it can result in women controllhg their own working conditions, independent of
unwanted third parties. Women could work fiom their homes or a place of business

instead of on the street, a prospect EeIy to appeal to their clients as weIl. They would be
better able to assess safety factors prior to agreeing on seMces with clients, and could
cooperate and work together, sharing information on good and bad custorners, safety tips
and fostering supportive relationships or partnerships. More women working inside would
decrease the public nuisance aspects of Street work, as would existing municipal by-laws.
Supportive pariners and niends would no longer be in danger of being charged, decreasing

the stigma attached to the profession. Over tirne, a more collaborative and tnisting
relationship with police and the legal system would evolve. Women would be more likely
to use existing violence-related laws if they knew they would not be charged with a
prostitution-related offence when they reported an assault. Women would be more likely
to use health and social seMces in generai, and ater violence, and these services wodd
eventudy begh to respond in appropriate, non-blaming ways (Barnard, 1993; Highcrest,
Tune, 1992; Maggie's, August, 1992).
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Decriminaikation paves the way to the desegregation of the profession f?om the rest

of the working class, potentidy leading to unions or self-regdatory organizations.
Women working in the field would have fewer barriers in the way of their being
considered respected rnembers of th& communities rather than deviants. lfthey wanted to
Ieave the profession, it would be easier for them to do so, without concem about long

criminal records and l e s concern about social censure when applying for jobs in other
professions. Of course, dcriminalization would need to be accompanied by broader S

Q

reform and education to combat myths and stereotypes about prostitution, but it has been
seen as one of the more sensible and attractive options by many. Unidce criminaiization or
legaIization/reguIation approaches, it takes into account the welfare and best interests of
both the general public and women working as prostitutes, attempting to meet the needs
of both, rather than just the needs of the public (Barnard, 1993; Highcrest, June, 1992;
Maggie's, August, 1992; Scambler, P h , Renton & Scambler, 1990; Shaver, 1985).

This alternative is advocated by many feminists and prostitutes' rights organizations
(Fraser, n. d-;Highcrest; Maggie's; Shaver, 1985).

2.2.5

Sources of Work-Related Violence

Street prostitutes live with the day-to-day danger of being assaulted by clients, p h p s
or other street-involved people, members of the general public and police. This can
involve physicai, semiai, psychologid and financial abuse (Fraser Cornmittee, 1985;
Soda1Planning Council of Winnipeg, November, 1991).

~
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One study found that up to 70% of prostitutes had been raped by clients, on average 8
to 10 times per year. Oniy 7% sought any kind of support, whiie only 4% reported to
police (Silbert, tited in Alexander, 1987). A Wuullpeg study found that 78% of women
interviewai had been physically or sexually assaulted since they began working, 64%
having experienced both physical and sexual assault (Eiizabeth Fry Society, 1985). Since

Prostitutes and Other Women for Quai Rights (POWER) reopened in 1992, they have
been regulariy distribuhg a bad date sheet to women Muder is a r
d risk and serial
kilIers targeting women working as prostitutes are Iess intensively investigated by both
police and the media, with action only speeding up when a non-prostitute is murdered
(e.g. Green River KiUer in Seattle; W s i d e Strangler and South Side Slayer in Los

Angeles). Some pimps use violence or its threat to control andor punish women. Not ali
of those legdy definable as pimps, however, fit this stereotype, instead being viewed by
women as loving, non-exploitative partnen (Fraser Cornmittee, 1985). Women have also
been beaten or robbed by other women or street-involveci people.
Members of the general public yeil abuse at wornen, throw rocks, bottles and pennies
fiom passing cars and physicdy threaten them if they dont leave the area. Perpetrators
may be cornmunity vigilantes wanting to 'clean up' the m e t s or young men out 'whore-

bashing' (West, 1987). Police have been violent with prostitutes, both physically and
sexually in general and while arresting them, using unnecessary force and verbal
humiliation Rarely do women make cornplaints to police about this, for fear of retaliation
(Alexander, 1987; Maggiels, August 1992).

2.2.6 Impact of

Individual

The impact of violence on the emotional, physicai and sexual health of women has
been weii-documented. Emotionai e f f m can include sleeping diffidties, self-mutilation,

suicidality, relationship problems, low self-esteem, shame and anger. Physical effects may
include stress reactions, migraines, dcers, clinical depression, diculties eating, sexually
transrnitted diseases and any damage due to the assauit itself(Bass & Davis, 1988; Miller,
1990; Miller, 1989; Sandford, 1990). Women working as prostitutes experience aU of
these effects, which are exacerbated by the victim-blaming responses they often encounter

fiom individuais and organizations because of their work (Barnard, 1993).

Societal

The violence expressed against individual women in Our society, includhg prostitutes
is only a symptom of a larger problem. Ultimately aii violence arises fiom socio-historical
structural sources such as the unequd distribution of power behveen groups, be they men
and women, classes, races, etc. It is these same structural sources that resuit in the causai

rnodels adopted by society to explain prostitution and how best to address it. For exarnple,
the criminalïzation laws which arose out to address prostitution, reflect the influence of

such both sexism and classism. This can help create a context where rapists jus*

the

violence they commit because the woman they assaulted did something to 'deserve' if or
ask for it

- she was a %adgirl' (Hamer & Maynard, 1987; Scuiiy, 1990). Some rapists
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feel a woman who is a prostitute "cannot be raped because of the work they do. In
consequence male semai violence against prostitute women can be condoned" (Barnard,
1993, p. 686). Because this only refiects the d u e s of the society at large, when violence

occurs, it ody reinforces the structure, particuiariy when the violence is not challenged in
any effective way. The tact that aU women w o r h g as prostitutes are dealuig with the
daily reality of violence and its threat tells us that there are stnicniral features of
prostitution itself; and our society, which foster, maintain and condone this violence.

2.2.7 Responses to Violence

Women

Women who work the streets are weil aware of the ri& posed to them by their clients.
One woman stated "1 have no illusions that they redy care about me...In a society where

women are an expendable resource, any girl who poses a threat will be eliminated. Not
much effort would be made to find the exterminator, either" ('A', 1991, 3).

To deal with this reality, they adopt a variety of strategies designeci to increase their
safety while workhg starting with their attitude toward their work and their clients. As

one woman put it, "when you start ho'ing you redire that in order not to be used 1 have to
be the user...You have to make sure you are the boss at all times, you make the rules"

(Be& November, 1989,6). Women working as prosthtes act powedbi, and are powerful,
"becausethey have to Fe), we dont have a choice...either you are powerfiI or you get
hurt and stepped on"@en, November, 1989, 7). The idea is to consciously try to establish
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and maintain control over thek clients and their actions throughout. This is considered
criticai in both ensuring payment and limiting the potential for violence. This is a defensive

manoeuvre, designed to set a tone of power relations which hopefidy the client wiii not
later ûy to subvert (Barnard, 1993).

The Fraser Cornmittee (1985) found that many women work in pairs, with one noting
license nurnbers down and descriptions of tricks for the other, in case they tumed out to

be bad dates. When women found thernselves in dangerous situations, many reliecl on
'psychology' to get to safety. This could have included sympathking with clients, giving

free service or convincing them they cared about them. The priority is to keep injury as
minimal as possible, by whatever means necusary. As one woman said "Tt is only because
a good hooker c m bring out the gentler side in her clients that many rapes of prostitutes
are avoided" ("A", 1991, 1).

Police and the Legal System
Cornplaints of violence that are made were not ofken taken seriously by police,
resulting in women being re-viaimized.

*

Lyn, a prostitute, was raped and wanted her assailant charged, ody to be told by

police that if she worked as a prostitute it was impossible for her to be raped (ASP, cited

in Shaver, 1985).

*

In Winnipeg, a young woman was murdered in 1991 while working the streets. One

police officeh response was "It looks like she might have tumed one ûick too many..."

(Social Planning Council, 1991).

In Toronto, sirnilar incidents have occurred (Maggie's, August, 1992). For example,

"*

a street prostitute was beaten, choked with a rope and left uncowcious in an dey. she

had severe bruising on her neck and face the next &y when she approached two female
police oaicers to report the incident. They asked her what she expected in her line of
work and refùsed to take a report.

*

a homeless Street prostitute was beaten and raped so badly that she ended up in

hospital for several days and several months later still required surgery. The hospital caiied
police. The oficer who responded to the cal1 had anested the woman in the past and

during the arrest was violent toward her. He told her, in fiont of hospital s t a that she

had it coming and left" (p. 3).
This kind of blame-the-victim response only M e r alienates women from police,
making it even less likely they wiil tum to them for aid or justice when they experience

violence. They are dso &d,

ifthey report, that they may actuaiiy end up being charged

with a prostitution-related offense, or if they have outstanding warrants, due to the
criminali7iition of their profession, that they wiU be picked up for them (Maggie's, August,

1992).

When it is police themselves who are the source of violence, Maggie's (August, 1992)
noted that "it is known on the street that any attempt to report a police officer w3.i result

in retaliation" @. 6). The betiefs held by poüce need to change for women to receive the
support and protection that is their legal right. One woman stated that "to be a prostitute
is to have no rights, no protection under the Iaw...the justice system refises to take
seriously any or most reports filed by prostitutes" (ASP, cited in Shaver, 1985).
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*

Sava Pinney, whose throat was siit by a customer, was denied hancial assistance by

the Ontario Crimina Injuries Compensation Board because she was considered to have
knowingly entered into a dangerous profession (S haver, 1985).

Often assault charges never make it to court, or are treated more lenientiy by the c~urts
when the wornan assaulted was a prostitute, who is perceiveci to be less 'creàiible' than a

woman who is not a prostitute (Frohmann, 1991).

Heaith and Social Services

Highly structwed agenties are inappropriate to, and unable to meet the needs oc
women working as prostitutes who expenence violence. They may be labelleci 'difncult
clients' because they miss appointments have no identification, fïxed address or social
assistance (Fraser Commission, 1985). Agencies tend to be open during times when
prostitutes are sleeping, and their physicai atmosphere may be highiy forma1 and

intimidating, with no posters or fiterature on display which reflect the reality of these

woments lives. Pre-service interviews asking personal questions unrelated to women's
irnmediate needs are embarrassing and tedious, and are something few women will subject
rhemselves to more than once. OAen workers adopt the values of the larger society,

assurning women sornehow asked for or deserveci the violence because they work as
prostitutu. Most women dont rely on socïai services, preferring to go without rather than
be subject to judgement and discrimination. When the woman who has been assaulted is a

minor, often they are mnning for the very services there to 'help' them (Mathews, 1987).
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SeMces should have input from women using their services at all levels, including
design, implementation, and evaluation of policies and progmms (hkthews, 1987). If

seMces worked to also address their intenial systemic biases against women working as
prostitutes, they would be far more likely to use their services (Shaver, 1985).

Society

The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg (November, 1991) conducted an urban
safety review which endoned three basic values related to the issue of violence agahst

Street prostitutes:

a

AU women, youth and children have an unconditional right to safety;

b.

As long as women, youth and children are working as prostitutes, they have
the right to be d e fiom violence; and

c.

The ultirnate goal is to provide alternatives to this lifestyIe. (p.70).

The recommendations made by Greene (June, 1991) in her report The War
Women would certainly also apply to women working as prostitutes:

a

Violence against women is a crime and is punishable by law,

b.

Women are entitled to live in a d e environment;

c.

Offenders must be held accountable for their behaviour,

d.

The elimination of violence requires prevention, public education and law
enforcement;

e.

Every citizen of Canada has a responsibility to help those who are a i e d by
violence, and to work together toward a violence-fkee society. @p. 89)
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Despite these fine words, these recommendations are fm f?om becoming a reality for

women working the streets in Wuuiipeg. Under curent laws and patterns of enforcement,
and within curent social and health s e ~ c e s ,this kind of reaction to an episode of
violence is not what they generally enwunter. To tmly change societal attitudes requires
COmprehensive

change, includmg such things as decrimina1i;ration of prestitution-related

aaMties and broader social reform (Mathews, 1987).

Rarely have studies on prostitution been fiom the point of view of women working as
prostitutes, or been conducted by former or cunent prostitutes. They have not given

w o m e n the opportunity to examine and address issues relevant to them, such as the workrelated violence they expenence, and to communicate to the dominant society the
knowledge they possess that many of us do not When research does not acknowledge and
explore the rneanings and value placed by individuals on their iives, inevitably it loses its

ability to fuily refiect the meaning of these Lives in its resuits. It aiso sends a char message
to wornen that their understanding of their own üves is not worthy of inclusion or respect,
or is less valid than the researcheh. Research which involves the wornen in ail stages
atnnns their viewpoints, can lead to a sense of individual empowerment, collective
cornmuni@and action (fCirby & McKenna, 1989; Maguire, 1987).
Violence research has tended to use survey questio~airesrather than narrative

interviews. This can mean that the pnonties and language of the researcher set the
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structure and tone for Uiformation-gatheMg rather than the thoughts, perceptions and
priorities of the women being researched. Few studies allowed women to speak about
their lives in their own ways, with their own voices, possibly missing valuable information
as a result. For example, 1 noticed many wornen at POWER made important points by
describing their experiences. Using an interview approach allows them to share meaning in
this manner, where a survey approach does not (Reuiharz, 1992).
It is interesting that little to no research has focused on men who are violent with
women working as prosfitutes. Given that they are the true cause of violence, more work
could be done in this area if the prevention of violence is truly the goal (Barnard, 1993).
When studies have looked at risk and prostitution, they have tended to focus on the risk
posed by prostitute to society, rather than the risks faced by prostitutes themselves (much

as the laws have been focused). For exarnple, they have been stereotyped as vectors of
transmission for the HN virus, though there is no evidence this is a real risk-women at

POWER were more at risk due to unprotected sex with boyfnends who shared needles. It
is harder to find research examining the risks women working as prostitutes face, in terms
of the health and sdety hazards they face on the job. Much of the research on violence
view women workuig as prostitutes as passive victims of violence. Again, women are
objects which have something done to them, are passive rather than active. The implicit
message is they do nothing to prevent or decrease violence because nothing can be done.
They are helpless. Like punching bags, their function is to be receptacles of violence.
Yet casual conversation with women working as prostitutes at POWER, and some
studies (Barnard, 1993), demonstrate that women do many things to address the issue of
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violence in their workplaces. Ultimately it is they who are in the best position to i d e n e
the origins of, and existing and potentid responses to the work-related violence they
experience. They are also most able to describe what is currently being done to address it,
and to challenge the dominant mythology and 'scientific evidence' that women workhg as

prostitutes are passive victirns of violence. When women are not involved in the planning
implementation and interpretation of research, or the policy and seMces p l d g that
cornes out of this research, inevitably neither meet thek needs or address mot issues
(Larsen, 1992). Ultimately, no clear understanding of prostitution, or violence experienced
within this profession, wiIi be gained by those outside 'the Me' until we Listen to the
thoughts and feelings of the women thernselves about their work (Mathews, 1987).

CONCLUSIONS OF THE LITERATURE REVlEWS

A feminist postmodem alternative-end paradigm research approach, which

incorporated elements of the Social Effects Mode1 of entry into prostitution was
considered most appropriate for this particular community and topic area for a number of
reasons. Power irnbalances exist in society which operate to place women working as
prostitutes in a less-vaiued position, resulting in their being considered 'deviant' and the
violence they expenence of less concem to society (Barnard, 1993). Social effects such as
access to alternative work or means of d v a l on the Street, increased criminalization of
those engaging in prostitution, and the glamorization of the work ail affect womens'
decisions to begin working as prostitutes. This is a decision that is often made when
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women are teen-age ninaways with few options (Matthews, 1989). The Social Effeas
Mode1 analyses these issues, the feminist mode1 is appropriate for the analysis of issues of
hportance to women such as prostitution and violence, and alternative-end paradigm

research is designed to analyse and change these types of unequai power structures
(Barnard, 1993; Mathews, 1989; Ristock & Pemell, 1996; Russell, 1986; YUo & Bograd,
1988).

The focus in more aitemative-end paradigms on mutuaiity between the researcher and
the researched, with shared power as the goal marks a more explicitly non-expert and
potentidy emancipatory approach (Lather, 1986, 1991 ; Ristock & Pemell, 1996). This
approach was considered necessary to make it more Lely that the information gathered
by the research wiil accurately reflect women s lives and prionties. Research where the
researcher takes an expert approach cm run the risk of alienating research participants,
who may be less likely to relate to, or work well with, the researcher. It rnight also result
in participants feeling less committed to any action taking place as a result of the research.
The review of the Iiterature on research demonstrated that dominant societal groups
control the production of knowledge, or truth, in our society. Knowledge held by
members of marginalized communities is considered less valuable. Knowledge held by
prostitutes may be considered of less value for a nurnber of reasons: they are women, they
dont conform to traditional sex role stereotypes, they are often members of other groups
experiencing oppression in Our society (e.g. poor, women of colour, less weU-educated,
single mothers) and they are working in an illegal and stigrnatized profession. A feminist
postmodem alternative-end paradigm research approach considers research participants to
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be the true experts on their own Lives, and considers each aspect of their realities as
important for expression in the research. As a result, this research approach would be
more kely to faciltate the process of women working as Street prostitutes in
communicating to the dominant society the knowledge they possess that society would
otherwise be unable to access. The focus in alternative-end paradigm research on
collaborative processes makes it more likely that the wornen s knowiedge will actuaiIy be
accessed, where a more dominant-end paradigm approach, with its distance and
objectivity, might not, due to the likefihood it would alienate the women participating in
the research, or be so focused on i d e n t w g nurnencal levels of violence that assessing the
meanings given by women to that violence would be overlooked (e.g. such a focus on
quantitative methods that qualitative are not used). Afbming the knowledge and meanings
given by prostitutes to their expenences and situations sends them a message that their
reality is valid and worthy of consideration and respect. As Fisher (1984) noted, use of
qualitative methods also makes it easier to understand what a situation is like as it is
experienced by the research participants themselves, in an more Unmediate way which is

less possible through more quantitative methods, which while they are derived from
individual realities are more divorced nom them due to their more categorized, numericai
nature. The acceptability of using all avaiiable methods in alternative paradigm research
can increase the validity of the results obtained, because the results of one method can be
compared to those of the other. It also allows the research to access difTerent forms of
knowledge-what one method cannot detect will be detectable by another (Carey & Smith,
1992; Ristock & P e ~ e u 1996;
,
White & Farmer, 1992).
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The emphasis in alternative paradigm research is on the ability of individuais to know
vdid îhings about their lives and situations, it aiso emphasizes the importance of taking
action to change them (individual as agent), rather than assuming they are unable to do so
(individual as passive victim). As a result, this form of research can be individually
empowering and can Iead to an Uicreased sense of cornmunity power and social action.
The researcher only facilitates this process, slowly tramferring out of the process as over
time research participants take over. The goals of this mode1 of research are to:
empower the people who are normally just the objects of research, to develop
t heir capacity to research their own situations and evolve their own solutions.
It should embody a relationship where 'expertise' is a resource avdable to all
rather than a form of power for a few (Conne1 et ai, 1982).
Mies (1983) noted that
research, which so far has been largely the instrument of dominance and
legitirnization of power elites, must be brought to serve the interests of
dorninated, exploited and oppressed groups (p. 123).
The intent of using this approach for this project was to attempt to achieve just these

goals.
Ferninist alternative-end research approaches to the issue of violence have been
demonstrated in other research projects to be appropnate for the study of issues related to
violence against women (Ristock & Penne& 1996). Similady, such approaches have been
found to be useful in the study of the issue of violence against women workuig as Street
prostitutes (Barnard, 1993). A ferniniçt altemative-end paradigm research approach
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focuses on e q u a h g and acknowledging the power dynamics which exkt between the
researcher and research participants and on coiiaborating with wornen working as
prostitutes throughout the process of research (Lather, 1991; Ristock & PenneiI, 1996).
This could occur in terms of defining topic areas, drafting questions to be asked, and
interpreting results and draf ting action plans. This approach is intended to empower
marguialized groups which otherwise would not have access to research as a way of
generating tnith about heir lives. A feminist understanding of the issue of prostitution, as
discussed in the literature review on prostitution and violence, can also be an empowering

one, for its analysis of the relevance of gender in both the area of violence and prostitution
(Barnard, 1993; Ristock & PemeiI, 1996). Postmodem approaches within ferninism are
particularly attractive because of their emphasis on inclusivity in terrns of other aspects of
difference besides gender, which paraiielled the emphasis of the Social Effects Mode1 on
the multiple social factors affecthg women's entry into prostitution (Mathews, 1989;
Ristock & Penneil, 1996).

This section of the practicum report provides an oveMew o f my practinim context.
Prostitutes and Other Women for Equd Rights (POWER)was the site for the research
project 1 worked on within Campbell and Heinrich Research Associates (CHRA), which

was the organization within which 1 completed my practicurn placement.

3.1.1 Prostitutes and Other Women for Equai Rights (POWER)

Introduction

The Integrated SeMce Deiivery Project of Mount Carmel Clinic (refend to as
Prostitutes and Other Women for Equal Rights, or POWER in this practinim report) first
received funding in 1991 nom the Health Services Development Fund of Manitoba Health
as a 34-month demonstration project. Other sources of funding in the fira year included
the WUlILipeg Core Area Initiative and the Manitoba Community Services Cound, which

also comrnitted b d s for 1993,

Goals

POWER was designed to provide health and social seMces to women currently
working as prostitutes or who were at risk of becorning prostitutes. Campbell and
Heinrich Research Associates (1994) outlined three of the organization's primary goais:
1. to develop and implement inter-departmentai linkages between

POWER and other

organizations specialiting in particular problem areas as a means of providing better
service to women working as street prostitutes. This goai was met through the
establishment of seMce contracts with a number of other organizations;
2. to reduce the short- and long-term health risks associated with prostitution and other

high risk behaviours. This goal was worked toward through most of the seMces
offered by POWER,particularly the POWER house, outreach services, health seMces
and some of the service contracts; and
3. to reduce the number of women and girls who turn to prostitution for economic

survival. This goal was worked toward through most of the services at POWER,
particularly the POWER house, outreach services, service contracts and cornmunity
education and advocacy.
These goals were met through the implementation of a variety of services, which are
outiiied in greater detail in the next section.

Overview of Services

n e PO WER House
Many of the seMces used by women operated out of the POWER house, located at
50 Argyle Street. It was open Monday to Fnday aftemoons and two evenings a week. It

senred as a drop-in center where wornen codd access a range of seMces fian POWER
staff and service contract workers. General hedth care information as weii as health
assessrnent and treatment could be obtained. Basic needs such as hot meals and laundry
facilities were available, while food supplied by Winnipeg Harvest could be taken home.
Social and educational activities such as crafts, rnovie nights and sessions on such topics
as parenting, self-esteem and self-defence ail offered opportunities for women to corne
together in a non-work atmosphere and offered opportunities for connecting with

POWER staff and service contract workers.
OufreachServices
Street outreach services were provided in the core area of Winnipeg at regularly
scheduled times, and were done either on foot or by car. Outreach seMces were provided
in conjunction with drop in services and extended to IL00 p.m. three nights per week.
Some late night outreach was also provided on weekends. Services were provided by s t a f f
and volunteer teams and primarily occurred in the three areas where women tended to
work, referred to by them as 'low track' (H;ggir~sand Main area), 'JaMs/Sutherland'

(Jarvis and Sutherland area), and 'high track' (Albert and Bannatyne ma). These three
areas also reflected basic class divisions. JaMdSutherIand was the lowest class area, with
more underage women, native women and women who were 'snifEersy (solvent abusers)
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w o r h g there. Low track was more rniddle clas, with a mix of native and white women

working, and high track tended to be the highest class, with aiostly white women working
there. Teams aiso went into local bars and restautants to make contact with women who
were on breaks. Whenever possible, outreach teams worked the same areas, so as to
provide greater consistency in outreach and inaease the Likeiihood of wnnecting with
women over tirne. SeMces provided included fie distribution of condoms, water-based
lubncant and foam, bad date sheets, generai health education and where necessary,
support and refend to services avaiiable at POWER or through other agencies @cluding
those which had s e ~ c e contracts
s
with POWER).

Heaith Sentices
The goal of POWER health seMces was to provide care which was considered by
women working as prostitutes to be both accessible and acceptable. Women were able to
obtain basic health information,physical examinations and referrais to health care facilities

as necessary. Areas where women could use more information were identifid and several
pamphlets and information packages were developed and distributed, as was the
newsleîter "Street Health News". This newsletter was developed in conjunction with

Street Station, another Mount Carmel project which provided condoms and needle
exchange services in the Wuinpeg core area. Clients were also able to access hedth
education on a variety of topics, including substance use, STDs, AIDS and pregnancy.

The POWER Nurse/Hdth Coordinator obtahed ciinical consultation services fiom a
Mount Carmel Physician who acted as Medicai Advisor to POWER.
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The V o h t e e r Progrum

The volunteer program allowed many seMces to be offered that otherwise would not
have been possible. AU volunteen had the opportunity to complete a 16-hour orientation
to program goals, services and procedures and to issues related to prostitution and street
life. Generally there were about 30 or 40 volunteers at POWER at any one &en

the7

with approximately 400 to 500 hours per month being provided to the program. It also

served as a seMce ta women in that many volunteefi had been or were also clients of

POWER, which made it more iikely that programs would refiect their perspective and
incorporated elements of self-help and ownenhip of POWER services. When reference is
made in this practicum report to services provided by POWER stafS no distinction has
been made between volunteers and statf unies specincally noted as such, given that
volunteers participate in aiI aspects of service detiveryService Contracts

Service contracts are one of the more creative ways in which POWER responded to
the needs of women working as street prostitutes, rnany of whom had experienced

di£Ecuity in accessing services in the past due to either perceived or actuai structural

barriers to service. POWER set up service contracts, or formai service agreements, with a
number of organizations which had them provide services on-site at the POWER house.
Examples of participahg organizations hcluded Legal Aici, City Social SeMces, Child

and Farnily SeMces, and counselling s e ~ c e s .Forrning these contracts responded to the
reality that many POWER clients were experiencing multiple p roblems which required a
variety of service responses which are impossible to provide by one agency aione. HaWig
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workers from the relevant organizations corne on-site at pre-set times was intended to
make it easier for women to access these services. It aiso aiIowed the workers from these
organizations to provide more intensive specialized services to these women than might
have been possible ifwornen accessed them in another way.

Community Eaucation and Advocucy

POWER was instrumental in working with a number of students, schools, agencies,
professionals and community groups seeking information or training in areas related to
prostitution and Street Me. Advocacy focused on improving seMces in general for
prostitutes. Staff were also involved in working with the police department on improving
attitudes of police officers toward prostitutes. In generai, POWER served as a strong
voice for prostitute's rights in Winnipeg.

Organizational Structure and Staffing

POWER, as a project of Mount Carmel Ciinic, is ultimately accountable to their Board
of Directors through the Mount Carmel Executive Director. Staff at POWER hcluded a
Coordinator (Programming), a Coordinator (Govenunent and Cornrnunity Liaison), a
Nurse/Health Coordinator, two Outreach Workers, and numerous volunteers. There was
also an Advisory Board attached to the POWER project. A Mount Carmel physician acted
as Medical Advisor to the NursefHeaith Coordinator. The organizational structure of
POWER was under review while the cross-sectional survey was being conducted, and was
later reorganized in a more hierarchical marner in the surnmer of 1993. The new
organizational structure arising out of this is displayed in Figure Two.

Insert Figure Two here

3.1.2 Campbell and Heinnch Research Associates (CHRA)

Campbell and H e i ~ c Research
h
Associates (CHRA), an independent research
group located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, was the organization within which 1completed my
practicum placement. It was considered a suitable placement for a nurnber of reasons.
First, my practicum advisor was a partner in the research group, which enabled her to
monitor my progress in skills developmed closely throughout the actual research project.
Second, CHRA is farniliar with conducting research fiom within a feminist model, which
made it a good site for me to l e m to incorporate ferninist values hto research practice.
Third, CHRA had recently begun w o r h g on an evaluation of a program which served a
community which 1 was interested in doing research with: women working as Street
prostitutes.

CHRA initiated an evaluation of POWER in January 1992, using an evaluation
research design which incorporated both quaiitative and quantitative elements. It included
such elements as analysis of program records, review of the kequency and nature of client
contacts, a client files audit, observation, staff interviews, target population surveys,
student attitude surveys, service contract provider questionnaires, interviews and foms,
workshop evaluation fonns, and case studies. The cross-sectional survey questions for this
practicum were administered as part of a target population evaluation survey conduded by

CHRA. 1 was able to develop a component of this survey that was not part of the funded

Figure 2
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survey, but built on issues being exploreci in the o v e d evaluation by focusing on workreIated violence in greater detail. This gave me the opportunity to gain s a s and
knowledge in dohg quantitative research h m a femlliist perspective with this community
and on this issue.

The decision to add the questions for the practicum research to a component of an
ongoing prograrn evaluation research study was a potentialiy controversial one, and was
only made afker carefbl considerations of the pros and cons.

On the positive side, adrninistering the questions as part of the CEIL4 survey meant I
could obtain the i n t e ~ e w s1 wanted whüe stilI being able to meet certain criteria 1 felt

were important in doing research. I felt it was very important to compensate the women 1
inteniewed for the time it took to do the interview. It wâs important to me to pay women

to indicate to them that their t h e and information was vaiuabIe and deserveci
compensation. Paying for the interviews would also help equalize power differentials
between the researcher and the researched, by treating thern as consultants providing a
service for a fee. Fiialiy, it might have made it possible for some women to participate at
ail. This could be either because the money helped them meet a quota that had been set for

them to meet that night by their pimp (if they had one) or may have made it less likely theu
pimp (
ifthey had one) would object to their spending theu time on the survey. CHEU had
included in their evduation budget a certain arnount of money to pay for their interview,
which became even higher with my participation as an unpaid studea - the money which
would othenvise have been spent on a second i n t e ~ e w e rwent into the fund to pay
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women for theû t h e . This would have been financialiy impossible for me had 1 done an
independent research project. This was a stmng incentive for me.
Working WithUl CHRA also meant 1 obtained a partner for conducting my nwey,an
important safety consideration. W~tha few exceptions aii i n t e ~ e w were
s
completed out
on the street, either in a car or a restaurant near the track This would have been a
\

dangerous situation to enter into as a woman alone, and as someone unable to pay for a
CO-interviewer.it would have been diicult for me to find someone both quaiified and able
to accompany me for the i n t e ~ e w e dfor kee. By working with CHRA's evaluaîion, one
interviewer administered the LiteMew while the other kept watch for any potential
problems which rnight arise.
Finally, the nurnbers targeted for interviewing in the praaicum research were, for this
comrnunity, quite high. Without funding to pay for interviewers, and another i n t e ~ e w e r

to split the worlg it would have been difnarlt to access the sarne nurnbers of women.

On the more negative side, there are clearfy implications of atîaching a component of a
feminist alternative-end paradigm research project such as the one done for this ptacticum
to a sponsored program evaluation. Program evaluations are explicitly political in nature,
and are uitimately accountable to their fiinder. There was aiways the risk that women who
were p d c d a r l y pleased or displeased with PO-

as an organization would respond to

the questions diierently, as a result of this than they would have if the questions for the

pradcum research had been administered independently
A decision was made to go ahead with the plan to incorporate the questions for the

cross-sectionai into the CHRA survey, with carefùi attention being paid to ensuhg
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women understood that the two surveys were separate, though related in content. It
would have b e n diflicult to have accessed the number of women 1 did in the research had
this not been the decision made. Feedback fiom the women involved in the research itse&
and fkom staff at POWER who had also discussed the research with the wornen, was that

most women understood the distinction or were less concernai with the politics related to
the program evaluation than they were with making some extra mon9 fiom doing the
interview.

3.2 PRACTICUM ACTIVITlES

The purpose of the practicurn was to increase my howledge of issues related to
work-related violence against wornen working as street prostitutes and to increase my
knowledge and skill in doing ferninist research. In order to do this, a research project was
completed in the area of work-related violence against women workilg as street
prostitutes in Winnipeg, Manitoba

To achieve the above aims, I engaged in the following ativities: 1) two Literature
reviews, one on prostitution and violence against women working as prostitutes and the
other on dominant and alternative paradigm research approaches, with a focus on feminist
alternative paradigm research options; 2) volunteer work at POWER to familiarize me
with the sening and tu gain credibility with both the women themselves and with POWER
staff memben; 3) a cross-sectional survey i n t e ~ e wof 51 women,to b e administered as a

component of an evaiuation suxvey already being done by CHRk Questions used in the
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survey were developed in collaboration with women either w e n t i y working or who used
to work as prostitutes, as well as with POWER staE The questions on the survey were
designed to obtain specific idionnation on the nature, source and extent of work-related
violence being expenenced by the women; 4) open-ended, semi-stnictured audio-taped
interviews with five women working as prostitutes. These interviews were intendeci to
acknowledge and explore Li greater detail the meanings and values placed by the women

on their expenences of violence; 5) application to the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council (SSHRC)for fùnd'mg which would d o w a woman who was either a
current or former Street prostitute to become a CO-investigatorin the research project. It

would also rehburse me for the time 1 would spend on the project; 5) the interpretation
of resuits and generation of an action plan was to be done by the myseif and the SSHRCfunded CO-investigator, in collaboration with women working as prostitutes both

individually and in a focus group setting and 6) infoxmation on the research results and the
action plan resuiting fiom the research was to be provided to POWER and women using

its services, as weli as to other prostitutes' rights groups across Canada 1 also maintained
a personal d i d o g during this process to record my reflections, observations, and

increasing knowledge, both about the topic of violence against women working as m e e t

prostitutes and in applying my knowledge of feminist research in practice in this topic area
and with this conimunity.

These activities are briefly described below:
1) Literature Reviews

The purpose of the Iiterature reviews was to ensure that 1 developed a comprehensive
understanding in the relevant fiterature and was able to apply this knowledge to choosing a
research design which was both appropnate for and relevant to the topic area and
comrnunity.
2) Volunteer Work

The purposes of volunteering at POWER were myriad. Doing so farniliarized me
generally with POWER and the ways staff there worked with their clients. It also gave me
the opportunity to gain credibility with both the women themselves and with PO=

staff

members. It aiso gave me the opportunity to better understand the perspectives and daily
Lves of women working as Street prostitutes, as well as to further define my understanding
of the issue of violence against women working as prostitutes, ftom their perspective. This
was a valuable addition to the idonnation 1 was obtainuig in my Iiterature reviews in the

area It also gave me the opportunity to work with the women 1 saw wMe on my
volunteer shifts to develop the questions for the cross-sectionai suwey in collaboration
with the women and staff at POWER.
1 began volunteering at POWER in July of 1992 and continued until January of 1993,

donating an average of six to twelve hours per week 1 worked in the drop-in and outreach
programs as weN as donating tirne to the volunteer training program in the area of crisis
assessrnent and intervention. When the cross-sectional n w e y was being conducted, nom

Januaiy to April of 1993, my volunteer hours decreased, only to increase to former levels
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when the s w e y was complete. 1continued volunteering with POWER und July of 1993,
when 1resigned in preparation for a move to another province in August ofthat year.
3) Cross-Sectional Survey

Developing and administering my section of the cross-sectional survey provided me
with experience in examinhg the issue of violence against women working as street
prostitutes corn within a feminist mode1 and using a quantitative rnethodology. The survey

was designed to access numerical data related to the experience of violence f?om a larger
number of women. These numbers would help establish that violence against women

working as street prostitutes was both prevalent and serious. The use of an alternative
paradigm approach meant that 1 had the opportunity to gain skilis in the process of
developing the survey questions in collaboration with women workhg as prostitutes,
former prostitutes and POWER staE They were also reviewed by women in the process
of leaving their work as prostitutes. Their input was invaluable in ensuring questions were

respectfll, relevant, non-blaming, used approp riate language and didn't miss any important
issues. This, in tum, arguably made the results more relevant, as it was more Likely the
questions being asked were both relevant to and appropriate for the women being
surveyed. Use of this rnethod also gave me expenence in the logistics of planning a more
large-scale survey with a relatively diverse group of women which has traditionally been
difficult to gain access to in order to conduct research. It dso gave me an opportun* to
increase my skills at i n t e ~ e w i n gin this topic area and with this comrnunity.
A total of 51 women completed the survey, 48 biological fernales and three biolcgicd

males who were transvestitesltransgenderists (and who are referred to as women
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throughout this repoe in deference to their wishes). A copy of the specific questions
asked for this research project is provided in Appendix A. Interviews were conducted
between Febmary and April of 1993. AU participants were recniited through information
distnbuted by POWER outreach tearns and announcements in the POWER bad date sheet
and Street Link's newsletter. Women were told t h e s and locations where the interviewhg

team could be found looking for participants, the purpose of the research, and how much
they would be paid for their time. An interview car and selected restaurants were used for
street interviews. Other interviews were conducted at POWER during drop-in hours. Half

of the i n t e ~ e w sdone were by myse& and half by a CHRA interviewer. Women who
participated in the midy were currently working as prostitutes and reported having some
contact with POWER in the past, if oniy with street outreach tearns. This stipulation was
due to the fact this survey was done in collaboration with the CHRA evduation of

POWER services. Women were h t e ~ e w e din the order in which they presented
themselves, on a voluntary basis. This approach to sampling was deemed adequate given
that too littie is known about this community group to take a more organized approach to
sampling.
Pnor to beginning the survey, and to ensure that women who were not Literate in
English understood the information, prearnbles were r d to the women which clarified
that the CHRA survey of POWER s e ~ c users
e
and the workplace violence study were
separate, yet connecteci (See Appendbc B).

participants were made aware of how long

it would take to complete the interview, the purpose and content of the interview, how the

information would be used, the voluntary nature of their participation and the anonymity
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of their responses. Al1 signed releases before they beguuiing the i n t e ~ e w(See Appendix

B). Ifwomen acpressed concems regarding the arnount of t h e that would be taken, they
were informed that combining the two surveys had meant they wouid be paid more for
their time, as the praainim researcher was working for Eee. It was anticipated that this
would respond to this concem adequately for some of the women. The data collecteci
nom the survey interviews is presented in Appendk C.
4) Open-Ended, Semi-Structu red, Audio-Taped Interviews

Use of this f o m of interview was considered important for a variety of reasons. It
provided me with an oppominity to gain experience in examining this issue &om within a
feminist approach by using a qualitative method which incorporates interaction, reciprocity

and more opportunity for engagement between the interviewer and the interviewee. In
terms of the goals of the research project itse& this form of interview was valuable

because it was more likely to access wornen's thoughts, beüefs and perceptions related to

their expeziences of work-related violence in their own words and in their own style of
presenting information, rather than within categories set up by myself which rnight be
inappropriate (Fischer, 1984; m

y & McKema, 1989; Reinh-

1992; White & Famer,

1992). This type of interview was considered particularly important for use with this

community, as there are few studies in the literature on violence which provided women

working as prostitutes with the opportunity to speak about their experiences in their own

way and with their own voice. It also dowed women to use their preferred form of
information-sharing, in a way that a structured survey cannot-for example, by telling
stories (Fischer; Reùiharz). Audio-taping the interview made it more likely the data would
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truly reffect their meaning, where if1 were writing their responses down there was a N k
the data would be altered by my perceptions and vaiues (Maguire, 1987).
Interviews were semi-struchired in nature, fonising on a number of gened questions
related to work-related violence: 1) How wodd they d e h e violence on the job, who was
being violent, and what was the impact of this violence and 2) Where did they go for
support following an experience of violence, how supported did they feel they were, and

what would they recommend be done differently Cf the support source was an
organization). Interviews ranged from one and a haif to three hours in length. While the
above questions were addressed in each interview, whenever possible this was done in a
very unsmictured manner. IdedIy, women raised the issues themselves in the course of the
discussion, rather than having them be raised by myself As much as possible, discussion
was led by the women. This made it more likely that if there were any areas I had missed
in planning what 1 would like to cover in the interviews, that this would show up in what

was brought up by women on their own during our conversation.
A total of five interviews, the original number targeted for inte~ewing, were
completed, aii with biological women. Participants were recmited through information
distributed by POWER outreach teams and announcements in the POWER bad date sheet
and Street Link's newsletter. They were told times and locations where the interviews

would be conducted, the purpose of the research and how much they would be paid for
their time. Women were inteMewed by rnyself in the order in which they presented

themselves and on a voluntary basis. While it was not a rquirement for participation in the
interview, all five of them had taken part in the cross-sectional survey the previous spnng-
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This approach to sarnpling was deemed adequate given that too little is bown about this
community group to take a more organized approach to sampiing.

Prior to beginning the interview, to ensure women would undentand the information
even ifthey were not literate in Engtish, each woman was read a preamble which explaineci
the purpose and focus of the interview, the reasons for the audio-taping, how the
information would be used, the voluntary nature of the? participation and the anonymity
of their responses (See Appendix D). Ail women signed a release prior to beginning the
inteMew (See Appendix D). The interviews were transcribed and the data andysed by

myself. Results are presented in Appendu C of this pradcum report.

1 considered the use of multiple methods to collect data in this research project to be
important for many of the reasons already descnied in the literature review on research. In
terms of meeting my practicum goals, using multiple methods gave me the opportunity to
plan and implement a feminist aitemative paradigm research project which approached a
pa.rticu1a.r topic within a particular community by using both qualitative and quantitative
methods. This increased the range of leaming opportunitiu available to me in this

practicum. In terms of the goals of the research proje-

using multiple methods dso made

the research more flexible and responsive, with each methodology providing more or
different information about the issue being researched. Patterns discovered by one method

might be evident in the results of the other, and wouid thus be interndy vaiidaïed. F h d y ,
the combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies would ailow complex issues

to be measured in a more detaiIed rnanner than if either was used alone-
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Due to the nature of the research topic, a number of steps were taken to ensure
women would have access to further support if they needed it. Interviewers were trained
in crisis intemention techniques in case women began experiencing any undue distress

dunng the interview, or in the event that a cnosissituation shouid develop independent of
the content of the i n t e ~ e wIt. was made clear to women they could stop the interview at

any time if they became distressed or uncornfortable with the content, and that they couid
refùse to a m e r specific questions if they so wished. AU respondents were provided with
the telephone number of a crisis Iine and POWER's phone number should they wish

fùrther support or information regardhg adable resources. These steps were taken for
both the cross-sectional surveys and the audio-taped interviews.
5) Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) Grant Application
My participation in the development and submiaion of this gant provided me with the

opportunity to gain experience in the process of applying for research fùnds, an important
and relevant research skill- In terms of the goals of the research project itseE the grant

proposai was designed to allow a woman who was either a current or former Street
prostitute to become a CO-investigator in the research project. This would have
emphasized the importance of the individual and collective empowerment of the women
themselves, hopefUy facilitating an increased sense of community power and collective
action. 1 would act as a fadtator of this process, gradudy p u h g away nom a leadership
role as more and more power and leadership was taken by the women themsehm. nie
fùnding would aiso have made it possible to compensate me for time spent on the project,
which would in tum have eased time and financial constraints of the research process.
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6) Interpretation of Results and Generation of Action Plans

The data nom the cross-sedonal mvey and the interviews was to be interpreted in
coilaboration with women working as prostitutes. This would be done with women both
individudy and in a focus group sening hciiitated by myseif and the SSHRC-fimded CO-

investigator. In terrns of practicum leamhg oppominiîies, this would provide me with a

chance to leam how to participate in such a coUaborative process, both with individual
women and while facilitating a focus group, all in collaboration with a CO-investigator
fiom the community. This would assist me in honing my skills in applying the non-expert
alternative paradigm mode1 in practice, as women worked to interpret the results and
generate an action pian, both individually and as a group, that reflected their realities and
priorîties. In tems of the goals of the research, the purpose of working collaboratively

with women was to ensure that results weren't interpreted inappropnately but were
grounded in and representative of the realities of these women's lives. An additionai
purpose was to generate an action plan to address the reaiîty of work-related violence in a

way which made sense to the wornen. Using a focus group as well as individuai contacts
would allow knowiedge to be generated by the women both individudy and as a group. It
would also facilitate the process of community-building amongst the women which would

rnake implementing the action plan easier.
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7)Dissemination of Results and Action Plan

The literature review on prostitution, research r d t s and action plan resulting fiom
the research were to be shared with POWER and women working as street prostitutes, in
both writîen and audio-taped fomiat. The same information wodd be distniuted to
prostitutes' rights groups across Canada This would ensure that women who were lowliteracy in Engüsh would be able to access the information in the report. 1 anticipated the
information in the report wouId be usefbl for POWER and the women using its seMces
when planning future policy, programming and as the basis for hture ninding applications
for services or advocacy initiatives related to work-related violence and the action plan
recomrnended by the women. In addition, the research results and action plan were to be
included in an appendix of the ptacticum report, to provide an overview of the outcornes

ofthe research conducted (See Appendix C).

The practicum activities descnbed above cm be conceptualized as a senes of steps,
which in their entirety constitute a feminist research process. Ln order to structure my

review of the specific steps 1 completed in the coune of my practicum, 1 used the
information obtained in my Literahire review to supplement steps defined in Brown and
B raskamp's (1980) UtiIization Enhancement CheckIÎ.st These have been descnbed in

detail in the following sub-sections. An evaluation of the extent to which 1 perfonned
these seps effedvely is provided in Section 4.0.

3 -2.1 Determinhg the Researcher's Role

Incorporating the notion of reflerivity and determinhg my level of personai interest

in conducting research in this area and with this community.

Kirby and Maenna (1989) discussed the importance of researchers situating
themselves in relation to the research question and process. The t e m they used for this
process was reviewing 'conceptuai baggage . The goal is to have researchers account for

their personal experiences and assumptions related to the general research topic, as well as
related to the process of the research. They recornmended a process of reviewing
conceptual baggage throughout the entire research project,

so as to assist researchers with

making their values and assumptions more conscious, so they are able to more diredly

assess them for bias and challenge them. Doing so makes it less iikely they will influence
the research process without the researcher being aware of it.

1 chose to track my conceptual baggage in a cornputer 'diasy ,or log. In it 1 recorded

my reflections on the activities engaged in related to the research completed for my
practicurn. Diary entries focused on a range of issues. For example, quotations nom
women related to the research topic, reflections on these comments Ui light of the
literature reviews 1 was conducting. The purpose of the diary entries were as follows: 1)
they provided me with a place to make sense of the day to day experience of learning how
to do feminist research. In them 1 strove to synthesire the information 1 was obtaining

f?om my fiterature reviews with the realities 1 was encountering in my work at POWER; 2)
they served as a means of keeping my values and assurnptions explicit rather than irnplicit,
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maklig it less likeiy they would affect the research process; 3) They wodd be usenil when
the time came to write my praaicum report, as a record of the pro-

by which 1 gained

skills and knowledge in dohg femlliist research.
Unfominately, 1 was unable to use most of the entries in the writing of this report. My
computer became infected with a virus in 1996, causing my hard drive to crash and
destroying many files in the process. Fominately, 1had a paper copy of a relatively recent
version of rny praaicum report. I did not have copies of my wmputer diary entnes, and 1
did not have any back up disks of the entries. Back up disks had been made while 1 was
stiii living in Winnipeg, but these were somehow lost in an inter-provincial move in 1993
and 1 had never got around to re-doing them. This required me to rely on some notes
which 1 had happened to make on paper at certain points in the process, rather than

e n t e ~ them
g
into the computer, and on my memory of events which occurred at various
points during the research.
The foUowing is an overview of some of the issues which arose in my ongoing
conceptual baggage review at different stages of the research process:

Ptior to Beginning the Resenrch
Prior to beginning the actual research project, I spent some time exarnining my
conceptuai baggage and my persond interest in this research. 1 wanted to ensure that 1
incorporated the notion of reflexivity into the research itseif, and doing so required this

End of anaiysis. My practicum placement at Campbell and Heinnch Research Associates
provided me with the opportunity to develop a more in-depth component of the crosssectional survey they would be complethg as part of their evaluation of POWER. 1 h e w 1
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wanted to look more closely at the issue of violence against women workïng as
prostitutes, using a feminist alternative paradigm research approach My notes indicate
these interests arose out of my past work as a sewal assault coumeilor. As part of my
work, 1 had been cded out occasiondy when women working as prostitutes had been
sexually assadted whiie on the job. It was my observation that many of these women were

met with victim-blaming responses tiom both health care professionais and police officers.
Many seemed to fiel either that the women somehow had asked to be assaulted by doing

this kind of work in the first place, or should not be expected to be traumatized by an
assault, since s e h g sex was part of their job.

Such responses reflect a number of societal myths, about both prostitutes and violence
and assault in general. As 1 noted in Section 2.2.6 of this praaicurn report, survivors of

violence against women are often met with victim-blaming responses fkom both individuals
and organizations they corne in contact with. Ofken this is represented in attitudes which

imply that a woman who has been assaulted had to have done something to deserve it
(Harnner & Maynard, 1987). Similarly, Barnard (1993) noted that some people do not
believe prostitutes can be raped because they seii sex for a living.

1 also noted the reactions of women to these responses, with some women responding
angdy and defending their nghts, and others accepting them quietiy, or responding by
withdrawal and a refisal to continue with the reporting process. Moa were distant with
sexual assault counsellors, preferring the support of a fiiend or co-worker to that of a

stranger. These obsewations, in conjunction with discussions 1had with a fiiend who used
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to work as a prostitute about her experiences of violence on the job, started me thÿiking
about examinhg the issue of prostitution and work related violence more closely.
The knowledge I already had in the area of violence against women had made me well
aware of the empowering effect of being able to define your own experience, particularly
in relation to traumatic experiences such as assault. This is dso welIaocumented in the
literature (Bass & Davis, 1988;Hamner & Maynard, 1987; Sanford, 1990). To that point,

1 had done very Little reading of the literature which addressed the issue ofviolence aga&
women working as prostitutes.
1was at a point in my life where 1 had been working in the feminist movement for

about four years. This was long enough for me to begin questioning much of what 1 had
once unquestioningly accepted as 'truth , and to begin comparing and contrasting dEerent
theories of feminism to find one which corresponded with my values. 1 was intrigued by
the ambivalent, extreme and volatile responses many feminists I knew had to the issue of
sex trade work, and to the notion that some women might choose to work

in these

professions. 1 was aware of the lack of anaiysis 1 had in the area, and knew that my
understanding of it was incomplete. 1 felt drawn to investigate this issue in more detail, as
part of my process of growth as a feminist.
I was also very motivated to Ieam more about feminist research. 1 had been involved in
research projects in the pasf as a research assistant, includimg completing a fourth-y=
honoun Psychology thesis. The prospect of overseeing an entire research project,
partidarly one completed within a feminist approach, was very attractive. It was the
logical next step for me in my process of skills development. My persond Iife was also
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welCsuited to the type of cornmitment such an in-depth research midy would require. 1
had been making rny academic studies my priority for the past six years, and was working
at two part-tirne jobs to fund my >hidies. At that time 1 saw no reason why this situation
would change.
My review of concephial baggage related to the content area of the research did reveal
a number of biases related both to the issue of violence against women and to women
working as prostitutes. Those related to violence were ones I was more aware of through
my work as a sexuai assault counsellor, and 1 had already developed means of ensuring

that I was able to consciously track their S u e n c e on my work Examples of these
included age-old myths such as the idea women somehow brought on the violence they
expenenced by the way they were dressed or had behaved, that men possessed an
uncontrouable sexual impulse that caused them to sexudy assault women, and that rape
was even about sexual assault, and th& if you were really carefid you could be sure you

would never be assaulted. These mjths were ones which 1had been raised beiieving, and
had 'unlearned' when 1 became a feminist activist and counsellor in the area of violence
against women. However. because they had been with me for so long. and were such an
integral part of the society 1 lived in, 1 found that it was wise to always be aware of when
they were being triggered by a situation 1 found myself in. I was very aware that just
because 1 had consciousIy resolved these myths so that 1no longer believed in them, it was
sometimes more difncult to remain certain they were not operathg on a more unconscious
level. As such, 1 tended to keep track of them overtly, rather than expecting them to
simply not be an issue in the research. This would incorporate the need for reflexivity into
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the research process, and would help ensure the research would remain flexiile enough to
accurately access the realities of women workhg as street prostitutes (Ristock & Pennell,
1996).
The myths 1 possessed related to prostitution were l e s conscious, and had to this

point oniy been challenged by my Wend who had formerly worked as a prostitute. Her

willingness to confiont my prejudices and assumptions about women workhg as
prostitutes was invaluable. It not only made me aware of the fact that 1held a number of
biases and assumptions around the issue, it also helped me see how rnany feminist analyses
of sex trade workers encouraged some of the biases 1held. For example, one of the myths
1 held was that women working as prostitutes were helpless, exploited victims who need

rescuing, and I had fden into the sarne way of thinking about this type of work. My niend
took great pleasure in debunking this particular myth, naming it for the patronizing
assumption that it was, both on m y part and on the part of the feminist theory which
expressed the same sentiments. Another myth I had was that women working as
prostitutes had no Lves outside of their work For example, that they did not have Iovers
(who didn't act as their pirnps), chikiren, families or schooYwork Lives outside do their
work as prostitutes. Some of the myths 1 held contradicted one another. For example,
while a part of me held the myth of the prostitute as helpless victim, another part thought
women working as prostitutes were in complete control of their lives and were extremely
empowered and Iiberated women. It excited me to think that conducting this research
project, particularly fiom within a feminist approach, would challenge me in terms of my
values and attitudes, skills and knowledge in research, ability to define and apply ferninist
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theory and to undentand the issue of violence against wmnen working as street

prostitutes, as weii as to explore in a very personal way the question of whether someone
who was not a member of the group being researched (prostitutes) and who had iiot

expenenced the subject of the researcfi (work-related violence) could conduct a research
project with that comrnunity and in that area.

Enby into the Community mid Resemch Design
As was discussed in Section 3.2 above, 1spent six months volunteering at POWER in

the drop-in and street outreach programs. During this tirne, 1 continued to review my

conceptuai baggage in my computer diary as 1 worked on the research for both my
literature reviews and at getting to know the women and statf at POWER and to have
them get to h o w me. As time went by, and I developed good working relationships with
many of the women, 1 aiso focused on developing questions for the cross-sectional sunrey.

Being on regular POWER drop-in and outreach s h i h aiiowed me to get a lot of input and

feedback ffom the women themselves, as weU as the stafS on the content of the survey. It
also gave me a lot of opportunities to disniss the information I was getting fkom my
teadmg on prostitution and violence and research approaches with them. These
discussions, dong with the computer diary, assisted me in incorporating the howledge 1
was developing around these issues in a manner which was consistent with the needs and

prionties of the women but which made rny values and biases explicit. They also helped

me challenge and debunk some of the myths I had about women working as prostitutes
and how violence they experienced could best be understood. My goal was to develop a
research approach which incorporated the best of academic theory and k t h g in my two
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literature reviews with the actuai day-to-day experiences and priorities of the women
thernselves.

Cros-SectionuI S m e y
1 continued to use my computer diary throughout the t h e when the cross-seaional
surveys were completed. A total of 5 1 interviews were completed over a period of about
two and one-haif moahs, so the pace was ofken extremely heaic. Some shifts we would

be doing multiple interviews, with women waiting for their tum, and others we would

have nobody to interview at d.This often depended on the number of clients out, as
women would ofken do a date before doing an interview, as they would make more money
that way.
1 found that doing the interviews had more of an emotiond impact on me than 1 had

anticipated, as did the Campbell and H e i ~ c hResearch Associates staff member who did
the interviews with me. This occurred for a couple of rasons. First, 1 was hearing a lot

more about the reality of women s lives as a result of doing the survey than 1 had heard
while volunteering at POWER.This might imply that the way the questions were phrased
in the research was effective in accessing the information 1 wanted to access. Second, as
someone who had never lived on the streets, there were some situations 1 had simply never
encountered prior to doing the cross-sectionai surveys, despite the many hours 1 had
volunteered at POWER to that point.
One evening stands out in particular, when we were doing interviews in the low track
area. It was in this area that the youngest women tended to work, dong with women who

were 'sniffed out (Le. high on glue or other substances). One of the women who came to
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be i n t e ~ e w e dthat evening was either so hi& at that t h e 3 or had incurred so much

damage î?om snifnng in the past (or a combination of the two) that it was impossible to
actually do the interview. While the preamble to the survey was read to her, she was
unable to c o n f m to me that she understood what it meant, and she could not sign the
consent form, not even with an 'xJ. When asked her name and age, al1 she was able to do
was hand me her driver's license. She was completely dishevelled, smelied strongiy of
solvent and body odour, had difficulty wallong and talking and drooled continualiy while 1
attempted to t a k to her. She was eighteen. In the end, 1gave her the money without doing
the i n t e ~ e wat all. She refùsed all referrai numbers and attempts to suggest potential
sources of support. While this was by no means the n o m in terms of what the women 1
did i n t e ~ e wwith
s were me, it did have an emotiond impact on me.
Another common theme was the intemal feelings of helplessness and negativity which
both myself and my CO-intervieweroften felt when hearing about the multiple problems
that many of the women had in their Iives. This secondary, or vicarious trauma was very
real and was similar to responses that 1 had experienced as a sexual assault counseilor.
Often my CO-interviewerand 1would debrief the shift when it was over, and it was during
those tunes that 1 would do more of the reflecting and sense-making about what 1had seen
and done that night than when 1got home to my computer. I was often so tired by that
point that it was all 1 could do to quickiy note down some relevant points and
observations before f a k g asleep.
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Applicutionfor a Social Sciences and Hummities Resemch C m c i l (SSHRC) Grmtl
As discussed in Section 3 . 2 , I participated in the submission of an SSHRC grant which

would have aliowed us to hire a woman who was either a former or current prostitute to
be a CO-investigatorin the project, and to reimburse me for the time I would spend on the
project. This was a real leaming process for me, demonstrating that applying for such
grants is not as difncult a process as one would expect it to be. When notice was given
that the project was not funded, 1 was disappointed as 1 had hoped to use the funds to
allow me to focus more exclusively on the research This played a role, dong with a
varie5 of personal reasons unrelated to the research, in rny decision to rnove in August of
1993. This decision ended up affecthg the rny personai comrnitment to the research

process in ways 1did not predict at the tirne. I had expected the research to continue as
planned, albeit at perhaps a slightly slower pace. I would return to W ï p e g at regular
intervals, as my work c o d t m e n t s aüowed, to complete the £inalstages of the research.
Semi-StructureciAudio-Tqed l n l e ~ - e w s

In January of 1994, 1 returned to W i p e g for a week to conduct the audio-taped
interviews. 1 continued to use the computer diary system during that tirne penod. In
cornparison to when I was doing the cross-sectionai interviews, 1 was more consistent in

making diary entries this time, for a number of reasons. First, 1 did not have a partner
working on the i n t e ~ e w to
s debrief them with. This meant that, in light of confidentiaiity
constraints, my primary means of rnaking sense of the interviews, and the feelings they
evoked, was through writing in the diary. Second, when I did the i n t e ~ e w 1
s had corne to
Winnipeg specifically for that purpose. This meant that 1 had more t h e to devote to the
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diaries without being constrained by having to go to work Third, the t h e fime for the
interviews was f k l y short, as I ody did five inte~ews,over a course of four days. It was
easier to keep up with the diary entries over a shorter penod of time nich as this than it
was during the cross-sectionai nirvey process.

Similar issues arose during the i n t e ~ e w sas during the cross-sectional inte~ews,in
tems of my ernotional response to the content of the interviews I was conducting. For
example, one of the women 1 i n t e ~ e w e dwas in an extremely abusive relationship, and
had expenenced, and continued to experience, numerous forms of violence throughout
her career as a prostitute. Interestingly enough, whiie it was difficult to hear about her
experiences in the course of the interview, 1 had spent enough time ensuring I was clear
about my role that 1 did not deviate h m it while speaking with her. What was more

difficult was the emotional after-effects, where I felt overwhelmed by her life situation,
and helpless. 1 remember spending some time reviewing these emotions in my diary after
that interview, to try to put my reactions in perspective. .

Transcription ofRudio T q e s , Data Analyss dlnterpretation of the Results

There was a large gap between when 1 completed the 1st of my audio-taped

inteMews and when 1 began w o r h g with the data again. Unfortunately, with the
pressures of adjusting to life in a new province and to working full-tirne and dohg school
part-time, I had for the £irst time in a long while placed my acadernic pursuits on the back
bumer. This meant that over the two years between January of 1994 and late sumrner in
1996 the oniy work 1 completed on the project was to complete one of the literature
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reviews and to transcriie the audio-taped interviews. Data anaiysis of the cross-sectionai
inte~ew
was completed when the survey was finished in 1993.

It was during this time period that 1 saw my c o d t m e n t to the research project begin
to wane. My lifestyle had changed with my move to another city, and 1 had increased

personal and work pressures which had not existed while 1 was living in Winnipeg. In the

first year after my move, the work 1 was doing was extremely stressfiri, leaving me with
Little motivation to work on rny practicum during the evenings and on weekends. When 1
got another, permanent position, 1 was no longer working in the field of violence against
women, and found my interest in the area was on the decrease. In some ways, it was as
though psychologicaIly 1 felt as though 1 had completed the project and left it behind, even

though this was not the case. When 1 did obtain a permanent position in Septernber of
1994, which would have given me more t h e and money to be able to retum to working

on the praaicum, the POWER demonstration project had ended and Mount Carmel was
taking steps to merge the program with another of their programs, Street Station. In the
n e a year a number of the staff members who had been with the agency during data
collection for the research project lefk for other work It is mie that enough of the women
who had participated in the original project would probably have stiU been using the
services of the new agency that 1 would have accessed many of the same women had 1
returned to them to interpret the results and generate action plans. The bamer for me was
the prospect of transcribing the audio-taped interviews, a huge job. 1 did not have the

financial resourcu to hire somebody to do if and procrastinated on starting it myselfuntil
1 was so close to the end of the dotted time to complete my praaicum that 1 applied for
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an extension of one year in May of 1995, which was granted. 1 did cornpiete one of my
literanire reviews in the f& of 1995, but procrastinated about the tmscription until the
surnmer of 1996, when 1 f k d y completed it and began the andysis of the data from the
research project.

1 expenenced a lot of mked emotions when 1 transcnied the tapes. 1 expenenced
again the same feelings of helplessness and trauma that 1 had felt when 1 did the original
interviews. 1 felt ovenvhelmed at the thought of alI the work that remained on the project,
and at the prospect of h a h g to cornpletc it whiie working full tirne. The fact that I had

lost so much of the data from my diaries had also demoraiized me, as it signified the loss

of a great deal of very situation-specific detail that would have assisteci me trernendously
in the final write-up of my practicum experience* as weil as in providhg an additionai

perspective on the data nom the research itself. 1 was excited at the richness of the data in
the interviews, the quality of the women s lives that this form of research was able to

access, in contrast to the more objective and neuval information accessed by the crosssectional interviews.
Finally, 1 felt guiity that 1 had not completed the project as onginaily planned, that the
results would be interpreted and action plans generated by myseE rather than in
collaboration with women working as Street prostitutes. 1 knew this meant that the design
1was uskig would be less of an dtemative paradigm mode1 and the quaity of the results

could weU suffer as a result. 1felt angry at my privüege, at how easily I had walked away

from the project and gone on in my Me, wwhile the women 1 spoke to in the research could
very weil be in the same situations as when 1had spoken to them some years before.
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Ensuring skilis, time, finances and personnel were adequate

The best indicator that 1 possessed the skilis required to do the research was the
completion of the tasks and adVities related to the research. niese included researching

the topic areas of violence against women working as prostitutes and research approaches

(parCiculariy feminist research), gaïning enûy to the community with which 1 wanted to do
the research, and instituthg and completing a feminist alternative paradigm research
project which incorporated the participation of the wornen at aü stages of the research,
&om methodology choices, to generating questions for the s w e y s , providmg input into

the pros and cons of doing audio-taped semi-stmctured intemews, interpreting the results,

generating action plans and implementing these plans.
At the time the research project was initiated, it appeared that there would be
sufficient tirne, finances and p e r s o ~ e available
l
to condua this type of research project.

The oniy exception to this would be the fàct that ifwe did not receive the SSHRC gant it
would not be possible to hire a woman who either was currently or who had once worked
as a prostitute to CO-facilitatethe results interpretation and action plan generation stages
of the project. It would also mean I would not be compensated for time spent on the
project. At the time I thought the remaining stages of the research could completed
without the assistance of a CO-facilitator.As has already been descrïbed, my decision to
move to another province decreased the time and money 1 had avdable to give to the
research project in ways I had not predicted. The project ended up f&g

fàr behind

schedde as a result, and the original plan to cofiaborativeiy interpret the results and
generate an action plan was revised.

Determining the appropriate rolu to take in relation to the women and staff at

POWER
In planning for the research, 1 thought it was important that 1 vend tirne thinking
about the roles I would take in relation to the women and staff at POWER, so 1 couId
better communicate this understanding to them In addition, 1 thought the clearer I was
about my roles and why 1 was taking them on, pnor to actually entering the POWER
setting, the easier it would be for me to know if 1) 1 was expected to take on another role;
2) 1 was challenged with regard to the appropriateness of the roles 1 had taken or 3) 1

decided to change my roles in the coune of the research.
1 anticipated holding a variety of roles throughout the process of completing my

practicum 1 expected them to include the simultaneous combination of the roles of
student, educator, volunteer, researcher. collaborator, non-expert, sympathetic listener and

fliendly stranger. The feminist alternative paradigm research mode1 1 had chosen meant I
wanted to incorporate the subjective into the knowledge building process, by h a h g it be
as participatory, or coilaborative as possible. 1 expected this to be a carefùl process of
balancing, particularly in tems of the need to be very cfear, both with rnyself and with the
women and staff at PO=

about the limitations of my role. For example, I was clear

that 1 was not there to make fiiends with them and that 1 could not guanuitee 1 would
remain at POWER as a volunteer once the research was over. This was not to say that 1
would not be fiendly, or a commined volunteer during the tirne of the research. Rather, 1
felt it was important not to create fdse expectations regarding my role in the fuhue of
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either POWER itself or the women who usai its services. There was a very r d nsk to
my thinking, that if women operated under these assurnptions, when they did not occur
they might feel used or exploited by me.
1 primarily Iocated myseif in rny role at POWER as a Wendly strange? someune who

had certain goais to achieve and things to offer during my thne at POWER.1wanted to

complete my research project in order to graduate, to better understand and represent the
realities of women working as Street prostitutes who experienced work-related violence,
to leam how to coiiaborate with research participants in generaI, and the women at

POWER in particular, in order to meet these goals. 1 was clear that I could offer the
women at POWER certain things: 1) A chance to gke me feedback on the relevance and
appropnateness of the information 1 was obtaining fiom my literahire review on
prostitution and violence, and of the research methods I was considering using in the
research., 2) The oppominity to have input into the choice of the questions to include

within such instruments as the cross-sectional survey; 3) The chance to participate in the
cross-sectional survey andior the audio-taped interview, which would both give them a
chance to make some money and to have theu say about the violence they have
experienced while working and 4) The opportunity to as& in interpretùig the resdts and

developing an action plan that directly reflected their perceptions and priorities.
1was dso clear about the fact that 1 couid offer the staffat POWER certain thuigs as

well: 1) my time and efforts as a volunteer at POWER over the course of the research; 2)

The satisfaction of seeing somebody working with the women to document the violence

which was occurring for them, given that they considered it a senous occupational and
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heaith hazard for them and 3) The knowledge that they would receive a copy of the action
pian which was developed out of the research, which would be usefùl for them in program
planning and applications for funding.

Gaining access to and establishing credibility with groups relevant to the research.
Ensuring those involved in the research had a clear andentandhg of the purpose of

the research and my role within it.

I intended to gain access to the comrnunity in two ways. First, 1 would volunteer at

POWER. This would allow me to f d a r i z e myself with both POWER staff and
programs and with the women ushg POWER s services. It aiso would give me an
oppomuiity to establish with both groups an understanding of the purpose of the research
and my role within it. When 1 began volunteering, 1 spoke openly about my interest in

doing research on the violence the women experienced in their work, and that 1 had
chosen to volunteer at POWER to give them a chance to get to know me before I actuaily

started asking questions for the research. 1was clear that 1wanted to do the research in a
way that was consistent with, and incorporated the perspectives, priontie~and dehitions
of, the women thernselves. At the same tirne, I wanted to retain an expiïcitly feminist

perspective. 1 was clear that part of why 1 was there was to discuss with them how this
could best be achieved. 1 was continuing work on the literature reviews on prostitution

and violence and traditionai and ferninist aiternative paradigm research approaches, and
beginning to make choices regarding methodologiu to be used and questions to be
included in thern. My openness about this process, and willingness to discuss it with
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women who were interested, in plain language, was intended to both de-mystifl the
process of research for them and to aiiow them to suggest areas where they thought I was
on the wrong track
Second, as a student on a placement with C H R q 1had access both to POWER and a
different form of credibility, as a researcher/çtudent. Whüe I considered it important that
women and stafht POWER be aware why I was at POWER,I was also aware of the risk
this role would be perceived Merently than how 1 perceived it. 1 viewed it as an
opportunity to leam how to coiiaborate with this cornmunity on research on this topic. My
understandimg of the situation was that, given that the research topic and the community
were not parts of my own life history or reality, that 1 had as much to leam nom them
about these issues as 1 had to share, Ui terms of my skilis and howledge about research.
Ultimately, they were the only ones who tmly understood the reality of the research topic.
Without their participation, and the sharing of this information, the research would not be
possible.

One of the risks, therefore, in relation to the clarity of my role, was that women or
stafFat POWER would expect me to consider myself some sort of expert on their lives. In

fa* a couple of times d u ~ the
g course of the research this did in fact occur. My strategy
in those situations was to simply restate my understand'mg of my role, and to try to
understand what it was that 1 had done or said that may have made them see me
differentIy. 1was aware that it was entireIy possible that, out of my privilege, 1 could do or
Say something that hdicated 1did feel I h e w more than they about a given issue. 1 felt it

was important that 1be prepared for this eventuaiity and accept such challenges as Miid
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when they occurred. 1 was aware that 1 held a position of privilege in many ways in
relation to the women, in ternis of such fàctors as clas, education, race, life history. 1
considered it important to acknowledge my awareness of the sources of my privüege

directiy to them, so they would be more cornfortable with saying something to me if 1
expressed this privilege unconsciously, Also, having this awareness made it more Wrely 1
would be conscious of using my privilege and could acknowledge it myself or change my
behaviour without their havhg to point it out to me. This was designeci to ensure that as
much as possible, 1 remained responsible for my own privilege and for addressing any

biases or myths that arose f?om it
As 1 noted in Section 3.2, to ensure women had a ciear understanding of the purpose
of the research and my role within it, informational inserts were placed in the POWER bad
date sheet and the Street Links newsletter pnor to the survey and the audio-taped
interviews. These cleady outiined the purpose of the interviews, the approhate t h e they
wodd take to complete, the amount that would be paid and the confidentid nature of their

responses. As mentioned previously, prearnbles were read to the women and releases were

signed before the actual interview was begun. In the preamble, specific attention was paid
to ensuring women understood that the CHRA evaluation of POWER and the questions

being asked regarding violence for my practicun were separate yet connecteci research
projects (See Appendix B). This addressed the possibility that any politics sunoundhg the
evaluation could affect responses made to practicum questions. Women were informeci
before they aarted of the amount of t h e it was Iikely to take. If they expressed concem
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about it being too long, we explaineci the decision to combine the two interviews had
rneant being able to pay more money for the interview than had they been done separately.

3.2.2 Planning and Implementing the Research

Developing an understanding of the issue of work-related violence agliinst women
working as street prostitutes that reflected the realities of the women themselves.

1 worked to meet my praaicum goal of gaining an increased understanding of
prostitution in generai, and violence against them in particular, in a few dierent ways: 1) 1
completed a comprehensive literature review on the issue, focusing both on academic and
non-academic sources; 2) I spent a lot of tirne taking with the women and staff at

POWER about the issue of violence as it played out for them in their daily hes. When
they were interesteci, 1also discussed issues/perspectives I was finding in the literature
search 1 was doing to get their opinions on them; 3) 1 spoke to wornen who had once

worked as prostitutes, and were now out of the business. The 1st two strategies were
intended to as&

me in assessing how weii the literature on violence against women

working as prostitutes actuaily reflected their perceptions and expenences and 4) I
completed the research project itself. which was specifïcaliy designed to access
information in this area.

13 1

Determining the most appropriate research appmach for use with this cornmunity

and research topie Applying this approach correcîiy throughout the research
process and adapting it to meet changing needs and priot-ities as they arose

CompIetion of the literahtre review on traditional and alternative paradigm research,
particularly feminist alternative paradigm research, was extremely useful in progressing
toward my practicum goal of increasing my knowledge and SMin the areas of feminist
alternative paradigm research. The tirne 1 spent at POWER discussing my research
approach with the women and Wprovided me with the day to day reality of attempting
to put theory into practice.
The research plan was for a feminist alternative paradigm resûarch project which

would examine the issue of violence against women working as street prostitutes. 1chose
to use a combination of quantitative survey methods and qualitative audio-taped
i n t e ~ e w sso as to meet two gaps that had been identified in the literature in the area. One

was that little attempt had been made to assess Ievels of violence being experienced by

women. When this had been done, the women themselves had not been involved in the
planning of the questions to be asked in the survey. The involvement of the women in this
stage of the process would make it more Wrely that the questions asked regarding violence

were ones which made sense to the women being b t e ~ e w e d .The other gap in the
literature the research was intended to address was the lack of research into the felt
experience of violence for these women, by allowing them to speak about the issue in their
own words, in a less structured way than is possible in a survey.
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The fkst two stages of the research process, planning the research questions and

designing the questionnaires, and conducting the nvvey interviews and semi-stmctured
audio-taped interviews went as was origuially planned. The fkt stage, of planning the
research questions and designing the questionnaires, was cmcial. If the issue focused on,
work-related violence, was not considered by the wornen to be important and relevant,
they would not be likely to be interested in actively participating in the research process

and in working for change related to it, as is the goal in alternative paradigm research As
the research went on, 1 applied for fundimg ftom SSHRC to hire one of the women to
assist in the interpreting of the results and action plan generation. Focusing on the
importance of an action plan arising fiom the research were consistent with the focus in
research conduaed more on the alternative end of the paradigm continuum that research
have a social change orientation, and work expiicitly to share power with research

participants.
The final stages of the research, interpretation of the results and action plan
generation, did not go as planned and were completed by the researcher alone rather than
in collaboration with wornen working as street prostitutes. It would be going too far to
say that this meant the project no longer qualified as a feminist alternative paradigm

research project, but it is true that the original research design was more alternative than
what ended up being done. Despite the change in process, however, the information
colleaed remains a valuable contribution to the body of ïiterature in the a r a The focus
on disseminating the results of the research and the action plan to prostitutes nghts
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groups across Canada dso maintains the focus on social change that is so important in an
alternative paradigm research project.

3-2.3 Analysing the Data, Interpreting the Results and Dissemination

Ensuring that data anaiysis and interpretation of the results was done within the
context of the relevant literature and in a manner consistent with feminist
alternative paradip research
1 anticipated the analysis of the data eom the cross-sectional suwey would be

s
straightforward, given its quantitative nature. My plan for the audio-taped i n t e ~ e w was
to keep the analysis of them very simple, given that doing this kind of i n t e ~ e won this
topic, and with this community, was so new, and therefore needed to remain exploratory

in nature. My plan was to do Limited categorizing of the women s responses, based on
themes which arose fiom the i n t e ~ e w sthemselves. W~thinthese basic categories, my

primary goal was to provide an opportunity for women's voices to be heard, their
perceptions and opinions aired in their own words.

Thinking about the political implications of possible research findings

It seemed ke1y ffom my discussions with women phor to doing the research that
there was a chance that the research results would demonstrate that mmy women did not
tmst the police and Iegal system, or the hospital system, to support them when they had
expenenced violence. This was partiCulady disturbing given that, under the law, they had
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as much right to access these systems as any other group when they were assaulted. 1
anticipated that if this was in fact what was leamed fkom the surveys, that good progress
could be made in the interpretation of the resdtdaction plan generation and
implementation stages in terms of more concretely ident-g

ways to address the barriers

women experience in accessing the system. There was a lot of potential for using the data
as a basis for fùture program proposais by POWER intended to increase the accessibility
of the system. The results could dso form the bais for policy recommendations to the
government with regard to the safety of women working as prostitutes on the street, in
terms of such things as legal changes (e.g. decrllninalization).
A decision was made to disseminate the research results to prostitutes' rights groups

across Canada, to ensure they have access to information which would be politicdy useful
for them in their activism around violence and prostitution. They are arguably less likely to
access reports published in the academic literature that wiil also be completed.

Determining a dissemination plan and preparing different reports for different
audiences
A number of groups were identified as potential audiences for the results of the

research. These included my practicum cornmittee, POWER,the women working as street
prostitutes who use POWER's s e ~ c e s ,other prostitutes' rights groups and their
members across Canada, the acadernic world, and members of society in generai.
A number of reports were to be written in order to reach these different audiences.

The practicum report W e d my requirements for graduation. The audience for it is my
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practicum committee and upon graduation, those having access to published practicum
reports. Another report was to be done for PO=

who would not want the full

practicum report. It will consist of copies of the two literature reviews and the information
found in Appendix C of this practinim report. An audio-tape version of this report will be

made for POWER as well, so as to ensure that women who were low-literacy in English
could still access the information. This could not be completed prior to the writing of this
practicum report, due to tirne constraints, and will be completed in 1998.
The same information as will be sent to POWER will be forwarded to prosfitutes'
rights groups across Canada (in the same audio-tape and written format) to ensure they
and women working as prostitutes have access to this information in their work and for
program planning. Too often publishing is only done in the academic literature, where it is
arguably less lkely to be accessed by street-level activists or £?ont-he workers. This will
be done at the sarne t h e as the information is sent to POWER, in 1998.

The results of the research will be revised for subrnission to various academic journais,
to begin filling the gaps observed around violence research with this cornmunity. Less
academic articles will be m e n for inclusion in other media, for exarnple feminist

magazines such as HERIZONS, or MS. magazine.

3 -3 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This section outhed in more detail the activities 1 completed, and how 1 stmctured
them, so as to ensure that the research completed for this practicum constituted a feminist
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research process. Here 1 have focused on describing how 1 planned for and irnplemented
each step in this process, so as to ensure the entire project was completed appropriately. 1

also outlined where the original research plan was revised, and the reasons for this. The
next section wiii provide an evaluation of the extent to which the decisions 1 made to
operationalism the steps outiined in this section worked, and wiii discuss how the outcome

of each step can be related to the iiterature on research, particuiarly feminist alternative
paradigrn research.

4.0 PRACTICUM EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1

EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE AND STUDENT

PERFORMANCE

4.1.1 Determinhg the Researcher's Role

Did 1 incorporate the notion of refiexivity and determine my level of persond
interest in cooducting research in this area and with this community?

I chose to track my conceptual baggage and determine my level of persond interest in
conducting research in this area and with this commUNty through the use of a cornputer
diary. This also helped me ensure that reflexivity was maintained throughout the research
process. Tracking the experientid process of research, be it through transparency,
reflexivity or tracking conceptual baggage has a lot of precedence in the literature on
feminist research ( e g Fonow & Cook, 1991; Gouldner, 1971; Hammersley & Atkinson,
1983; Kirby & McKenna; 1989 Lather, 1991; Maguire, 1989; Reinharz, 1992; Ristock &

Pennell, 1996; Shields & Dervin, 1993; Stanley, 1993). The first purpose of the diaries
was for them to provide me with a forum within which to make sense of the day-to-day
experience of leaming how to do femuist research, to help me synthesize the information
obtained fiom my literature reviews with the actual expenences of the women and staff at

POWER The second was to keep rny values and assumptions explicit rather than implicit,
so they wouid be less iikely to affect the research process. Both of these things, would, in
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tum, and did, feed back ùito the research process itself, keeping it on track as different

issues resulted Ui the research content or methodology being adapted accordingly. The
third was to assist me in my practicum and research report writing. Udorhmately the last
was not possible, as most of the data collecteci in this manner was later loa in a computer

hard drive crash (the result of a computer Wus). In rnany ways, 1 found the diaries useful
in meeting the first two goals, with some exceptions.
While the information 1 obtained f?om my literature review on prostitution and
violence was helpfbl, the process of integrating the perspectives and experiences of the
women at POWER and evaluate them in my diary at the end of the day, both when they
agreed with the information 1 was uncovering and when they didn't was invaluable.

Without it 1would have found it more difficult to make such explicit links between my
literature reviews and my practicum experiences, and to identify as quickly where what 1
was seeing and hearing at POWER dEered nom the literatuïe. For example, when 1 first

started volunteering at PO=

and was working on my Liteniture on prostitution and

violence, 1was primarily h d i n g studies which portrayed women working as prostitutes as
passive viaims of violence. Studies taiked about levels of violence, sources of violence
and tiequency. RareIy did they portray women working as prostitutes as advely

addressing the risk of violence in their work, whether that be in terms of tryhg to prevent

it, manage it, or take action after it after it had occurred.

in contrast to this, what 1 saw at POWER when 1 began volunteering there, was a
group of women who were very aware of the danger they were in, and who implemented
a number of strategies designed to increase their personal d e t y while on the job. This
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prompted me to search the Literature more extensiveIy for research in this area, and
underiined more clearly the interesting reality that littie had a d y been done in this area,
with the exception of a few studies and reports, many of them done by prostitutes' rights
groups or activïsts and some by govemment commissions (Barnard, 1993; Be& 1989;
Fraser ComMttee, 1985; Shaver, 1995; Silbert, cited in Alexander, 1987). This helped me
refiarne my own perceptions of women working as prostitutes, so that 1 saw them as
capable, intelligent women working to stay safe on the job, much iike many women in
professions which placed them in danger, instead of more passive objects of violence as a
result of their involvement in a dangerous deviant profession.
It was useful for me to work through the baggage 1 had around images of women
working as prostitutes in the diaries, and how it reflected and was reinforced by societal

myths in general and as they were refiected in the literature, so that it didn't interfere with
my ability to relate to and coliaborate with them Li the research. This process, dong with
the information I was obtaining fiom my literature review on paradigrns and research

approaches, also assisted me in addressing what 1 discovered was my automatic tendency

to gravitate toward a more dominant paradigm approach. Even though 1 wanted to adopt

an dternative paradigm approach, this process demonstrated to me how ingrained 1was
already in dominant paradigm thinking. This makes sense, of course, given the
pervasiveness of the paradigm in our society ,which was discussed in the research
literature review. 1 recaii being somewhat shocked at times, when I was reviewing my
experiences in my cornputer diary, to reaiize that I had been approaching an issue fiom a
more dominant perspective, for exarnple autornaticaiiy viewing potential solutions to the
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issue of violence as being individual rather than structural, even though in an intellechial
argument 1 would argued for social change. Such stniggles have been discussed by other
researchers @kby

& McKenna, 1989; Haie, 1991; Maguire, 1989; Morgen, 1983;

Wakerdïme, 1990) and the utility of a reflexive (diary) process was that it helped me to
keep this stniggle explicit and conscious, where I codd work against my automatic
responses and prevent them £kom affecting the research. In many ways, 1consider the
incorporation of reffexivity, via the diaries, to have been instrumental in assisting me to

manage the pradcum process in the initiai stages of the research, so I could develop a

fiexiile research approach which Uicorporated the best of acadernic theory and literanire in
the two literature reviews with the actuai day-today expiences and priorities of the
wornen themsehes.

The diaries were useful as a place to process feelings which arose during the practicum
research so that I could link them with the available Literature, where relevant, and not
dlow them to interfere with my work as a student researcher. 1 was aware that issues
could arise related to my choice of roles and the need to stay clear about them. 1found

that using the diaries during the semi-stnrctured audio-taped i n t e ~ e w helped
s
me ensure
that 1 stayed on track in this area. The diary entries were a place to evaluate the

interviews, in ternis of my emotional and actual responses to the Somation 1 had
received. In this way, 1could both deai with any secondary trauma 1was experiencing as a
result of them, so as to prevent it nom skewing rny responses in fbture i n t e ~ e w s(for
example, unconscio~slyavoidig explicit descriptions of violence out of an inability to
cope with them). The diaries also allowed me to evaIuate my responses to determine
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whether or not 1had responded in a manner consistent with my chosen role, regardless of
my instinctuai, more emotiond responses to what 1 was hearing nom women. They also

allowed me to see where the research process could be revised to be more likely to access
the uiformation we were looking for, based on what women were t e h g us over time. For
example, from taiking to the women over time, and looking at the notes 1 had made, it
became clear that accessing women who were w f i g to do the i n t e ~ e w had
s a lot to do
with the time of day the i n t e ~ e wwas done and how cold it was out. Tf it was at a slow

time of the day for clients, or it was really cold out, we always did more interviews. 'Ibis
use of a refiexivity process dowed us to tirne Our interviewhg schedules to times more
convenient for the women themselves.
Where 1 found the use of a diary less useful was during periods when I was very busy,

for example during the time the cross-sectional i n t e ~ e w were
s
being done. 1found 1was
too tired to write a lot after doing a number of interviews. Aiso, because 1 was able to talk
about them with the other intewiewer, 1 found 1did more processing with her, and didn't
need to write about what 1 was thinking and what links I was making with the research as

much. This was when, however, in many ways it was most useful to incorporate refle-ty
expiicitly in the research process. The availability of the other interviewer was usefil in
that regard, as we were able to discuss many issues of importance to the research that we
were learning, but none of it was recorded in the diaries for firther reflection and andysis

beyond this.
It was interesthg how the emotions 1 experienced at hearing the womens' stories of

violence in their work, both when the original interviews were done and when 1 did the
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transcniing of the audio-taped i n t e ~ e w s af5ected
,
me personaliy. When 1 first did the
interviews, the fact that 1 could debrief with the other inte~ewer,and use my diaries for
the audio-taped interviews, dowed me to ensure that my own vuinerability did not unduly
affect the research itself. This, in tum, helped ensure that the validity of the research was

not unduly affected by my reactions. It was when 1had stopped using the diaries, and was
doing the transcriptions of the tapes, that in retrospect 1 can see how ~lsefulsuch a
refiexivity-oriented process would have been.
An area of the research which at the time was far less clear to me tban it is now, in
retrospect, is the revision of the final stages to be less collaborative. The diary process did
not help me make this decision-making process more explicit, since I didn't address
decisions which 1 thought at the time would not affect the research, such as my move to
another province and beglluillig full-time employment, in them. This was a kind of
dichotomous thinking slipping in, as 1 did not reaiiy see how my personal life would affect
my work Me that much that it shodd be included as an aspect of the issues 1 was tracking

as 1 worked to incorporate reflexivity into the process. As a result, 1 was not as
consciously aware as 1 might have been about the fact that my level of personal
cornmitment to the research began to decrease when I heard that we did not get the

SSHRC gant, and became even lower after 1 moved and began working full-time, moving
out of a student life role. 1c m see now how very much 1 was depending on receivuig the
money fiom the SSMRC gant to allow me to finish the research quickly. With it, the
project could have been completed and the practicurn wrïtten u~ within a year. When it
was not granted, 1 made a decision to go on with my Life plans by moving to another
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province and entering the work force full tirne, without a clear understanding of how

diflïcult this would make it for me to complete the research as pianned. This demonstrateci
to me the importance of carefiiliy and realisticaily assessing the feasibility of conduaing
research projects before they are started. While I did do this for the research conducted
for this practicum report, I see now that my understanding of the amount of tirne and
energy required for the research, and the likelihood of my commitment to it remaining
strong, was not redistic. Additiondy, I realire that it was umealistic of me to hvest such

high hopes into obtaining the SSHRC funding, as these grants are extrernely difliailt to
get. Additiondy, masters-level research projects shouid be designed so that îhey cm be
cornpleted without requiring extemai fbnding.

When 1 moved to another province, 1 experienced a WestyIe change fiom being a
student who also worked to being an employee who was also a student. The implications
of this were not at ail clear to me at the t h e . While 1knew 1would have Iess t h e to work
on the practicum, 1 didn't see it as a large barrier at the t h e , although in retrospect 1thhk

this change was instrumental in the huge slow-down in Pace on the practicum process. 1
did not realize just how difFcult it was to work fidi t h e and be a student part tirne, as I
had never done it before. I think the adjustment was particuiarly dEcult because 1 was
also Living in a new province, with ail the attendant adjustments to a new city.

The move showed me how very much the personal life of a researcher can affect their
commitment to their research, regardless of the paradigrn approach they wish to adopt, or
the manner in which they had planned to impiement this research. For a couple of years, it

was as though 1 was no longer a student at aii, 1 was so caught up in my 'new We'. When
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I did turn my attention back to my praaicum, it was due to the fact that 1was nearing the
end of my allotted time to cornplete it, and even when 1 applied for and receRwi an
extension of one year, I found it dificuit to settie to complethg the requirements of the
research. What had once been an all-consurning enterprise to me, the conducting of this
research project, had become a somewhat onerous task to be completed, so as to continue

on with my new Me. This change in my understanding of the role of the practicurn and the
research within it in my We, and my personai cornmitment to doing research in this a r a
and in this community, was sornething there is precedent in the literature for. Maguke
(1989) noted that doing this kind of research is difncult for many of the rasons it became

difficult for me: hances, t h e pressures and cornmitment and that this can result in
changes to the research which limit its emancipatory outcornes.
1 did not use the diaries at this tirne. The research plan had been revised so that

interpretation of the results and action planning would be done by myseE rather than in
collaboration with the women, so the diary keeping stopped as weU. The change in who

wouId be invoived in the final stages of the research marked a move on the paradip
continuum to a mode1 which was less alternative than that which was originally planned,
although the project continued to meet the criteria of feminist alternative paradigm

research. At the tirne, 1 was consciously unaware that this was even occurring. 1realize
now that keeping on writing in the diaries rnight have been useful in a nurnber of ways.
They might have helped me understand the shift on the paradigm continuum of my
research more consciously. They might also have helped me process the conflicting
emotions 1 felt over how blithely 1 had moved on in Me, forgetting the women 1 had
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callaboratecl with initidy on the research, as weli as my personal sense of fdure at having
not completed the research in as alternative a way as initiaily planned. 1can see now how
in many ways these feelings added to my paralysis about complethg my praaicum report.
It was almost as though 1 did not feel as though it was fair for me to graduate, when 1 had
not completed the research in the way 1 had originally intended. The use of the diaries
might have helped me connont and to some extent deal with this more directly, by

assisting me in understandimg that the research was, in fact, still being conducted on the
alternative end of the paradigm continuum, and within a feminist modei, it was just l e s
alternative than was otiginaily planned. This point of the process was where the idea of
incorporating reflexivity in a very

C O ~ S ~ ~ O way
US

broke d o m . 1 was not maintaining

regular contact with women who had participated in the research and was not, therefore,
incorporating their perceptions, understanding and realities into the work 1 was doing. 1
was not keeping my diaries as origindy intended, and so missed out on a chance to see

where some of the original pieces in this area were behg lost, and possibly could be added
back in. As it was, 1 struggled with these emotions throughout the process of writing up

this report, and found it diicult to concentrate on simply fuiishing it because of them. Of
course, by the time 1 became more conscious of what was happening, time constraints
were such that dscre was ,io h e to spare for diary keeping. Only now, as the final
revisions are being made on the document, has this process become more clear to me.
Maguire (1989) noted that "conducting the "ideal" pmkipatory research project may
be ovenvheirning, ifnot neariy paralysing". (p. 47). This was certainly the case for me, and

the end result wu consistent with what she found in her review of other research where
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time constraints and other barrien resuited in changes to the original plan: that the
interpretation of the results, analysis and vision for action became less collaborative and
emancipatory in nature. It is cIear to me now just how little 1 t d y understoo4 when
begùuiing the praaicum process, just what a t h e and energy cornmitment 1 was makhg in
designing the research the way I did, even though my practîcum advisor did discuss this
with me at the the. I think 1 was begtuiing to realize the impact the work was having on

me more at the time the application for the SSHRC gant was mbmitted, and 1 had begun
counting on receiving the money fiom it to d o w the research to move fonvard within as
short a tirne as possible, so I could continue on with other pressing issues in my Me.It was

as though the gant would aiiow me to deai with the increashg sense of responsibiiity 1

was feeling in relation to the research c o d t r n e n t I had made, and my increasing
understanding of how much was imrolved.
1 am in no way suggesting that in moving to another province I decided that I would
not complete the research as planned. 1honestly thought that 1 would. Kather, in movirsg 1
decided 1would both complete it and get on with the rest of my Ke. What 1 discovered
was that doing both would require a high intensity of commitrnent to both the roles of
employee and student, in addition to the time and energy needed for rny personal We.This
in fact, as 1 now understand in a more personal way than 1ever did previously, reflects the

conditions under which most researchers do their work Perhaps understandably, given

that 1 was living in another province, out of the academic environment, and no longer
nirrounded by fiends who were also students, the roIe of student decreased in prionty for
some time.When 1became more conscious of this faa, time constraints and my existing
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level of personal cornmitment was nich that 1 made the decision to revise the final stages

of the research so they were less coilaborative and alternative in nature. This would aüow
me to meet the requirements of my practicum without compmmising my other work and
personal life role commitments any more than necessary. Yet it is impossible to deny that
ultimately, the fact that as the researcher 1 had the power to make this decision, without
consulting the women 1 'coilaborated' with at POWER that is the demonstration of my
priviieged role in relation to them, a power dynamic which has been noted by other
researchers in relation to a variety of aspects of 'collaborative' feMnist emancipatory

research (RÏstock & PemeU, 1996). The research process that 1discussed with them whiie
at POWER, in terms of the collaborative interpretation of the results and action plan
generation, did not occur, and wili not. This is an example of the risk of more alternative-

end research to the research participants that was outlined by Cotterili (1992)

- that it wül

not end up being completed as planned, due to decisions made by the researcher, and that
the participants might feel exploited or betrayed as a result. It is possible that some of the
women and staff at POWER felt this way when they did not participate in the final stages

of the research. Of course, not aii the women would, as many did not have that kind of
investment in the research, but some certainly rnight have. This might be a situation where
rny expecations of myseif as a researcher was higher than those of many of the women.

This situation demonstrates how 1 discovered that regardless of how 1 tried to equalize
power, I still held more, as the researcher, than did the research participants. It reflects the
same reality discovered by Ristock and Pennell(1996). when they stated:
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research as empowerment may shift, analyse and even change power
dBerences, but it does not remove them...This discovery ran counter to our
original premise that research as empowerment must entail either eliminating
power or re-distributing it equaily among researchers and research participants
(P. 10)-

Did 1 ensure that skilis, time, finances and personnel were adequate?
It would appear that my skiiIs were sunicient to meet many of the demands of the
research project, includiig facilitating the collaborative process of constnictïng the
surveys, doing the survey interviews, and completing the audio-taped semi-structureci
interviews. Each of these early stages went as planned.
Time, finances and personnel available was something that did change over the course
of the research project, as was discussed in the previous section. The resdt was that the
final phases of the research were not conducted in collaboration with the women, as was
originaily planned. In the initial phases of the project 1lived in Winnipeg and my financial
and life circumstances were such that I was able to devote a good portion of tirne to the
project, by working two jobs while doing the research. It was up to the SSHRC whether
or not they would fùnd the project, and having been tumed down for funding was by no
means a reflection on the quality of the research project or on my skills. In fact, the quality
of the proposal was assessed by the independent reviewers as very good. It did mean it
was not possible to hire one of the women to CO-facilitatethe results interpretation and
action plan generation stages. It also meant I could not be compensated for the tirne 1had
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spent on the initiai phases of the project. Despite my feelings that the move to another
province wouid not affect the Pace of the research in any significant manner, the reality
was that it did. 1 was living in a city with a far higher cost of living, with far higher

demands placed upon my time related to work and personal commitments. For the est
time in my life, 1 was not stmcturing my We so that my scholastic work was centrai and
the rest of my Iife secondary. This, plus the psychological impact of moving more into a

career phase of Mie, hc!udhg a lot of personal We changes, m a t that the practicm was

not given anywhere near the time cornmitment I had given it while living in Wuuiipeg.
Discussions with other Masters students has demonstrated to me that this reality is the

nom for many of them, and carries real implications for their work on their practicum or
thesis requirements.
This practicurn process has given me renewed respect for how large a cornmitment is
required to conduct an alternative paradigm research project on the scale of the one
proposed in the research 1 did. It aiso demonstrated to me why such research is done so
rarely-it is just so hard to cornplete, takes so long, and requires such a huge hvestment of
tirne, energy and personal resources. .

Did I determine the appropriate roles to take in relation to the wornen and staff at

POWER?
1 found Cotteril's (1992) article on power and control issues in relationships between
researchers and the researched useful when 1 evaiuated how to define and enact my roles
throughout the research. 1 felt supported in my decision to be clear with the wornen and
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staff at POU'ER that my role was not that of a fiend, or and that I wouid remah a

POWER volunteer when the research

was completed. Not all feminist alternative-end

researchers would agree with my decision to not be a potentid niend to the women in my
research. Some consider this a viabIe goal (Oakiey, 1981). 1 agreed with Cotterill(1992),

who thought a non-hierarchicai, non-manipulative research relationship with participants
was hard to achieve for a variety of rasons. The potential for damage to research
participants if Eendship is presented as an option and then the researcher disappears is

high In addition, many researchers have stated there are too many differences between
women (e.g. race, class, disability, status) for it to be assumed that a shared sex and good
intentions are enough to achieve equality (Cotterill, 1992; Ramazanogfu, 1989).
1 also found it useful that 1 had thought about the limitations of my support ahead of

tirne given that women were ofken experiencing multiple problems in their lives, not all of
thern due to violence. It would have been very easy to f
d into a fnend or counseiior role,
particularly as 1 have been a counseiior for many years. The fact that I had prepared for
this eventuality by preparing the numben of places the women could c d for these types of

support assisted me in not f&g into the role of counseilor in any great depth. Again,
since it was not something 1 could foilow through on, it was better to not give women

fdse expectations. Emotiondy, however, this was ditncult for me at times, particularly
given the enormous amount of violence some of the women were experiencing in theû
lives. Some of them had potentially never spoken to anyone about their experiences, and
the conflict between my wish to give them counseliing support around this, rather than
refemhg them to someone, particularly when they were expressing a wish to receive
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support f h m me in this aresi, and my need to stay clear in my role in the research, was

difficult at tirnes. This bas precedent in the fiterature, as the roles taken on my researchers

are ofien contradictory at times, and may not include aspects of the researchers' identity
that might, Ui another situation, be appropriate to Uiclude (Ristock & Pemeli, 1996).
Where 1 am concemed about rny clarity about my role is related to the reality that I did
not end up conduchg ail phases of the research as 1 had origindy planned to. Given that
the women were aware of my intentions at the beginning of the research project, this could
have resulted in feelings of betrayal on their part. At the be-g

of the project,

however, I had no idea that 1 would not complete the research as planned, and it never
occmed to me to think in advance about how 1would deal with this ifit occurred.

1 was also not clear when I began the research j u s how much conflict and tension
would arise in the later stages of the research project between the role 1 held a s an
academic who needed to finish a praaicum report, a researcher who needed to finish a

research project, a social workerlcounseilor with a fiil-the, demanding job, and a person
with a Iife. This has precedent, again, in the Iiterahire (Ristock & Pemeli, 1996).

Did 1gain access to the community and establish credibüity with groups relevant to

the research? Did 1ensure those involved in the research had a dear understanding
of the purpose of the research and my role withio it?

My first strategy, volunteering at POWER p60r to beginning the achial research, did

appear successful in establishing my credibility with the women and staff at POWER It
dso appeared to help increase their understanding of the purpose of the research and my
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(and their) roles within it. The acceptance of me as being 'okay' by one POWER staff

member who had fonnerly worked as a prostitute, and by others who had gained the
respect of the women, appeared to go a long way toward establishing my legitimacy with
the wornen, and seemed to r d t in some women being more willing to talk to me about
the research topic.

1 was weU-known to women who used the &op-in center on a reguiar basis, and began
to be recognited on sight by some of the women who 1 saw on Street outreach Many

wornen becarne more and more identified with the process of the research as t h e went by.
1was able to fom relationships with many women while still rnaintaining the delicate role

diaiectic of Wendly stranger that I had chosen, the combination of researcher,
collaborator, sympathetic listener, student and tacher. It was not unusual for these
women, or women they mentioned me to while out worbg, to seek me out on my

volunteer shift to ofer me suggestions for the research, or to share a story of violence and
how they dealt with it. Numerous discussions were held around the kitchen table at the

POWER drop-in, bath individudy or in (often) boisterous groups, which were useful in
ensuring my decision to do a cross-sectional sunrey and some qualitative interviews made
sense to them. Decision-making about what questions to include in the survey was greatly
helped by the women sharing their stories with me, brainstorming questions, and giving
feedback on their wording and lengîh. Women were particularly interested in having
recorded in the interviews who was being violent toward them, particularly police. as

many had experienced violence &om oEcen and wanted this recorded and society made
aware that this occurred,

.
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This was a t h e of great l e d g for me. HaWig never worked as a prostitute or been
street-involved, 1 was not persondy familiar with the realities of the daily life of women
working as street prostitutes. In addition, what 1 knew inteilectually as a researcher did
not autornaticdy tmnslate into practice. Just because I was clear on paper that 1
considered these women to be experts on their own lives, with the capacity to form their
own solutions, didn't mean 1 was able to consistently react this way in practice, or to react
to confbntation without being defensive. My notes fiom the time refer to days where 1
would make blunders related to this. For exarnple, on one occasion we were h a h g a âeefloating discussion around the kitchen table about possible ways of helping women be
safer on the job. 1 had heard many wornen talk about there being a number of things

women could do to be safer whiie working. 1suggested that one idea d g h t be to print up
a card of 'Safety Tips' for women working, particularly for wornen new to the street who
didn't yet know the ropes. One of the women reacted negatively to the idea, stating flatly

and aggressively that it would not work. "Women learn how to be safe by getting hurt",
she said. "Giving them a piece of paper isn't going to change that". At the tirne, I reacted
defensively and began citing al1 the reasons why 1 thought my idea was valid, rather than
hearing the point she was making, which was that most women learn how to stay safe the
hard way, and that even if the card did assist some women, it would not keep them safe. If

1 had begun by acknowledging this reality, as weii as the fact that some people do need to
leam the hard way, a more productive conversation might have developed.
Keeping notes wMe 1 was doing shifts did prove to be effective in meeting rny goal of
keeping such incidents in perspective, so 1 could plan how 1 would respond in similar
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situations in the fùture so as to continue the relationship-building process. Some women
never redy comected with me, regardless of the tirne spent at POWER to build
relationships. This speaks to the reality that just because a researcher is well-meanhg and
genuine doesnt mean she will be tnisted by aii members of the community she is working
with, and often for reasons that are extremely legitimate when viewed from theù
perspective. Researchers such as Cruikshank (1990)' in her study of comrnunity
development workers,

noted that in similar situations where these workers were

attempting to gain entry into a community, they encountered similar issues, barriers and

stresses as those that arose for me. Stress arose for workers in her research f?om the need
for them to buüd positive relationships and develop a level of trust and acceptance with

community members in order to achieve their goals. They found similar approaches
worked for them as did for me in rny research, for exarnple, appearing non-judgmentai,
accepting and even embracing one's role as an outsider, or stranger, fkeeing myseiffiom
the pressure to be 'doing' or producing something, but being cornfortable with just
spending casual t h e with the women, so they had a chance to redy check me out over a
period of t h e . Cruikshank (1990) also found participants in her study echoed my

concems about the potential drawbacks of trying to appear as though 1 'belonged' to the
community. Iust as 1had concluded that this would not be a goal, given that I have never
worked as a street prostitute, much less encountered violence in the process, some of the
workers in her study noted that the formation of close relationships with members of the
community they worked with did not mean they became a part of do the community-they
retained their marginal status as an outsider. Those workers who mistakeniy considered
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themselves members of the community based on the relationships they were able to forrn,
ran the risk of i g n o ~ their
g
marginality, and their pnvilege, which led some of them to
ignore the ways in which their 'difference' could both be a hindrance and a help in their
work Acknowledging it openly dows it to be addressed, either by yourself or by
cornmunity members, when it is acting in a situation in either way. Ignoring it only pushes
these processes underground, it doesn't prevent them Eom occurrhg
This penod was very exciting for me, and my notes nom that tirne are filleci with my
excitement at linking information 1 had leamed Eom the research I was doing for my
literature reviews with what 1 was seeing at POWER and with the discussions 1 was

having there with the women and staff. It was also clear to me that there was no way that

I could expect to form relationships with d of the women 1 encountered. This was
particularly true of women 1 only saw while on outreach, who never used the drop-in
centre. They did not know me as weii penonaliy, since they saw me less often. 1 found
that they were less likely to either agree to do the cross-sectional i n t e ~ e w
or, if they did
it, to give me very much information on it. One thing which helped me connect with these
women more was that one of the woman who worked at POWER who used to work as a
former prostitute would sometimes accompany us when we did interviews. Sometimes the
women would also see me with her on outreach If they knew she considered me to be
'okay', they were more iikely to talk honestly with me about the issue of violence. This

speaks to the importance of not only creating good relationships with members of the
cornmunity you are researching, but with those people who have good relationships with
them, in this case a stafmember at POWER,
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Another issue that becarne clear to me that 1 could not have obtained in any way
except from the women themeIves was how aware they were about the way they are
viewed by persons outside 'the Me . niey were very clear they did not feel that those in
dominant society were concerned about their d e t y at a& including many social, health
and legal services (and this, particularly when 1 fïrst started volunteering, included me!).
There was a generd sense that they had learned to rely upon themeives and their social
networks, and some selected agencies (e.g. POWER) for support related to violence. It

was dso clear that many were scepticai of any research being able to make any difrence

in this area My willingness to be chdenged by them, and to discuss the issue openly and
honestly, achowledging the tmth of their opinions, opened the door with many of the
women to discuss the situation fbrther, discussing where past attempts to deal with
violence by members of dominant society went wrong. This was a situation where 1 took
the role of the student, and this was a role 1 communicated tu the women very clearly. 1
did not pretend to h o w anything about thrir lives other than what 1 knew nom niends

who used to worlg my research and nom talking to them and statf at PO-

1 framed

the situation as one where I had a certain arnount of knowledge &om this, but that 1 was
aware that it was really lacking in terms of having arisen £iom any personal experience in

the area. 1 also noted that as a student at the university. 1 had the skilIs and t h e to do
some research in that area to try to address this but could only do so in collaboration with
them, as they held the knowledge that so far rarely made it into the research studies. While
some women remained sceptical of the ükelihood of change occurrhg as a resuit of the
research, at l e s t any change that would &ect their w o r h g lives, many were at least
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willing to accept me as being there for legitimate reasons, and as deserving their honesty
(and being able to accept their feedback when they felt 1 was not aware of the reaiities of

their rives). There was more interest in being involved when they realized that the research
1was interested in doing would have in its h a 1 stage the generation of action plans based

on their recomrnendations.
As discussed in an earlier subsection, it is impossible to deny the fact that the
credibility 1 established with the women, and the trust that some of them placed in me and
my research plans, could have resulted in feelings of beûayal or exploitation when the
results were not interpreted and action plans generated coiiaboratively, as was originaiiy
planned. Again, there was no way for me to have predicted this would occur, as even
when 1 moved tu another province I had every intention of completing the project as it
was origindy planned, but the harsh reality is that this did not end up happening.

This

could affect their relationships with other outsiders who may corne to them in the future
and seek their collaboration on future projeas. Overd, therefore, wMe 1 did succeed in
gaining access to the comrnunity and gaining credibifity with many of the women at

POWER, this credibility was very Iikely darnaged by the fact that the final stages of
research were not conduded a s originally pianned. On the other han& the dissemination
plan will ensure that the results of the project and action plans will be given directly to the
organization which POWER is now a part oc as weli as prostitutes' rights groups acmss

Canada.

4.1.2 Planning and Implementing the Research

Did 1 deveiop an understanding of the issue of work-rdated violence against women
working as Street prostitutes that reflected the redities of the women themselves?

Overall, I t W 1 succeeded in acMeving this goal. My first strategy to increase my
knowledge in this are* completing a fiterature review on prostitution and violence against
women working as prostitutes, was successful. This research provided me with
comprehensive overview of the issue of prostitution and violence against women workîng

as prostihites, insofar as it was addressed in the academic and non-acadernic literaaire. I
was also able to corne to some conclusions about existing gaps in the available iiterature
that were relevant for the planning of the p d c u m research project. These included the
fact that very little research on work-related violence againn women working as
prostitutes had been done at ali. When such research was available, it tended to portray
the women as passive victims of violence, rather than as actively seeking to do something
about it. It was also rarely done by the women themselves, or nom their perspective.
Equally rare was to see an alternative paradigm research approach, which would be more
likeiy to involve women working as prostitutes in the research process. This couid include
such things as their collaborating in defining the questions asked, assisting in the
interpretation of resuits, and generating and implementing action plans based on the

findings.

While 1 learned a great deal 60m the iiterature review, ultimately the confirmation (or
revision) of my preliminary assumptions and choice of a combination of the Social Eff-
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Mode1 and Feminist Modeis came corn the women themselves. My second and third
strategies, taiicing to women working as street prostitutes, staff at POWER and women
who used to work as prostitutes conhned my suspicion that portraying women working

as prostitutes (or women at ail, for that matter) as passive recipients, as 'victims , of
violence was not only erroneous, but unbelievably disempowering. The women 1 spoke to
reponed implementing a wide range of strategies to decrease the likelihood they would
encounter violence, or to manage it so as to decrease its severity. Many had clear opinions

as to the 'best ways to prevent violence, and were more than d i n g to share these with

me. Many possessed a clear critique of existing violence-related services, including
recommendations for changes or new services. For a detailed overview of the data and a
discussion of the results, see Appendk C.

My final strategy, the completion of the research itseK provided me with the most
vaiuable component of my overd learning process. The t h e 1 spent in direct contact with

the women at POWER gave me an opportunity to understand theu lives and the context
within which the violence they experienced occurred in a way 1 would never have gotten

nom simply reviewing the Literature. One example of this is how it prepared me for what 1
later came to perceive as the 'nomality' of violence for many of the women. hcidents
which would have been defined as assaultive by many other women (icluding me) were
for many of these women dismissed as 'not a big deal', or 'part of the temtory'. Examples

of such incidents would be near-rapes where the woman escaped without actual physicai

harm
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My role as a student of their experience in this context dowed me to ask them why
they responded this way, given than 1. and some of the other women, would have
responded differently. This dowed me to clarify that many of the women were aware that
the incidents had an effect on them, but that they found it easier to cope with this eEect by

forcing themselves to move on. One woman described her attitude as common sense: "No
point in crying over what's done", she said. She considered it best to forget about things
you couldn't control or change, or that were over. In her words, 'Vou re just gonna get
another one just like hirn any minute, and you gotta be ready for that, not cryin over the
last one". Another woman could not think too much about her danger or she would not be
able to continue working. As a single mom with many financial responsibilities, not
working was not an option. This s u ~ v a l ,get-on-with-it attitude was useful for these
women within the context of their lives. it did not mean the violence affected them less
than it did other women, rather that their lives did not afEord them the luxury of dealing
with this effect imrnediately. It also demonstrated that what might at first appear to be a
passive acceptance of violence was an active and usefiil coping strategy.

Did 1 determine the most appropriate research approach for use with this

community and research topic? Did 1 apply this approach correctly throughout the
research process and adapt it to meet changing needs and priorities as they arose?

The initiai stages of research were conducted as planned, and required little revision.
When the SSHRC gant was not received, a decision was made to continue with the
original research plan, even though 1 would not be able to hire one of the women to

CO-
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facilitate this process. M e r 1 moved to another city, the research process slowed down
slightly, as was expeded, but initially seemed to be keeping primarily on track with the
audio-taped i n t e ~ e w being
s
done ody a couple of months later than originally planned.
M e r this point, however. my personal and work comrnitments resulted in the research
being put on hold for a couple of years. By the tirne I began w o r h g on the project again,
the original POWER agency had ceased to exiq havhg been merged with another Mount

Carmel Project, Street Links (a needle exchange), and many of the original statf: and iikely

many of the women as weil, were no longer connecteci to the agency.
As a result, where the original research plan had included an explicitly collaborative

process of interpreting the results and genetating action plans, in the end these stages were
done by the research in isolation. This was unfortunate, as the original approach would
have generated information which would be far more Uely to be grounded firmly in the

reality of women working as Street prostitutes. It is very possible that 1 missed valid points
being made by women or connections within the data as 1 interpreted its meaning.

Sirnilarly, the action plans 1 generated might not refiect those which women might have
preferred. The originally planned collaborative process would have potentidy resulted in a
greater depth of analysis than would be possible by a researcher working in isolation, as
women collectively discussed and strategised around the information. This would make
the results and action plans even more usefbl in practice than they would othenvise be.

Despite the change in process. however, the information c o b e d rernains a valuable
contribution to the body of literahire in the area, and the research process, even in its
revised form, would stili be considered a feminist alternative paradigm research project,
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aibeit one which is not as far down the continuum to the alternative end than was

onginaiiy proposed Numerous femuiist researchers, for example Shields & De& (1993)

and Reinharz (1992), state that in order for research to be considered feminist it does not
have to be highly collaborative.

In terms of the validity of the research, I feel that some conclusions can be made about
how valid the research results are, using the three types of validity defïned by Lather
(199 1):

Consfnrct ValiuVty. I chdenged many of the notions 1 had onguially held which were
denved fiom my own myths and perceptions or which were the result of my fiterature
review, replacing them with more complex and flexible understandings of the issue which
reflected the realities of the women themselves. Most particuIarIy, both the image of
women working as prostitutes behg helpless victims and of being empowered actors in

thek lives were chdenged, and a more cornplex, reality-based image emerged. This
occurred because I took care to use a reflexive process of research which encouraged the

challenging of traditional concepts related to the research topic.
Face Valid@. This was achieved by having the women give feedback on, and

participate in the development of. the research questions themselves. It would have been
increased even further had they participated in the analysis of results and action planning,

but nonetheless, this fonn of validity did exkt in this project.

Catabtic VuZidity. This will be considered to exist if the fomer POWER and other
prostitutes' rights groups use the research results to M e r their o m activist, lobbying,

research or seMce goals.
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Findly' in more traditional ternis. the validity of the research was demonstrated insofar as
levels of violence assessed by the research were consistent with research done that was
more alternative-end with other communities, demonstrating thaî to some extent the
experiences of the women interviewed for the practicum research was consistent with
what is reported elsewhere in the fiterature-

4.1.3 Analyshg the Data, Interpreting the Resuits and Dissemination

Did 1 ensure that data andysis and interpretation of results was done within the
context of the relevant Iiterature and in a manner consistent with feminist
alternative p a r a d i p research?

The analysis of the data nom both the cross-sectional and the audio-taped i n t e ~ e w s
went as planned. A nurnber of consistent themes arose fkom the audio-taped interviews,

which allowed me to group the womens' responses h o categories related to the topic of
work-related violence they were experiencing. As planned, beyond basicdy s u m m e g
areas where there was consistency in responses, I focused on presenting their statements

verbatim, so their perceptions and opinions were relayed by the research as they voiced
them to me. This use of qualitative hdings to supplement those of quantitative methods
has precedent in the literature, particularly in areas which are less weil-donimented in the
literature (Carey & Smith, 1992; Reinharq 1992; Ristock & Penneil, 1996; Shields &
D e ~ n 1993).
,
The hdings of my study were consistent with the few other reports in the
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which quaütatively assessed wornen's expenences with violence (Barnard, 1993;

Bell, 1989; Shaver, 1985).

The fàct that interpretation of the results and the generation of action plans was not
done in collaboration with the women themselves, while disappointhg in terms of having
the research be completed as originally planned, does not mean the research done was not

feminist alternative paradigm research. It may have been less alternative than originally
planned, but the process rernained an emancipatory, social-change oriented one. There is
precedent in the literature for a collaborative process of data gathering to be followed by
the results hterpretation process to be done independently by the researcher (CotteriIl,
1992; Reinharz, 1983; Ristock & Penneil, 1996; Shields & Demin, 1993)

Did 1think about the political implications of possible research findings?

One of my priorities in this area was to ensure that the fmdings were easily translated
in to action to directly address the problem of work-related violence for women working

as street prostitutes. The research findings, even though the goal of collaboratively
interpreting the results and generating action plans was not met, remain usehl and
relevant in terms of their political implications for use by prostitutes' rights goups for
emancipatory purposes. POWER, whkh is now merged with another street outreach
program, can stiU use the research results as a basis for their programming within the new
organization they are a part of. This could be done by staffdiiedy trandating the resuits
of the research and the action plans generated into theù current prograrnming, or by taking
the t h e to collaboratively examine the results obtained with the women, generating their
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own action plans, and impiementhg them. The latter would be more consistent with an

alternative-end emancipatory feminist approach to the issue. There would arguably be l e s
of a direct link between the experiences refiected in the research results and the women

who would be involveci with POWER now, given that they rnay not have participated in
the origllial project, due to the tirne gap shce the research was conducted, but the issues

are iikely to remain pertinent. They can dso use these findings as a b a i s for policy
recommendations to the government, and to lobby for structurai or legd change, which

again meets the criteria for social change of a more aitemative-end research project..

Finally, they could be used in the education of, and as the bais for recornmendations for
change for, vioIencere1ated health, legd and social seMces which are currently not
meeting the needs of wornen in this area, again, a sign of a research project located more
on the alternative end of the paradigm continuum.

Did 1 determine a dissemination plan and write different reports for different

audiences?
To date, the only planned report on the research that has been done by myself is this

practicum report. Results of the cross-sectional interviews were included in the Campbell

and Heinrich Research Associates (1994) report, which surnmarized the results of their
evaiuation of PO-

This was important in terms of providing access by POWER and

the women there to the results of the research, since the practicum process became so
much more lengthy than was onginaily planned.
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One report was written that was not anticipated in the original practicum proposd A
chapter on ferninia approaches to program evaluation which focused on the POWER
evaiuation and the research done for this pracficum was written for pubiication in a book
on feminist approaches to program evduation in 1993. It was CO-authored by Linda

Campbell of Campbell and Heinrich Research Associates and mysee but the book ended
up not being published. This chapter WU be revised in the fûture by Ms.Campbell and
myseif for submission elsewhere for pub kation*
The audio-taped and written versions of the research will be provided to the new

POWER organization as planneci, as weli as to prostitutes' rights groups across Canada
This will be done when the practicum reporthg process has been completed. The primary
additions to the information in the final report done by Campbell and Heinrich (1994) wiU
be the two literature reviews, the results of the qualitative interviews, the discussion of the
results and the recommended action plans. For these to be provided to POWER so long
after the data was collected is clearly not ideal, but the information w3.l still be usefùi for

future projects. The plan to disseminate results in this fashion does fit with alternative-end
paradigm approaches insofar as the results are being directed back to the cornmunity from
wherein they came, as well as being targeted to social advist groups which are most likely
to be able to use them for emanicipatory purposes - prostitutes' rights groups.

1 intend to write articles on both the process of doing this practicum, and the
difficulties I encountered (and the ethical implications of the decisions I made), as weii as
on the results of the research itseK for nibrnission to the appropriate joumds.This would
ensure that the greatest vkety of persons actuaüy doing research would have access to
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information on the issue of violence against women working as street prostitutes that war
collected using a feminist alternative research approach which was extrernely wliaborative
in tems of the collection of the information, and which used both qualitative and
quantitative methods. This would begin to provide information in an area traditiondly less

weii documented. It would also add to another part of the literature which is less weil
developed-research on the dïfficulties encountered in doing research, and the best ways to
prepare for, manage and address these as they &se. It is interesting, to say the least, that
despite the focus in feminist research theory on the importance of researchers
acknowledging their own vulnerability and biases in the process of dohg research, and
adopting practices such as reflexivity and multiple methods to address and track these, that
there is not more written on what the personai issues are that are encountered by ferninia
researchers, be they new or experienced.

4.2 PRACTICUM FNDINGS

AND CONCLUSIONS

This section of the practicum report wiU summarize the goals of the practicurn and
surnmarke the ~ d i n g sof evaluation of how weii 1 was able to meet these goals. The
practicum was designed to: a) increase my knowledge of issues related to prostitution and
work-related violence against women working as street prostitutes and b) to increase my
knowledge and skilI in doing feminist research In order ta do this, a research project was
conducted in the area of work-related violence against wornen working as street
4

prostitutes.
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The practicum took place over a penod of approxhmteiy five years, fiom June 1992

to June 1997. PrMary periods of activity on the practicum occurred in 1992 to 1994,

when the cross-sectional suiveys and audio-taped interviews were conducted.,and 1996 to
1997, when the results were anaiysed and interpreted, the action plan formulated and the

final practicum report written. The practicum site was Campbell and Heinrich Research
Associates (CHU) a research and consuking £km, and activities associated with the
research project werc completed through the cooperation of

Prostitutes and Other

W o m e n for Equal Rights (POWER), and the women using POWER's services.

The foiiowing tasks were completed: 1) a review of the fiterahire on prostitution and
violence against women working as prostitutes; 2) a review of the iiterature on the

feminist alternative-end paradigm research approaches as weli as an e&ation

of the

simiiarities and dflerences between research conducted at different points on the paradigm
continuum between the dominant end and the dtemative en4 and the evaiuation of the
appropriateness of a feminst altemative-end research approach to research in the area of
work-related violence against women working as Street prostitutes; 3) invohement in ail
aspects of the research project itseK fiom research design, selection of methods,
preparation of the cross-sectionai survey, conducting cross-sectional interviews, semi-

stnictured audio-taped interviews, andysis of the results and recommendations; 4) use of a
diary throughout the research process to ensure the acquisition and intepration of

knowledge and skiUs in feminist research was done more consciously.
During the course of the practicum, personal and life changes o c m e d for me,

including a move to another province, which interrupted project content and tirne lines.
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Dilring this tirne, the agency POWER merged with another organization. Both of these
changes resulted in the research design being revised so that results were interpreted and
action plans generated by the researcher alone, rather than in collaboration with the
women who participated in the research. This did mean the research project became less
alternative-end than originally planned, as it became less collaborative in the final stages. It
did, however, still meet the criteria for a ferninist alternative-end paradigm research
project, just one which was less collaborative, or alternative, than was originally planned.
The change also meant 1 did not have the chance to fùrther develop my skills in
collaboration, as would have occurred in the original design.

An evaluation of my abilities as a graduate student working on a practicum would
focus on two things: 1) my performance and demonstrated ability to perform the tasks
associated with the practicum and 2) the degree to which my leamhg goals were
achieved. Both need to be satisfied to ensure 1 have satisfactorily increased both ski11 and
knowledge in the topic area of the practicum.
Overall, 1 believe I have demonstrated the ability to perform the tasks associated with
the practicum. In relation to the research activities, 1 completed extensive literature
reviews in the two identified topic areas. Information obtained fiom the process of doing
these literahiie reviews was successfully applied to practice in the development of a

ferninist alternative paradigm research approach which was appropriate for both the
community and topic area selected for the practicum research project. I successfully
gained entry and a measure of acceptance within the community to be researched: women
working as street prosthtes. This allowed me to begin the highly collaborative process of
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refining the research design, increasing my knowledge in the topic area of the research and
working with the women at POWER to halize the focus, content and wording of
questions to for the cross-sectional survey. 1completed regular shifts at POWER, both in
the drop-in and outreach programs, wtil JuIy of 1993. This ensured 1 was accessible to

and farniliar with women who didn't use the POWER drop-in as well as those who did. It
also helped me to develop good working relationships with POWER staE
My knowledge and understanding of the issues and factors related to the choice to

enter the field of prostitutioq and the complexity of issues sumounding violence as it is
experienced by women working as prostitutes was profoundly increased by the work done
on this practicum. When I first began the research, 1 did not choose any one causal
models, be it related to why women enter prostitution or experience violence. 1 found it
interesting to see how this played out in the process of the research itself. Despite the
intentions of alternative-end theory, it requires constant attention to reflexivity to ensure
that the researcher does not f
d back into more dominant-end paradigm thinking, which
tends to be more causal and dichotomous in nature. 1 found that it was at tirnes where 1
was using the diaries less, and had not replaced them with some other reflective process
(for example discussion with the other i n t e ~ e w e during
r
the cross-sectional interviews),
that 1 was more likely to lost track of the ernancipatory goals of the research. 1 also have
found my appreciation of the complexity of factors are relevant to the issue of violence
against women working as prostitutes has increased a great ded in practice, as weil as in

theory. While prior to the research 1 had an intellechial understanding of this, only by
participating in such a long, collaborative, reflexive process with the women themselves
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did 1 more fùily grasp this reality. This has codimed my original decision to reject more

linear causal theories, such as the Susceptiiifity Exposure model, and more dichotomous
expressions of the Feminist Model for a combination of the Social Effects Model and a
balanced version of the Feminist Model. WhiIe 1 did work to incorporate an andysis of
race into the work I did, insofàr as 1 understood the area of the politics of race, in
retrospect this was an area which was not as well served This arose because at the t h e 1
did not have a good understanding of issues related to race, ethnicity and discrimination,
and while I was sensitive to the issue insofar as I knew not to fa into overtly racist
stereotypes or behaviours, 1 did not incorporate or develop much of an analysis related to
it in this research, or see it as a big priority. I acknowledge this as a deficit so that in
research 1 engage in othenvise 1 will make a particular effort to ensure that the fiir better
analysis 1 now have with regard to difference, particulady race, is incorporated into any
research 1 do.
1 was involved in the writing of a grant application to the Social Sciences and

Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) which, while it was not awarded, was quite
favourably reviewed. This provided me an oppominity to gain fiirther experience in
processes related to research such as identification of potential fitnding sources and the
intricacies of applications to them. I was second author on a chapter for a book on the
research being done at POWER., which gave me the oppominity to gain expenence in
writing for publication in the academic literature. 1 also completed a d e n report of the
research findings (see Appendk C), for distribution in written and audio-taped form to
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POWER

anci prostitutes' rights groups across Canada.

AU articles collected for the

research will be donated to a prostitutes' rights goup in the city where 1 now iive.
1 was able to coordinate the process required to cornplete the five audio-taped, semi-

structured i n t e ~ e w sdespite the fact that 1 lived in another province at the tirne. There
was a good response to this c d for inte~ewees,with many of the women rernembering
both myself and the research 1 was conducting. Transcription of the audio-tapes, an
arduous process at the best of times, and analysis of the resuits, was completed. It is

unfortunate that the resuits and action plans were not done coilaboratively with women
working as prostitutes, as was originally planned. Despite this, the conclusions constitute
valuable contributions to the available literature, coming as they do out of research done
collaboratively in its preparation and data-gathering phases.

An important component of my leamhg process was engaging in a coiiaborative
process with the wornen. I believe my performance in this area was strengthened by my
past experience as a counsellor, my experience in working as an educator with a wide
variety of audiences and the additional time I invested as a volunteer at POWER in the
drop-in, outreach and volunteer training programs. Informal feedback nom women and
staE regwding this area of my involvement in the research was generally positive,
partïcularly in relation to the ease and predictability with which they could establish
contact with me when necessary. Additiondy, they noted that my willingness to spend
this extra tirne indicated to them my cornmitment to the issue. My activities in this area
certainly fostered a greater comfort with the research process arnong both the women and
staff, particularly shce they occurred right fiom the beginning. Even d e r I had moved to
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another province, and no longer had the presence at POWER 1 once had, when 1 weat

back to do the audio-taped interviews many of the women remembered my research and
myselfeasily and with positive mernories.
A broad range of skiiis were developed in this practicum. The process of collaborating

with the women to develop the research design and draft the questions for the interviews
provided invaluable experience for me as a researcher. A second area of SMdevelopment
was in my ability to conduct both the cross-sedonai survey interviews, and the audio-

taped i n t e ~ e w s and
, in the anaiysis and interpretation of the results nom these, in the
context of the available literature and the overd research project expenence. n i e
ski11 development area was associated with the writing which has been, and WUbe,
completed in relation to the practicum. This included the SSHRC gant application, the

book chapter, and the £inal report on the research results and the dissemination plan This
last was intended to ensure information fiom the research would to directiy to women
working as street prostitutes. Writing yet to be completed includes journal articles on both
the challenges of ferninist alternative-end research and work-related violence againa

women working as street prostitutes.
There is no doubt that my skill development in the area of coilaborative processes
would have been further developed, had the interpretation of the results and the generation
of action plans been done collaboratively. Despite this, the skills required for feminist

alternative paradigm research were learned and demonstrated in this practicum. In many
ways, the fact that things did not go as originally planned ended up teaching me a great

deal about the realities of conduaing research, and the kinds of decisions mearchers need
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to make in such situations. T'he two reviews of the literature provided a good foundation
from which to integrate theory and practice throughout the research process, both for the
purpose of the research itseif and for the purpose of my own knowledge and skiIl
development as a ferninia researcher.

4.3 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The experience of complethg a Masters-level practicum on feminist alternative
paradigm research in the area of work-related violence against women working as Street
prostitutes has excited, inspùed, terrified, chaiienged, and exhausted me, sometimes all at
once. The practicum experience was niccessful in meeting my goals of conducting a
ferninist alternative-end paradigm research project and increasing rny understanding of the

issue of work-related violence against prostitutes. The research project completed was not
implemented as origindy planned, for a variety of reasons. While this was by no means
ideal, it did provide me with an opportunity to experience the obstacles faced by many
altemative-end researchers. I learned how to make di£Eïcult choices, so as to revise the
research plan in a manner which still retained the original intents and goals of the research,
but was able to account for researcher constraints. 1 learned a great deal nom this process.
The fact that the research process was revised was the most disappointhg aspect of my
practicum experience, since 1did not complete the research in the way 1told the women 1

would in the initial stages of the research-
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My expenences in cornplethg this practicum also point to the dearth of exïsting
literature on the barriers which can arise for feminist researchers or researchers in generaI,
and new researchers in particular. While there is some literature in the area, it tends to be
very limited and descriptive in nature. In my opinion, my experiences in this practicum
demonstrate the potential utility of research which assesses more consciously and
systematically both the process by which individuals leam to do research, and the ways
they deal with the complex didectic of tensions which arise between the+ work research
and personal lives. Understandmg this process better could assist researchers in
undentandhg better md more objedvely, and even predicting, why some problerns may
arise in the course of the research. It would also assist in planning research so it is less
likely the same problems wili arise. In addition, examuiing this area more closely might
lead to the development of processes researchers could use whiie doing research to assist
them in consciously working through the complexities of doing research, for exarnple a
more sophisticated version of the computer diary used in this practicurn.

The research done for this practicum also makes an important contribution by helping
fil1 the gap in the fiterature on work-related violence and prostitution, by examining the
issue within the context of a feminist alternative paradigm research approach. The results
will be of use to other researchers in the area, prostitutes' rights organïzations, policy
makers and, last but by no means lest, to women working as street prostitutes, by
assisting in the process of making work safer for them.
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APPENDKX A
CROSS SECTIONAL SURVEY QUESTIONS

G.

Violence and Abusive Relationships (Pmstitutes only)

G1.

How would you define violence on the job?

G2.

Have you ever experienced any violence while working?
Yes 1 No 2

G3.

Ifyes, how many times has this occured in the past month?

In the next few questions, we would Wce to ask you about some different kinds of
violence...
G4.

Whiie working, have you ever experienced violence fkom the following
individuals?

Yes (1)
Date
Pimp
P artner
Another Prostitute
Police Officer
Generai Public
Other

G5 - G32.

While working, how often have you experienced dzerent kinds of violence

fiom each of these individuals:
verb/emo t

hassIed/
harassed

GS - G8 date
G9 - G12 pimp

G13 - G16 partner
G17 - G20 other pros.
G21 - G24 police
G25 - G28 public
(who_____)
G29 - G32 other

-

physicai
beated
hit

sema1
rapedl
forced

hcial
robbed
exploit

-

-

(Who/

(For the above question, use a scale for each type of violence which measures the
frequency of each incident)
1
2
3
4
8

ofien
sometimes
rareiy
never
not applicable

G33. Who causes you the most problems on the job?

G34. Who causes you the most pain?

G35. P.0.WE.R has been re-opened since Febniary of last year. Have the ievels of
work related violence on the Street changed since then?
Decreased a great deai
Decreased somewhat
The same
hcreased somewhat
Increased a great deal

1
2
3
4
5

G36. Ifa change is indicated, why do you tW this change has happened?

G37. Pd like to taJk about what you do when you experience violence on the job.
G38. When something iike this happens do you teii someone:

Never
RareIy
Depends
Sometimes

1
2
3
4

Always

5

Nevedrarely: Why do you never/rarely teli sorneone?

Depends:

What does it depend on?

Sometimes/Always: Why do you sornetimeslalways teli someone?

G39 - G47.

Who do you usuaiiy teil? (open-ended)
Yes (1)

No one
Friend
Another prostitute
Family member
Partner
Pimp
Police
Professional (s pet*)
Other (spece)

-

G48 G56

Have you ever told (read choices not seleaed)

y= (1)

No (2)

No one
Friend
Another prostitute
Family member
Partner
Php
Potice
Professional (specify)
Other (speca)

G57 - G65.

Who do you usuaiiy tum to for support when you have expenenced
violence? (op en-ended)
Yes (1)

No (2)

No one
Friend
h o t her prostitute
Family rnember
Partner
Pimp
Police
Professional (spece)
Other (spe*)

G66 - G74.

Have you ever turned to ( r a d choices not selected)
Yes (1)

No (2)

No one
Frïend
Another prostitute
Farniiy member
Partner
Pimp
Poiice
Professional (specify)
Other (spec*)
G75. Have you ever reported an incident of violence to the police?

Yes I

No 2

G76. Ifyou reported an incident of violence to the police, did you fïnd them:
Very helpfil
Somewhat helpful
Neutrai
Not very helpful
Not at ail helpfil

1

2
3
4
5

G77. Have you ever had any other contact with the police?
Yes 1 No 2
G78. Have you generaüy found these contacts to be:
Very satisfactory
Somewhat satisfacto ry
Neutral
Somewhat unsatisfactory
Very satisfactory

1
2

3
4
5

G79. Ifyou have ever made a formai report to the police about any violence you have
expenenced, did P.0.WE.R assist you in making this report?
Yes 1

No 2 NIA

8

G80. Were P.O.
W - E R s t a f f a d o r volunteers:

Very helpful
Somewhat helpfûI
Neutrd
Not very helpful
Not at ali helpful
N/A

G81. Were charges 1aid?
Yes 1 No 2 N/A 8

1
2
3
4
5

8

G82. Did the matter go to c o u d
Yes 1 No 2 N/A 8
G83. How satisfied were you with the outcome at court?
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Neutral
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very satisfied

1
2
3
4
5

G84 - G102. What kinds of things have you done in the past 6 rnonths to try to make
yourself safer while working?

1dont do anything to make myself safe
Worked with someone else
Had someone record the license number of date
Refiised a date
Ody do dates that are alone
Limited where 1will do a date (how:
)
Changed the area I work in (how
)
Wom different clothing or shoes (describe
)
Carried aweapon
M e
f k e gun
reai gun
keys
pipe
type of car
OnIy gone with a certain type of date
race
age
-sober/straight
other
)
Changed the days or times I work (how
Got a pimp to protect me
Read a bad date sheet:
P.O.W.E.R. Street Links
Other

G97. Reported a bad date for bad date sheet
POWER
-Street
Links
)
-Other (name
G98. Ody done regulars
G99. Reported violence to police ( formdy
infoxmally
an0nymously)
G100. Had someone who hurt youlthreatened to hurt you beaten up, threatened
G101. Learned self-defense
G102,Other

G103. How much safer d o you feel because you d o these things?
Much more safe
A bit more safe
The same
A bit Iess safe
Much less d e
Depends

1
2
3
4

5
6(SP~W)

G104. Would any of the foItowing make your working conditions more d e ?

Y s (1)

No (2)

More Street tights
More phones
More working phones
More open businesses
More police
More outreach workers

Other
G105. 1s it possible to work as a prostitute and be safe wide doing so?

Yes 1 No 2 Depends 3
G106. Do you feel you have the right to be d e on the job?
Yes 1 No 2 Depends 3

G107. Has P.O.W.E.R. in any way affected your safety while workhg?
Yes 1 No 2 Depends 3
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APPENDIX C
RESEARCH RESL'LTS ABID DISCUSSION

Appendix C
Research Resuits and Discussion
1.0 Introduction

This appendix provides a summary of the information obtained tiom the research
project on violence against women woiking as Street prostitutes which was completed to meet
the requirements of this practicum.

The appendix is divided into three sections:
1)

Results: the information colleaed nom the 5 1 women interviewed in the cross-

d o n a i survey and the five wornen who participated in the semi-structured, audiotaped interviews. The focus in the section on the audio-taped i n t e ~ e w sis on
providing quotes fiom the women interviewed, in order to illustrate the overail thernes
which arose out of the i n t e ~ e w scompleted;
2)

Discussion: Examines Li a more integrated manner the information collected in the
research, with a focus making links with the available literature; and

3)

Action Plan: Provides an overview of recommendations for action based on the

inf?ormation collected in the researcti, in a number of areas.

2-0 ResuIts

This Section of the appendix provides an o v e ~ e w
of idormation obtained f?om those
who took part in both the cross-sectionai surveys and the semi-stmcnired, audio-taped
i n t e ~ e w which
s
were completed to meet the requirements of this practicum.

2.1 Cross-Sectional Survey

This section of the appendix provides responses given by women on the levels of
work-related violence experienced by thern in the year prior to the interview. FZty women
gave iBformation related to their work a s prostitutes. Included in this section is information

from the wornen interviewed which was coflected by Campbell & Heinrich Research
Associates ( C m )as part of their ongoing evaluation of POWER. It provides valuable
contextual information about women's lives in general, as weU as specific information related
to their work as prostitutes.

2.1.1 Demographic Information
As can be seen by Table One, 10% of those stmeyed were minors, 34% between 18

and 22 yean, 40% between 23 and 27, and 16% 28 or over. The mean age was 24.02 + 6.41
(median = 23, mode = 18) and the range was 16 to 47. Most participants were women (94%)
and were bom in Canada (94%). SIightIy more than hatfwere Abonginal, 43% were white,

and 4% another race. Only 8% of those surveyed had completed high school(2% having
some post-secondary education). Slightly more than half had quit school afker completing
grade nine or less. Despite the fact that about two-thirds of the wornen were parents, only

about one-third of them had theu children living with them when they were interviewed. See

Table 1 for exact numbers and percentages.

Table 1
Demogmphic Information

-

- -

--

Frequency

Characteristic

% of Totd

N=51
Mean
Standard Deviation

Range
< 18

-

18 22

23 27

-

28 32
33 +

Female
Tranny

Gender

-

Ethnicity

-AborigiiiaI
kauwsian
. Other

I

Grade 7- 9
'

11

.

,

I

Parenting

GradeIO-II
Grade 12
Post High SchooE
.

.
Have Children
~ i v i n gwith Children

2.1.2 Pnmary Source of h c o m e

As can be seen from Table 2, the primary source of income for 71% of the wornen

interviewed was prostitution; for 20% it was municipal or provincial wetfare. O ther
primary sources of income mentioned by women included Training and Employment

Resources for Females (TERF) a program of Children's Home of Winnipeg, theu spouse

or family, or Other.

Table 2

Prirnary Source of Income
--

- -

-

Prirnary Source of Income

-

-

Frequency

N=51
Prostitution

City Welfare
Provincial WeIfare
Spouse/Family

TERF
Other
2.1.3

Location of Work
Of those who reported working as prostitutes, almost haifworked m d y on low

track, about one-third in the larvis/SutherIand area, and 20% on high track See Table 3

for exact numbers and percentages.
TabIe 3
Location of Work

Location of.Wbrk

'

'

. .

Frequency

% of Total

N =51
1

. .

.

L0.wTrack.. . . .
~aki's
&&ktherland .
Eigh Track

'

.

24
15
10

49
31

20

2.1.4 Length of Time Worked

On average, women had been working as prostitutes for seven years, with the

shortest tirne behg three months and the longest 25 years. Most (64%) had been working

for five years or more. Table 4 breaks down the length of time worked in more detail.

Table 4
Length of Time Worked
Length of Time Worked

Number of Women (%)

< 1year

3 (6%)

1 < 2 years

1 (2%)

2<3yars

9 (18%)

- -

3 < 4 years

3 (6%)

4<5years

2 (4%)

5 + years

3 2(64%)

2.1.5 Weekly lncome from Prostitution and Abiiity to Meet Basic Needs
M e n women were asked about the amount of money they made from their work

as proaitutes per week, responses varïed f?om $30 to $3000.00, with a median of $700.00

(mean = $1035

+ f 871; mode = $1000). When the amount made was viewed in the

context of the area the women worked, in, it appeared that women with the lowest
incornes worked in the JarvidSutherland area Women working on low track reported

weekly incomes which were a lot more variable. Despite the money they made nom
prostitution, or they received fiom other sources, many women still reported havhg
problems meeting basic needs, with 88% reporting having problems with rnoney, ail of
them being officially unemployed and over one-third stating they did not dways have

enough food to eat.

2.1-6 Risk Factors Related to

STDs and H W

Many of the women interviewed were at nsk of getting STDs, including H N ,as a
result of a number of nsk behaviors. Most of them worked as prostitutes, which is
arguably a risk factor, as even if the the women did always use condoms with their clients,

a greater number of sex partners means there is a greater chance that a condom might f d
during a sema1 encounter, ca-g

with this a nsk of infection. Additiondy, 4% of the

women i n t e ~ e w e dstated they did not always use condoms with their regular clients and
6% did not always use them with their casual clients. This dernonstrates the risk taken by

some of the women both in terms of contracthg an STD, Uicluding EW,fiom their clients
and of passing one on to another client.

Over three-quarters of the women inteMewed reported that they did not use
condoms with bomends or regular semai partners (not clients), a disturbingly high
nurnber. Ln ternis of nsk related to needle use, one-third of the women reported haWig

sexual partners who may be injection drug users, and may therefore have shared needles
with others. Of the women interviewed who were injection drug users themeselves, 20%
had injected dmgs with a needle used by someone else, and 13% had passed a needle used

by them on to someone else. This demonstrates the women's risk of both contracting such
blood-borne infections as HniT and Hepatitis C and of passing them on to others Xthey
were already Uifected. See Table 5 for a more detailed breakdown of these behaviors.

Table 5
Risk Factors Related to STDs and HIV

1

Characteristic

% of Total

Have worked as prostitutes

94%

Injection d m g user who has injected with
a used needIe

20%

-

-

-

Injection drug user who has passed a used
needIe on to someone else

13%

Has a sexual partner who mry also be an
injection drug user

33%

Doesn't aiways use condoms with
boyfriends or regular sexual partners (not
clients)

76%

Doesn't always use condoms with regulrr
ciients
-

-

Doesn't always use condoms with casual
clients

I

2.1.7 Substance Use

Use of substances was common among thewomen surveyed, with over threequartes reporting having used drugs and almost one-third having injected drugs in the
past six months. Three-quarters of the women i n t e ~ e w e dwere currentfy ushg alcohoi.

Many of the women saw their use of substances as a potential problem, with 64%
reporting they have womed about having a drug problem, 44% about having an alcohol
problem and more than one third having received drug or alcohol treatment in the past.
See Tabfe 6 for a detded breakdown of these behaviors,

Table 6
Substance Use

1

Characteristic
--

--

1

% of Total

1

1

29%

1

Currently uses drugs

1

Injected dmgs in past 6 months

1

Currently uses alcohol

1

Have womed about having a drug
problem

1

75%

1

1

64%

1

Have womed about having an aicohol
pro blem

44%

Received dmg or alcohol treatment in the
past

2.1.8 Work-Related Violence

In the subsection of the survey addressing violence, the were asked whether they
had ever expenenced violence while working, eom whom, and whether they reported this

violence to the police. Of those interviewe& 86% reported they had experienced workrelated violence. Overd, 54% reported violence fiom clients, 40% from partners, 30%
f?om pimps and 19% nom police. Of those wornen who had experienced work-reiated

violence, 63% had reported at least one incident of violence to police.
A number of other questions were asked regardhg violence-related issues, but due

to circumstances beyond the control of this researcher, this data was not available at the
time of practicum publication. For a breakdown of the other questions, see Appendk A
Results may be obtained by contacting the researcher directly.

2.1.9 Awareness of Educationai, Training and Employment Oppominities

Women responded to five variables designed to asses their f d a r i t y with
educational training and emptoyment opportunities and their interest in stopping work as
prostitutes. Over haIf(53%) stated they knew of educational programs to help them in the
school system, and 68% knew how to find out about dierent training programs which
were available to them. Almoa three-quarters (73%) knew where to get help to find a job.

Over half(59%) said they would like to get off the Street., and 2/3 of these women wanted
help in doing so. Howevei, the rernaining 41% were either not sure or did not want to
leave the streets.

2.1.10 Service Utilization at POWER
Many (85%) of the women i n t e ~ e w e dÿsed POWER services fairly regularly or
ofien, for a variety of reasons. Over haif(55%) had received health care there and alrnost
one -quarter (24%) assistance in accessing substance use treatment. Three-quarters said
they felt better about themselves because of POINER, while 60% had received help abour
a personal problem. Of women who had experienced violence on the job, 7% had received
help nom POWER in reporthg it to police. Many had gotten assistance in linking up to
society in general, with 36% getting help in stayhg in or attending school, 22% in getting
a job and 37% receiving help to get offthe street. Alrnost haif(47%) used at le& one
service contract agency, but of these, 54% uscd one, 25% two and 21% three separate
services. See Table 7 for a detailed breakdown of numbers retated to service utilization.

Table 7
Service Utilkation at POWER

IIl

Service UtiIktion at POWER

11

Total
Possible
cases

11

1I

% of

Sampk

1
II

Use POWER î t least fairly regularly

/

Received help to gel ~Icohoi/drugtreatment

34

8

23.5%

Received help reporting violence

30

2

6,7%

Received hedtilth a r e from POWER

46

1

51

39

1

28

84.8%

1

54.9%

lI

Received help about a personai problem

1

50

1

30

1

60.0%

I

Received help to stay in or attend sehool

1

50

1

18

1

36.0%

1(1

Received help to get a job

51

1I

21.6%

Felt better about myself because of POWER

51

38

74.5%

49

18

36.7%

Received hdp f o get off the &et
Used at least one service contraet ageney

1

51

1

24

1

47.1%

The women surveyed were young (on average about 24 years old) with low levels
of education. The average length of t h e they had worked was seven years, but 64% had
worked for five years or longer, indicating that many women work as prostitutes for long
periods of t h e . Over halfwere Abonginal. Most were parents, but few had their children

living with them when they were interviewed. Substance use was common for many
women, with many seeing this as a potentiai problem.
Most women had experienced at least one violent incident, nom a variety of
sources, including clients, partners, p h p s and police. Of these women, many had reported
at least one incident to the police. Only 7% had received help fkom POWER in dohg so.

2.2 Semi-Stmctured Audio-Taped Interviews

In total, five biological women were inte~ewed,ail of whom had taken part in the
previous cross-sectionai i n t e ~ e wThese
.
women's responses have been grouped Lito
categories which arose fkom Our discussions7within the parameten of the general
questions defined related to work-related violence in coiiaboration with the women using
POWER's services. In this section, I note the number of women responding each way in
the brackets following each response7in descendhg order of frequency.

2.2.1 Definitions of Violence

When describing incidents which occurred for them while working that they
defined as violence, the women inte~ewedwomen taked about having people fiom the
general public yeU insults and throw objects, such as pennies or bottles at them (4), being
robbed (4), stabbed or slashed (4), beaten up (3), sexudy assaulted (3) and being hassled
by pimps to either work for them or to work in a dEerent location (3). Wornen also
dehed the following experiences as being violent: being threatened with a gun (2), being
kiiied (2), and having their phone numbers given to date's fiends and being harassed and
humiliated by these men (2).

One woman spoke eloquently about her experience of assault by a date:
Or when they grab your head and they just push it down, and iike you're
eeeuuugh, your eyes start watering, you have to swallow, you have to, you
have al1 this saliva in your mouth and its buildiig up, and yor? cd?
swallow, you're drooling, it's temble, and I've, oh, that's especially when
you feel Uce you're choking and he keeps on going, and won't let go of
your head, and his arms are so strong and you can't go back up because
he's pushing you down...and they Say, weiI go down harder, suck harder
you bitch, like the verbal abuse they put a girl through they start c a h g you
a slut and a whore and everything.

Wornen mentioned the foiiowins once each: being dumped off in the middle of nowhere,
being thrown out of a moving car, chased by a car, burnt, given an STD, ridiculed while
being raped, and behg sold or moved around by pirnps.

One woman described an early expenence of violence:
1had my a m broken the first week 1 started, I was 18,I took a guy to the
hotel and he broke my a m after we had done business. I think he just got a
kick out of it,

2.2-2 Sources and Levels of Vioience

When asked who the primary sources of violence on the street for them were, the

women i n t e ~ e w e dtaked about the violence which perpetrated by their dates (5)
members of the general public (5) and pimps who were dso the women's bowends (5).
One woman reported having 10 bad dates (where she was physicaiiy injured; she did not
consider being robbed as much of an issue) in the 13 years she had been workhg as a
prostitute. The same woman stated:

So many of my niends have gotten beat up out there, a lot have died out
there, from tricks, and I'rn one of the lucky ones that hasn't goaen kiIled ...
Other sources of violence reported included the other women working as prostitutes (4),

pimps who werentt the wornen's boyfifends (3) and police officers (2). One woman spoke
of the abuse her pimphoyniend would subject her to:
1remember there was, like he wouldn't hit me in the face or the body but

he'd aiways get me on the back of the head or the shoulders, where, 1

always Wear those spandex things and it aiways covers my back..or he'd

kick me in the foot or somethhg, he wouldn't do it Wear it showed to the
dates...a lot of it was verbal abuse with him too.

Another woman spoke about the harassrnent she ofien experienced kom members of the
general public whiie she was working, and what happned once when she talked back to

them about their treatment of her:
One time 1 mouthed off to them...they al1 jumped out of the car and Iike
there was nobody else around and I was way in baclg and I just, 'oh no, 1
shouldn't have said nothing', I was just trying to get this cab driver to stop
for me and I guess there was too may guys around for him to even bother
gettlig into if he just parked up the street and watched, and the fint thing
I was thinking was oh no they're going to throw me in the car and take me
somewhere else and...g ang-bang or get beaten up or whatever.
Another taiked about violence she expenenced fiom two police officers:
Theu attitude was harassing, on every corner and evexywhere I worked,
scaring the tncks away, they said 'weU we'U leave you aione on one
condition'...this reaiiy bothered me because no cop has ever done this
before...he grabbed my hand and put it on his penis, and then 1just Wce
rnoved...he grabbed my hand and put it on the billy club...I'm wanted by
the cops and 1 couldn't do nothhg because they wouid want my name and
address and so iike 1can't do nothing and it just realIy bothered me, like 1
actuaily cned when that happened. What am 1 supposed to do? They're not
going to take my word over their word. What happens if they were charged
and they came back and do it to me again and this time it could be
worse?...Whose word are they going to believe?...1 don't ma them
anymore. What happens if1 have a bad date, if1 phone the cops are they
going to do that to me?

One woman descnied her experience with a bad date:
He'd already stabbed 2, three girls, but he didn't stab me, it was actuaily my
jacket that saved me cause he had the k d e pointing at my neck and my
jacket had the coiiar up, and when he was 6rst getting me to do what he
wanîed me to do, I was kinda pushing myself away, trying to see ifLmaybe
1diddt shut the door right and r d be able to hop out...1 had to do what 1
had to do and then when he, when we were f i s h e d...I jua happened to
jump out and run down the street ...the guy's doing 14 years now for it.

Most (4) of the women considered the amount of violence behg expenenced on the Street
to be increashg, both in amount and seventy. One woman commented:

Before it was just ripping girls off; or punching them in the head, now girls
are getting their throats sfashed, are getting cut up, weapons are being
use& guns are being pulled, more girls are dying than ever before.

2.2.3 Effects of Violence

The effeas of violence were feit by women in many areas, particularly in a fear of
rehirning to work and being hurt again (3). Here are the words of two of the women
i n t e ~ e w e don this problem:
It gets worse and worse each t h e , it keeps eating away at me, that's why
I J o o k for somebody that I know (a regular)...Fm a single parent, if1 go
with this person and this happens that means I'm not going home.

They know where to find you, its easy, and you never know what's going
to happen ifsomebody's driving by, they could either throw sornething at
you or maybe even shoot you...y ou can't teii what's in peoples' head.
The women reported receiving Iittle sympathy from other women working as prostitutes

when t h q had expenenced work-related violence. Interestingly, they often did not spare
sympathy for others either, even though they acknowledged the difnculty of the
expenence. One of the women summed up the often harsh attitude of women working the
streets, stating:
Some (girls) just dont come out. M e r they've had a bad date they just
don't come out...Ify outvegot bails, you corne back out.

Other responses mentioned once by the women included nightrnares, feelings of betrayal,
disbeliefldenial, isolation, helplessness and lowered self-esteem. One woman said 'Yhe
violence to me is not the physical, its the emotionai, that goes redy deep in my brain".

Another related an early experience of violence and the effect it had on her:
There was this guy who took me out behind a garage and pded out a
carpet cutter and raped me, and he gave me something, like an STD and he
came around track a couple ofdays later and 1 threw a rock through his
whdow..A was only 15,I nipped out, I was just yelling. (I
had) nightmares
for a long tirneA ' s redy hard on me to this day (13 years later).
Another talked about the feelings she had after being assaulted by two police officers:
They're supposed to be out there to protect you, not abuse you, and its an
emotional impact...a betrayai, 1couldn't believe it...1 was scared of the
badge you know...1just don't Iike being screwed around...I'm getting sick
and tired of being hurt, I'rn getting tired ofbeing abused...it's still e a h g at
me.

One woman, who was being abused by her boyfkiend/pimp, spoke of complexiw of her
feehgs toward hun:
He'U Say a lot of derogatory rernarks about hookers and stuffand I'li Say,
wait a minute, that's what 1am. He's me, weU, its dSerent. I remember we
were kt (a hotel) on t h e and some guy tumed around and cded me a dut
and he smashed his face against the telephone and 1 said, you've said worse
to me and he said, that's different, that's us. I'rn Wce, no it's not different it
hurts more cornhg nom you than it does f?om some dumb trick in a bar...1
wish he'd do it in private, he says it to other people ... it doesn't mean as
much to me when he says it to other people as ifhe would just Say it to me.

One of the other wornaq whose pirnphoyfnend was also abusive with her and was
incarcerated at the tirne of the i n t e ~ e wtalked
,
about her feelings of helplessness related

to ending their relationship, and the contradictory nature of her feelings toward him:
I've got this fiend, she always gets beaten up by her boyniend, and he
sends her out to work, and 1 always Say why do you put up with that and
then 1 look at myself and Say, weil, why do 1put up with that? ...I am stiU
with
and he's in jail...but I'm in his trap, like, he's got me. ..and when 1
dont talk to him when we're arguing I'm cqing for him. And when r m
taking to him and visiting him I'm still a y h g for him. Or crying that he'li
let go of me and 111let go of him, but neither of us can let go. He's in there
for murdering a w o m q and ail my niends teil me 1 better get out of that
picture redy soon, before he gets out because he has so much anger and
so much dislike toward me.

She continue& saying:

My heart is just so more towards him, we've been together so long, I just
can't get up and leave him. 1 cry when 1don? taIk to him, I think about
him constantly...and someday 1 will be hurt bad.
Women reported coping with these feelings in different ways, with each of the
foliowing being mentioned once: using drugs and alcohol botli to cope with the pain and
to be able to worlq retaliating against the offender and sesmutilation.
One woman stated:
When 1do get a bad trick 1 take it out on myseifa lot...1 get depressed
when that happens...so I start taking it out on myself and I start
slashing...i f s anger, 1get really angry... 1 can feel it working up, I'U be
violent toward myseif Nobody wiIi be violent toward me but I'U do it
myself.
2-2.4 Causes of Violence

Wornen's perceptions of the reasons why the violence occurred feu into four broad
categories. One of these focused on violence caused by other women,and three on
violence by dates. They saw violence against women working as prostitutes by women
also working as prostitutes being primarily caused by the women expenencing violence

having undercut the accepted pnces for sex (3). That other women would punish
undercutting by violence was considered reasonable and expectable by these, who felt they
had brought it on themselves by undercutting. Other reasons for wornen h u h g one

another included desperation to make the quota their pimp had set (1) or the general

hassling of newer, younger women (1) which occurs because they take away the business

of women who have been around longer.

Their perceptions of the primary causes for violence by dates included their
perceptions of the dates themselves. Some thought dates who were violence got off on
violence (3), possibly couldn't a o r d to pay for sex and so raped instead (2). targeted
wornen working as prostitutes because they knew the police would be less Wcely to help
them (3). Others thought some of the dates were retaiiating because they'd been ripped off
by another woman (2) or just didn't Ue women at ail (1).
Moa (4) of the women felt that ultimately violence occurred because of societal
myths about prostitutes, which made men who were being violent look d o m on them as

'just whores' and therefore appropriate targets of violence. One woman stated:
These guys are havhg trouble at home and they pick someone who is least
likely to be able to hurt them back to take it out on - prostitutes.

Ano ther agreed, saying:
They just thuik all the prostitutes are nobodies and if they beat up on one it
isn't r e d y gonna matter because the rest of the world looks down on it.

Most of the women viewed those experiencing violence as having gotten hurt
because they were 'stupid' and didn't know what they were doing (4). One noted that the
lower the track you worked on the less you were paid, and the more 'disposaole' tncks
thought you were. Another noted that when she was desperate for money to buy dmgs she

would go with people she didn't think were safe:
These two guys picked me up and 1 wanted to do a shot so 1 got in and
they went in to pick up a bag and then they took me out to (town), they
raped me, they made me crawl on my knees, and they made me wak back
and they also had a gun in the car. . I v e gotten raped out there more times,
its very, there are so many crazies out there and aU 1 can Say is they take
advantage, too much advantage of the working girls, because like some
girls are hard up for money for a shot, and they'd do anything, cause 1
know I used to do anything for a shot, and that's why 1 went with those
two guys and look what happened to me.

2.2.5 Actions Taken t o Prevent Violence from Dates

When women spoke in the i n t e ~ e w about
s
the actions they took to prevent
violence, they focused on those taken in relation to violence ftom dates. As such, aii
information coiieaed in relation to preventing or rnanaging violence is in relation to dates.

A) Generai Strategies

AU spoke of the importance of working in pairs, so that each woman could write down the
iicense numbers of the other woman's dates (3). Wornen also emphasized the importance

of letting dates know they could be identified, or that someone knew where they were, for
example by teliing them their license number had been written down (2), making a phone

cd when you got to their place to the 'baby-sitter' and telling them the address (1). This
'safety in numbers' notion was also emphasized in the recornmendation that women never

go in a car where there was more than one man unless another wornen went too (3).
Other strategies mentioned by women included oniy doing regulars (clients they

see often) (2), getting the money up fiont (2) and trusting your instinct by rejecting
'suspicious' potentiai dates (2). Wornen had strong opinions with regard to the
importance of trusting their instincts about dates:

1just spend a Iittle tirne talking to them before we go anywhere...if he
seems okay 1usually go by my feeling, and X I feel &e he's going to be a
threat then 1 dont go.
Usudy you get a feeling too, 1 don? know ifit's that age-old women's
intuition but you kinda pick up a sense when you're out there h g cnough,
you start to get feelings and you leam to trust those feelings because they
are usudy right.

Actions that were mentioned once each included obseMng what other women did
to Ieam how to be d e , ca-g

a weapon and Iistening to other women ifthey warn you

someone is dangerous. At Ieast one woman each also noted the importance of never

getting into cars with automatic door locks? checking vehicles for objects lying around

which could be used as weapons against them (e.g. screwdrivers) and never getting in the

back seat of a two-door car.
In the end, however, three of the women felt that ultirnately there was nothing they
could do to prevent violence fiom occurring, aithough they could do sorne things to rnake
it Iess likely. One woman stated :
There's no way to really safeguard yourseifon the street, there's only ways
to keep you safer, but you can't ever be sa&, cause every tirne you step in a
car you never know for sure.
Another put it more succinaly, aating "ifyou want to be safe stay off the street".

B) Client-Related Danger Signs
While discussing actions taken to protect themselves fiom violence £?om dates, the
women interviewed aiso mentioned a number of criteria they used in assessing a potential

date for signs of violence. Most agreed that doing a car date increased the chance
violence occurred (4), although ail still did them. Other danger signs hcluded the date
deviating from anything previously negotiated (3), including going off the agreed-upon
route in the car (3). Women recommended never going to a date's home (3), instead
preferring to use their own home or a hotel, where they considered it more Wcely someone
would hear them if they needed help (3).

Men who were demanding or controlling (2). or who wanted to park in isolated

areas (2), were considered to be potential problems, as were men who wouldn't use a
condom (l), younger men (1) and Asian men (1). Oîher danger signs mentioned once each

by the women interviewed included men who taiked obsessively about topics which upset
them, men who only wanted to date very small women who were easiiy overpowered, and
men who didn't know the rules of the game (e-g. how much sex cost, how the process of
negotiation worked, or who wouldn't state what they wanted). Two of the women
i n t e ~ e w e dfelt the dates they had dunng the day tended to be less violent than those they
had at night.

C)Personal Attitudes and Behaviors
A number of the women interviewecf spoke about the personal attitudes and
behaviors they adopted which they felt either decreased the likelihood they would
encounter violence or helped them manage a date who was becoming violent. It was

considered important to be professional and to separate work fkom pleasure (3). This
meant not getting too fkiendly with dates, for example, by giving them persona1
information or your home phone number (2). Other important strategies used by the
women included making sure they stayed in control throughout the entire process of the
date (3), never showing fear or any other emotion to the date (2), and adapting their
persona to match the date's personality (3). Two of the women i n t e ~ e w e drecommended

h a h g the date show the woman their penis, or grabbing their penis before doing the date.
This was considered a usefûl way to identify both men who weren't there for sex and men
who might be police officers.

The importance of an attitude that was 'put on' while working which emphasized
the importance of being emotionless, tough and professional was nimmed up by rnany of
the women interviewed:
It's like an overcoat, you have to put it on, and then when you go home
you can take it off. You have to be col& you have to be...cause there's
some really fucking penrerted people out there, you know (laughs). You
have to, you've gotta Iike just put everything out of your min& you know it
goes in one ear and out the other...1just sit there and I tune everythmg
out...and it just feels like 1dont care what this penon says afterwards, 1
dont care what this person does before they pick me up as long as they
pick me up an they bring me back saféIy that's dl 1 care about.
Another commented:
This is what you are paying for, you're not getting any mme...this is a
business, bottom lime, it's not romance, I'm not in love with you, 1'1 never
be in love with you.
The importance of the aspect of maintaining control was emphasized. One woman stated:
You have to be in charge nght from the beginning, fkom nght when you
Say heUo you have to show selfconfidence, show you're the one in charge,
you're the one setting the prices, you're the one saying where you're going
to go, you're the one. Ifyou let hirn start making decisions he takes the
control away fiorn you.
Another stated:
1wanta be the one in control...I'm the one that's doing it so ifyou don't iike
my rules you can go find someone who's dEerent.

The need to act a certain way whiie working, in order to ensure safety. could either cause
divisions amongst or prevent connections between the women at tirnes. One woman
stated:

If1 see someone being reaiiy emotionai on track 1 won? hang around them.
1don? Like it. 1 Iike to be hard and cold when I'm out there. I'm not doing it
for pleasure...it's just a business that's ali it is. (For some girls) it goes over
nom business to pleasure, that's not the way you do business. If you wanta

be a ho be a ho, ifyou wanta be a dut go to the bar.

Two other women had this to add: Y dont t a k to many girls, 1 keep to myselE..I just
leave most of them alone", and "the basic code is mind your own business, do your job
and go home, what sameone else does that's their business."

Another women commented:
You have to be able to stand up to anybody, not just the dates, the other
girls, and they are going to give you respect...1 don't îike to fight but over
the past few years? I've learned how to stand up for myself and not take
shit nom anybody.
When men started becoming violent, a l l of the women i n t e ~ e w e drecommended
being physicdy violent back. As one woman said "1 try to calm them down, I say 1'1 do
that just don? hurt me, but ifthey keep on going I'U trip on them". This sarne woman
noted that in order to be capable she had to work dmnk or stoned, stating:
People have dinerent ways of doing what they ne& to, but rny way is to
become, ifl'm dmnk or whatever, and they becorne violent with me, they
' do the sarne...I've been out there for a long t h e
better watch it cause IU
and put up with aU this shit and I'm gening sick of it...and it is usually
directed to them but I'm also thinking of everythmg that's happened to me,
how many men have done this to me.
One woman taIked about how different she was at home than when at work:
When I'm at home 1dont have that whole attitude.,.I'rn not the sarne
person, 1try not to be...I'm r e d y caring when rm at home...but on the
Street you can't do that.
Other suggestions included carryhg a weapon (3), taIking to the date calmly (2) or
threatenuig the date (1). One woman used a combination of her intuition, adapting her
persona to that of the dates and making threats, depending on the situation:

If1 feel a bad vibe then I'il start acting more tougher and say you better not
fbck with me...y0 u sort of respond with whatever you get h m them.

Other strategies feii under the general category of disabhg or digracting the date so as to
get away, for example by breaking his glasses (l), tuming off the vehicle ignition (1) or

throwing the car keys out the window (1).
The one exception to the otherwise uniform trend offoaising on strategies to deal
with violence nom dates occurred when one woman spoke of how she dealt with threats

of violence f?om other women who were working:
When 1Erst started working...these girls came up to me and starteci saying
ali this shit to me, and 1just told them straight out, if they wanted a piece
of me 1had a BIC lighter and... a squirt bottle full of gss and I toid them I'd
make her a walking bomb so they ail turned around and l e 4 they never
bothered me again

2.2.6 Supports Used Following Violence

When women were asked about the supports they used foIiowing an experience of
violence, their responses feii into three generd categories, agencies, police and fiends and

A) Agencies

Ali of the women interviewed named POWER as an agency they would tum to for
support, with on woman stating it was the only place she wouid go after an expenence of
violence. In the words of one of the women:

Ifit weren't for this place I don't know w h a t 2 v e seen girls corne in and
out of here that have been bmised, and m g and everything...and ifit
wasn't for this place where would she go...there are so many things you can
taIk to people here about, especidy the hurts that women are keephg
inside.

Other agencies named included Mount Carmel (3), Street Station, a needle exchange
program (3), and Children's Home (RAP: 1 and Te& 2). Mentioned once each were
emergency rooms for medical care only, the Health Sciences Centre emergency roorn, the

Aboriginal AZDS Task Force and one woman's psychiatrist. One woman stated that who
she would tum to following an expenence of violence had less to do with what agency it

was than what the worker was like.

B) Police
Perceptions of police as a potentiai source of support after an experience of
violence were primarily negative. Two women reported having expenenced violence f h m
police thernselves. Women felt police would blame them for the violence because they
were working as prostitutes (3) and would take the date's word over theirs (1). Two
women stated they had attempted to talk to police &er haWig an experience of violence

only to have police refuse to take a forma1 repoxt, while another woman stated police were
reluctant to take a report even though she was visibly injured. She stated:
When 1 had my bad date it was like the cops had no clue, one of them
said...'is there any reason to be filling out a police report?" And I'rn covered
in blood, and I'm Uce, 'gee 1wouldn't be sitting in the back of this fucking
car if1 didnlt want to press chargesl... that redy pissed me off and made me
not trust them at alI for a while, I still don? really m a them that much.
Two women stated they considered police more likely to act on their behaififthe assault

was exceptionaily violent or ifmore than one woman had been assaulted by the same man
The result of these experiences was that one woman stated she had very Iittie trust

in the police, while two stated they would never report violence to the police at ail. Two
women noted they had a Limited relationship with police insofar as they would provide

them with information they needed in relation to bad dates, and in return police wamed
them of uripending street atrests. One of these women would still never report violence to
the cops though, because when the chips are down she didn't feel she would be helped.

She felt very few girls who expenenced violence on the street reported because "cops
won't r e d y do anythuig for us...they won't help, they're not willing to do anything for us,

for prostitutes anyways". Another woman felt that relations with police might irnprove if
the same police worked aii the time in the area women worked in, so they could both get
to know one another as people instead ofjust within their roies.

C) Friends and Co-Workers
Oniy two women mentioned fiends as a potential source of support foUowing an
experience of violence. One woman specificaIiy stated that sometimes it was better to taik
to someone in an agency than a CO-workeron the street because women working were
more likely to blame her for the violence:
Ifyou were to taik to another on the street and Say you know what
happened to me, this guy did this and this guy did that, they would mm
around and Say, weli why didn't you just stab him back or slap hirn back,
when that's just asking for more trouble, so you corne in and talk to them
(in an agency) and they tell you something that's not going to get you in
more trouble,

This may be partidly the result of the tough, emotionless persona required of women on

the street.

2.2.7 Recomrnendations for the Improvement of Support Services

Women spoke of a number of things support services could do to make themselves more
accessible to women working as prostitutes who have experienced violence on the job.
Suggestions included becoming more aware of street issues (3), being supportive and nonjudgmental(3), and expanding their hours so they are open evenings and on weekends(3).
Other helphl changes recommended included becomhg less formaf, with fewer rules (2).
and to provide services rather than sirnply taking their kids away (1). Women rnentioned
certain services they felt were rnissing, including homemakers (l), child care (1) and some

sort of program to help women deal with violent pimps (1). One woman recommended

POWER create a Lnkage with the police so an officer could corne into POWER once a
week so women could get to know herhim and to increase the chances they would report
violence when it occuned.

2.2.8 Stereotypes Regarding Women Working as Prostitutes

Although this was not an area identified pnor to the interviews to ask about, three
of the women interviewed focused on the stereotypes they saw in existence about women
working as prostitutes. Of these three women, ail had noted that women working as
prostitutes were viewed by society as using dmgs and dcohol, while two each mentioned
perceptions related to their sex lives, including the assumption that they did this work
because they Wced sex (or were 'sluts') and had sex without condoms. Other assumptions
mentioned twice each included the idea that they were bad housekeepers and were never
mothers. One woman stated that if they were seen as mothers the assumption was that
they were bad at it. Other myths mentioned once each included the notion that they were

homeless, stupid or uneducated, evil, spread HIV or other STDs, rich, violent, nonreligious, or were helpless victirns to be pitied or rescued.
One woman, in commenthg on the belief that women working as prostitutes don't

use condoms, had this to Say:
We are so meticulous with using condoms with Our dates, where we get
sloppy is in our personal lives, but that doesn't put us at any higher risk
than anybody else.
About the stereotypes held in society about prostitutes in generd, women had plenty to

say regarding the relationship they have to the violence they expenence while working.
One woman observed:

Ifit was not so bad to everybody then maybe all the guys that do go out
there that are just kinda sick in the head and...pound on a girl every once in
a while, or rape them or whatever, probably wouldn't do it so much...she's
doing something illegai anyway, what chance does she have of getting any

WP).
Another woman spoke of how the stereotypes made her feel about herself:

AU the people look down on if and I don? think that's right, you know,
some people reaiiy degrade you, k e , put you down below the earth and
you're iike, you're a fucking parasite or somethùig, and it doesn't r e d y
help boost your self esteem.
Another woman said:
You start bePeWig what society tells you and so you figure you're not
good enough to get a mainstream job anymore , you know, I'm now a
tramp, I'm not part of society anymore, ...and when you fist start worhng,
your selfesteem just goes, weli, 1felt r e d y dm, ...and when you start to
believe that its harder to get back, and you procrastinate, and you get
fbrther down, and the harder it is, and then it is too late...nobody wiU hke
me, you have no work record.
One woman noted the stigma of prostitution made women working easy victims
because many don? care about their safety, saying "OurLives aren't worth too much".

When they talked about how these stereotypes affected them, two of the women
noted they made them feel dirty or bad, and one said they made it harder to get other work

than prostitution. One woman stated these stereotypes did not't hurt ber emotiondy at ail

- she simply distanced herselffiom them. AU three, however, felt the best way to stop
violence was through public education regarding these stereotypes, both to increase the
sensitivity of service response, change attitudes in potentially violent dates and make them

less of an 'easy' target of violence.

23.9 Legal Issues

Women did not't really corne to any consensus about what should be done about
laws related to prostitution, in tems of whether it should be legalized or decriminalired.

Many of the women did not't understand the dïerence between decriminslizstion and
legaikation and the potential implications of each for their work lives. There was,
however, general consensus that Iaws needed to be changed in certain areas. Two women
felt they should be able to work out of their homes, which was considered by them to be
safer. Many of the women did not't feel legal changes would necessarily decrease the
amount of violence which was occurring for them (3), but did thhk it might change
attitudes toward them and about the violence, in particularIy in relation to police and
violence-related services (3).

One woman commented on the unfaimes of the laws as they currently ex&:
Even though I have never been charged, I'm a known prostitute on the
cornputers. No other crime, not even a rapist is a hown rapist without a
conviction...they are even wondering whether convicted child molesters
can be named yet we can be...twenty years afterward we could be
somebody's grandmother and we're still labeled as a known prostitute.

22.10 Why Women Stnrted Working, Why They Continue to Work

Four of the women i n t e ~ e w e dtalked about why they began workhg and why
they continued to work now, even though this wasn't an area previously identSed as

being important for the research. AU four began working because they needed the money,

one for drugs, the others because they were runaways or single mothers. When they spoke
about why they continued to work, ali four stated it was for the rnoney they made f?om it.
Two of the Omet: also talked about the addictive nature of the work, which drew them
back whenever they tned to quit. One woman stated she was forced to work by her pirnp.

2.2.11

Summary
The five women interviewed provided a great deal of valuable information related

to their experiences of work-reiated violence. They provided a definition of violence which
included physical, emotional, sexual and tinancial abuse or exploitation. They reported
experiencing violence nom a variety of sources, particularly the general public, dates, and
p h p s who were also boyfnends. Other sources were CO-workers,pimps and police. When

they spoke about the effects of violence, they focused on the emotional impact it had,
particularly in ternis of their fear of returning to work in case they were hua again.

In terms of the causes of violence by dates, women stated they considered it to be
the result of societai stereotyping of women working as prostitutes. They aiso tended to
focus on women who expenenced violence as having 'brought it on', either by behg too
inexpenenced to correctly assess or address danger or by undercutting the prices for sex
and 'causing' other women to become violent with them. The cause of individuai dates
being violent was perceived as either being due to the effects of societai stereotypes or to

the dates wish to retaiiate for havhg been robbed by another prostitute. Women spoke

about a nurnber of strategies they implemented to prevent or manage violence &om dates.
These feu into three categones: more general strategies, date-related danger signds, and

the importance of adopting particular attitudes and behaviors with dates.
In relation to the issue of supports used following an experience of violence,
women discussed three different support sources: agencies, police and fiends and COworkers. Overali, POWER was considered a very good source of support, and police
were viewed with distrust. The women also provided some generai recommendations as to
how agenàes and police could improve seMces to wornen working as prostitutes.

FinaiIy, sorne of the women discussed societal stereotypes regarding women
working as prostitutes and the relationship of these to the violence women experience
while working. Some of the women aiso spoke about legal issues related to prostitution
and how these affect violence and about why they first began, and now continue to work

as prostitutes.

3.0 Discussion

This section examines the results of the cross-sectional survey and semi-structured,
audio-taped i n t e ~ e wwithin
s
the context of the relevant literature. Particular attention
will be paid to the hdings on the cross-sectional survey that are directly relevant to

wornen's expenences of work-related violence, and to how the words of women
interviewed in the audio taped interviews and as reflected in the literature compare to the
results of this research. Fhdings f?om the CHRA questions on the cross-sectional survey
will only be discussed insofar as they are relevant to work-related violence.

It is clear fiom the results of the research that work-related violence is a serious
concem for the women working as Street prostitutes that were intemiewed for this
research. The cross-sectional survey results demonstrated that most of the women
interviewed, 86%, had experienced violence while working. This fmding was contirmed
by the expenences reported by the women later interviewed on audio-tape. This is

consistent with the high levels of violence reported elsewhere in the Literature. For

example, Silbert (cited in Alexander, 1987) found that 70% of women surveyed had been
raped by clients, whiie the Elizabeth Fry Society of Winnipeg (1985) found that 78% of
women inte~ewedhad been either physicaliy or sexually assaulted on the job, 64%

having experienced both foms of assault. The types of violence reported in this research,
physicai, semai, emotionai and financial., also correspond with other studies, both those
cited above and those conducted by the Fraser Cornmittee (1985) and the Social Planning

Councii of Winnipeg (November, 1991).
Sources of violence for the women interviewed in this research project were also
consistent with the available Iiterature. Women who took part in the cross-sectional suwey

reported expenencing violence fiom clients (54%). partners (40%). pimps (30%) and

police (19%). Wornen who were i n t e ~ e w e don tape reported experiencing violence Eom
the same sources, as weii as f?om other women and the general public. This is consistent
with studies by the Fraser Committee (1985), which found that some women experienced
violence nom their pimps. It also corresponds with studies which found that police were
physicdy and sexuaiiy violent with women working as prostitutes, both in general and

while arresting them, where they used unnecessary force and humiliation tactics
(Aiexander, 1987; Maggie's, Aupust, 1992). Members of the general public have been
reported to be violent with women wtllie they were working in a number of previous
studies (Fraser Committee, 1985; Social Planning Council of Winnipeg November, 1991;
West, 1987).
The strategies adopted by wornen in this shidy to prevent or manage violence fiom
dates have been reported by other women in previous studies, including the tendency to

work in pairs and note down License numbers for one another (Fraser Cornmittee, 1985).
Other strategies women used, such as not getting in the back of a two door car or Urto a

car alone with two men were also reported by Barnard (1993), in her qualitative research
study with women working as street prostitutes. Other comrnon strategies between the
women interviewed by Barnard and those spoken to in this study included the belief that it
was a good idea to take clients home where someone would hear ifthere was any trouble,
that oniy seeing regular clients was safer, it was a good idea to carry a weapon, and one
good strategy to get away was breaking a date's glasses. Danger signs of dates they
agreed with as wefl incfuded the importance of being cautious of men who did not't know

'the rules' of the gaine, who deviated fkom agreed upon car routes, who did not't want to

Wear condoms, and who wanted them to go to their homes.
The importance of establishing the women's control over the entire process of
negotiation and delivery of a service, and of being very professional in rnanner has ais0
been noted in the literature. Beii (November, 1989, p. 6) stated "when you aart ho'ing
you realize that in order not to be used 1 have to be the user...You have to make sure you
are the boss at a l i times, you rnake the rules." Women working as prostitutes act powemil,
and are powerfbi, "because they have to @e), we don't have a choice,...either you are

powerful or you get hurt and stepped on" (p. 7). Other researchers have noted this
approach as weii (Delacoste & Alexander, 1988; Shedlin, 1990). Barnard (1993) found
the women she interviewed took a simiiar approach with their clients, as a defensive
maneuver designed to set a tone of power relations which was cntical in both ensuring
payment and limiting the potential for violence. The women in her research had the
following things to Say about the importance of this type of approach:
Ifyou're not in control of what you're doing then there's nae point doing
it...y ou've got to feel in control to a certain extent. (p. 690)
I've got to put it across to them that I'm the one that's in charge and that's
it...You get a lot of them that try (to take control), like they'U Say 'wait a
minute I'm paying this money so I'U say what 1want' sort of thing, but as
long a s you Say to them, 'look you're fuckbg paying' for ma time you're
no paying' for nothin' dse' that's what 1say. (pp. 690-691)

The women h t e ~ e w e dby Barnard (1993) also agreed that using their intuition about the
risk a date posed was an important part of assessing danger. One of the women
inte~ewed,Karla, stated 'Tt's the only thing you've got to go on is how you feel and if
you don't feel safe there's nae point in going any further" (p. 692). Delacoste and

Alexander (1988) sKnilar1y noted that for women worlong as prostitutes the decision of

whether or not to go with a client was simply whether or not they liked the 'look' of him.
The reality that women who are in need of a dmg fix may be less likely to follow
their own advice about safety, as demonstrated by the expenences of one of the women
inte~ewedfor this research, has been commented upon in past research as well. Barnard
(1993) observed a woman in a similar state, who was desperate to make some money to

buy drugs. She noted "ali night long she was chasing business, stopping any man who
happened to be wallang by and aimost flinging herself into passing cars" (p. 695). So it is
that despite the importance attached by many women on establishing control of the
situation to help decrease the chance of violence, in cases of extreme dmg dependency this
may be impossible for women to do, out of their need for money to purchase drugs. The
cross-sectionai survey found that over three-quarters of the women i n t e ~ e w e dhad used
drugs, with alrnost one-third having injected dnigs in the past six months. Sixty per cent
reported they have won-ied about haWig a drug problem. Other health risks related to
drug use aside, their need for money to purchase drugs might also lead these women to
compromise theû safety in their work.
It is a positive sign that POWER appeared to be an influentid service for the
women inte~ewed.For example, almost one-quarter of wornen inte~ewedin the crosssectional survey reported that they had received help fiom POWER to get alcohol or drug
treatment. With relation to violence, however, it is disturbing that so few had obtained
assistance fiom POWER in reporting an incident of violence. It is diflticdt to determine
exactly why this was the case, dthough women's extreme distrust of police rnay have had
something to do with it. The idea suggested by one woman who completed a taped
i n t e ~ e wthat
, a linkage between the police and POWER be formed wherein a police

officer could corne to POWER one day a week rnight be worth tiirther exploration. Other
infktructure links created at POWER were successful, and the opportunity for women

and police both to get to know one another better, and buiid trust, might result in both
increased reporting of violence by women and a better reception for them f?om police.
The situations of women i n t e ~ e w e dfor this study dernonstrate the
inappropriateness of approaches which focus on simply getting them 'off the streets'.
Wornen interviewed in this study had fewer marketable skiiis, in terms of level of
education, should they wish to leave prostitution. Many relied on welfare or prostitution

as their primarily source of income, two sources of incorne which would be unlikely to
render their resume atîractive to potential employers. The sarne would be true with regard
to a criminai record for prostitution-related offenses. While about halfwanted to get off
the streets, the reality is the other haIf of the women were either not sure or didn't want
to. Some of the women who don't wish to leave their work might simply be satisfied with
the work they are doing, but rnight prefer that the conditions under which they work be
improved, be that through increased and improved services, changes in legislation, and
irnproved responses to violence by police. Others may be unable to leave because of
econornic dependency, abuse by pùnps, low self-esteem, chemicai dependencies, lack of
programs to help transition them off, or other factors which are more complex in nature.
They require seMces which acknowledge their complex reality and facilitate their access
to the services they need. Women who do wish to leave the streets, but are facing the
same types of barriers, require the same complexity of services. The hi& use of POWER

by women in the cross-sectional survey indicate that a semice such as this one may be
weii-suited to responding to the cornplexity of these women's lives, particularly insofar as

one of their prograrn pnorities is facilitating linkages for women to senrices they require
which have o t h e d s e been difncuit for them x access for a variety cf reasons. If services
to women working as prostitutes don? address and acknowledge the myriad of penonai,
economic and social factors which led to thek beginning this work in the first place, they

are unlikely to result in any real change for them.
Ultimately, a respectful response to women working as prostitutes would respect
thci right to choose whether or not they want to work as prostitutes or not, and attempt
to provide them with those seMces they consider important for their own safety or weu-

being. In a non-coercive atmosphere where the nght for each woman to choose the best
option for her, fiom a variety of possibilities, women are more likely to be empowered to
choose healthier options for themselves, whether that be to access substance use treatrnent
so they wïii not compromise their safety at work to get rnoney for drugs, or to seek job

training and leave the streets.

4.0 Action Plan

In reviewing the results obtained in this research study within the context of the
relevant research, a number of areas where constructive action can be taken to address the
issue of violence against women working as prostitutes can be highiighted. These are
discussed in this section of the appendix.
Service agencies might wish to review their programming in light of the
idormation provided by women in this research. Partidar attention could be paid to
ensuring the staffare educated about street issues and myths related to prostitution.

Aboriginal issues and anti-racism should also be addressed, given the over-representation
of Aboriginal women working as street prostitutes in Winnipeg. This wodd make it more
Wely that staffwould respond to women who have experienced violence and wodd Like
to access service at their organization in a supportive, non-judgmental manner. Attention
could also be paid to decreasing the formality of senice provision, as weli as expandimg
service hours to include sorne evenings and weekends, in order to be providing seMces to
women when they need it, and in a style with which they are more cornfortable.
It needs to be acknowledged that hours of operation are sornetimes difficult to
change, and while education of staff can occur relatively inexpensively, particularly if
agencies use the public education seMces provided by POWEK it might be more dficult
to change their hours of service. This points to another possibility for them, which is to
create Uifiastructure linkages with POWER to provide seMces on-site. Many of the

women are already cornfortable with POWER, and have built up a certain amount of tmst
with them. This could be used to the advantage of agencies which have traditionally been
distmsted by the women who want to create a better relationship with them, if they enter

into such a seMce agreement. This would not, of course, make it any leu important that
they continue to educate the staffback at the agency larger about issues of importance to

w o r h g as street prostitutes, as many of the women might be accessing seMces directly
fiorn the agency, rather than going through POWER to do so.
Police have similar work to do to increase their services to wornen working as
street prostitutes. Most women in the cross-sectional sumey had experienced violence,
and more than haifhad reported at ieast once to police. Problems in the relationship
between women arise related to the illegai nature of the women's work (they may have
outstanding warrants) and to the faa that a good percentage have experienced violence
&om police in the past, and don? trust them to respond weU. Police could irnplement

many of the sarne changes as seMce agencies, including investigating the possibility of an
infrastructure M a g e , to increase the likeiihood that women working as prostitutes who
expenence work-related violence wili have access to the same legal right to report as
anyone eise.

POWER itseif'could take action in a number of areas as a result of this research,
They already have the trust of many ofthe women, yet do not play a large role in
facilitahg the process of reporting for women who have expenenced violence while
working. Why this is remains unclear. This could be investigated fiirther by them, perhaps

in a series of forums or a street survey, to find out what women would like to see POWER
do to assist them in addressing the violence they experience. This could include reaching
out to police to create an ini?astructure linkage, taking anonymous reports of violence
from women and passing them on to police, educating women about legislative options

and their implications for women's safety (Le. decriminaikation and legalization) and

determinhg what they see as their best options, and then lobbying city council and other
legislative bodies to achieve these changes. POWER could also lobby their fûnders for
more money in order to further increase the hours they are able to stay open, and perhaps
to d o w them to have beds for women to stay in ovemight ifnecessary. They could also
seek to educate women working as prostitutes who use their senrices about nationai and
international prostitutes rights movements, to see if women in WUuiipeg were interesteci in
doing something sirnilar themselves.
Another area of action would be for POWER to use the media to their advantage,
wherever possible, with regard to the realities of violence for wornen working as street
prostitutes. n i e results of this study could be used as the basis for a press conference by
Mount Carmel, as the parent agency, on the whole issue. This could m a t e more public
syrnpathy for women working as prostitutes, which in tum helps combat societal
stereotypes.

POWER has already shown a cornmitment to addressing the cornpiexity of
women's lives, rather than sirnply trying to get them 'off the street', in their adoption of a

structure which focused on creating infktructure iiiages with agencies the women they
worked with traditionally have had dficulty accessing or have distmsted. This trend
should be continued, with a particular focus on incorporahg direct feedback from the
women they serve into their regular planning and evaluation cycles, as has been done in
the first three years of operation. It is the involvement of the women themselves, in both
the planning and provision of services, which will help ensure that the services are

accessible and appropriate for women working as street prostitutes.
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